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# # 49897 12920: MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
KEYWORDS : PARTIAL NITRIFICATION I ENTRAPPED CELL I OXYGEN 
LIMITATION1 FREE AMMONIA1 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 

CHAIWAT RONGSAYAMANONT: STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING 
PARTIAL NITRIFICATION BY IMMOBILIZED CELLS. ADVISOR: 
PROFESSOR EAKALAK KHAN, Ph.D., CO-ADVISOR: TAWAN 
LIMPIYAKORN, Ph.D., 192 pp. 

Shortcut biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) is a cost effective innovative process to 
treat law carbon orland high nitrogen wastewater. Partial nitrification (PN) is believed to be 
the rate-limiting step of the overall SBNR and can be achieved by the oxidation of ammonia 
(NH3) to nitrite ( N o d  (or nitritation) without further oxidation of NO; to nitrate (or 
nitratation). The most two common strategies to promote activity of ammonia oxidizing 
bacteria (AOB) over nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) under normal temperature condition are 
te maintain oxygen (02>limiting orland fiee ammonia (FA)-accumulating conditions in the 
systems. The study was divided into three main tasks. Task 1 is to examine whether and how 
the two most common strategies can be applied for entrapped cell system. Results fiom batch 
nikitatian and nitratation kinetic study implied that FA inhibition or 0 2  limitation can be used 
to maintain PN in entrapped cell but might not be effective strategy. Task 2 is to find out the 
strategies to achieve PN in continuous-flow entrapped cell nitritation reactors. This part of 
experiment was sectioned into two subtasks, the first subtask is to study the effect of different 
entrapped inoculums on accelerating PN during start-up periods. The results showed that high 
NOB entrapped cells inoculums, which has different ability to nitrifying and partial nitrifying, 
can achieve the stable PN at comparable level and timeframe (65 - 66% nitritation after 30 - 
42 days of the start-up). This indicated that a step for preparing sludge which is readily for 
nitrifjring or partial nitrifying, was not needed for entrapped cells. The control factor is 
expected to be the levels of O2 in the gel beads under the presence of high NH3 concentration. 
Therefore, cell entrapment can be an effective way to accelerate partial nitrification. The 
second subtask is to study effect of bulk dissolved oxygen (DO) orland FA concentrations on 
PN during the long term operation period. Higher NO2- accumulation was found at the lower 
concentration of bulk DO and the higher concentration of FA. Because the accumulation of 
NO; depended on both concentrations of bulk DO and FA, a relative ratio of both parameters 
(ratia of Doteffluent FA) rather than either one is recommended to use as a control parameter 
for PN. Task 3 is to study effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB in entrapped cell under 
condition simulated the shock load of a model toxic chemical, p-nitrophenol (PNP). Two 
sequentially tests, lS' and 2* batch test, were used to investigate the PNP degradation and NH3 
exidation under condition simulated the 1" and 2"d time of PNP shock load in batch reactor 
with nitritation entrapped cells which have a different amounts of heterotrophs in the gel 
beads. Results fiom task 3 (and a part of the results for suspended cells from task 1) implied 
that an inability to recover the AOB activity after experience with the toxic PNP shock can be 
partly prevented in the entrapped cell based-rather than the suspended cell based-reactor as a 
results fiom reducing the penetration of PNP by the outer layer of heterotrophs and 
subsequently reduce toxic sensitivity of AOB in the deeper part of the biofilm-like layer 
structure in the peripheral of the gel bead. 
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 CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 State of Problem 

 

Treatment of ammonium rich wastewater, such as supernatant from municipal 

wastewater sludge digesters, landfill leachate, and high ammonia industrial 

wastewater has received attention due to stringent discharge regulations and economic 

aspects (Egli et al., 2003). The operational costs of biological nitrogen removal of 

ammonium rich wastewater are mainly on the aeration and organic carbon 

requirements for nitrification and denitrification, respectively. In 1995, shortcut 

biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) was developed in order to reduce these costs 

(STOWA, 1995). The main concept of SBNR is based on the fact that nitrite is an 

intermediate for both nitrification and denitrification steps. Thus, it will be convenient 

to partially nitrify up to nitrite in the nitrification step called partial nitrification and 

then to denitrify from nitrite in the denitrification step (Fig 1.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Shortcut biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) 
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To completely nitrify each mol of nitrogen in the traditional nitrification 

process, ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) use 

1.5 and 0.5 mol of oxygen, respectively. In the traditional denitrification process, 

denitrifying bacteria require sufficient organic carbon to denitrify nitrate to nitrite and 

finally to nitrogen gas. SBNR has become more attractive as a way to reduce oxygen 

demand and organic carbon requirement compared to conventional nitrification and 

denitrification. There have been a number of recently developed processes based on 

the concept of SBNR to remove nitrogen from ammonium rich wastewater and low 

carbon/nitrogen wastewater (C/N < 3.5 - 4) including the single reactor high activity 

ammonia removal over nitrite (SHARON®) process (Hellinga et al., 1998) and the 

combined SHARON and anaerobic ammonium oxidation (SHARON-ANAMMOX®) 

process (van Dongen et al., 2001). 

 

The most critical condition needed to achieve partial nitrification or nitritation, 

the first step of SBNR process, is to inhibit the production of nitrate or nitratation 

without excessively retarding the nitritation rate. It has extensively been known that 

AOB are autotrophic bacteria with very low growth rates and yields. Thus, an 

unintentional washing out of AOB should be avoided when generating and 

maintaining nitritation reactors. The prolonged biomass retention may be obtained in 

a variety of cell immobilization techniques (Wijffels and Tramper, 1995). The 

immobilization by entrapping AOBs in polymeric substances such as polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) would ensure their retention within the treatment system. The 

application of nitrifying bacterial immobilization for nitrogen removal has been 

extensively studied (Cao et al., 2002; Vogelsang et al., 1997; Leenen et al., 1996; 

Wijffels and Tramper, 1995; Chen and Lin, 1994). Immobilized cells have many 

advantages over suspended cells including higher cell concentrations, higher 

conversion rates, and protections from toxic effects and temperature shocks. (Rostron 

et al., 2001; Vogelsang et al., 1997; Yang et al., 1997; Chen and Lin, 1994) 

 

Although retaining AOB and washing out/inhibiting NOB simultaneously to 

generate and maintain partial nitrification are difficult (Blackburne et al., 2007), a 

number of strategies has been studied and suggested including controlling temperature 
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at 30 – 40oC, controlling dilution rate between the growth rates of AOB and NOB 

(Hellinga et al., 1998), terminating aeration prior to complete nitrification in 

sequencing batch operation (Peng et al., 2004; Yoo et al., 1999), promoting free 

nitrous acid (Prakasam and Loehr, 1972), hydroxylamine addition (Hao and Chen, 

1994; Yang and Allman, 1992), fulvic acids addition (Zhang et al., 2000). Among 

them, limiting dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration (Sliekers et al., 2005; Wyffels et 

al., 2004) is the most common strategy for partial nitrification. Low DO 

concentrations are effective because AOB have lower oxygen saturation coefficients 

than NOB (Wiesmann, 1994) and in turn have higher affinity for oxygen compared 

with NOB. Therefore, NOB could be significantly inhibited within the lower DO 

environment such as within sludge floc or within biofilm. 

 

Biofilm can give resistance to oxygen transfer through the biofilm/bulk liquid 

interface (Picioreanu et al., 1997). Moreover, the spatial distribution of a member of 

AOB genus Nitrosomonas and of NOB genus Nitrobacter determined by a 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique and their oxygen utilization 

measured by a microelectrode revealed that genus Nitrosomonas formed dense layer 

clusters in the outer layer of the biofilm, while genus Nitrobacter are dispersed in 

close vicinity to the Nitrosomonas clusters and the adjacent layer (Schramm et al., 

1996). The limitation of DO within the inner part of the biofilm, where NOB exist, 

mostly is responsible for the complete inhibition of NOB activity in the nitrifying 

biofilm (Kim et al., 2003). 

 

To the best of our knowledge, there has recently only two peer reviewed 

article that addresses nitrite accumulation in an immobilized cell reactor (Yan and Hu, 

2009; Isaka et al., 2007) Moreover, there have been only a few previous studies which 

were dedicated to investigating the spatial distribution of immobilized nitrifying 

bacteria using either an immunological technique such as fluorescent-antibody (FA) 

labeling (Uemoto et al., 2000; Hunik et al., 1993) or a molecular technique such as 

FISH (Isaka et al., 2007; Vogelsang et al., 2002). These studies showed that the 

spatial distribution of immobilized nitrifying bacteria is in a similar arrangement as 

that of nitrifying biofilm. The biofilm-like layer structure in the periphery of the 
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entrapped bead is developed based on a competition between species for space and 

access to substrate such as oxygen (Vogelsang et al., 2002). 

 

Besides lowering DO, promoting free ammonia is also a typical alternative to 

achieve nitritation (Villaverde et al., 2000; 1997; Fdz-Planco et al., 1996). The 

inhibitory effect of free ammonia on NOB activities has been extensively reported 

(Philips et al., 2002; Balmelle et al., 1992) and is linked to nitrite accumulation 

(Villaverde et al., 2000). Although AOB activities can also be inhibited by free 

ammonia, NOB activities are much more sensitive to free ammonia than AOB 

(Abeling and Seyfried, 1992).  

 

In engineering aspects, inoculums used is a critical factor to determine the 

duration of and the succession of system startup. Although inhibiting NOB and 

maintain AOB growth so as to partial nitrification achieved are needed to startup 

nitritation reactor, but NOB still can be persisted as which leading to a significant 

unwanted nitrate production in biofilm based-nitritation reactor (Wang et al., 2009). 

Although effect of inoculums on the system performance have been previously 

demonstrated in both suspended cell and biofilm nitritation reactors (Bartrolí et al., 

2011; Chen et al., 2010; Terada et al., 2010)   in immobilized cell reactor has never 

been studied. 

 

Ammonia rich wastewaters containing toxic organic compounds was typical in 

effluent from several industries such as textile, organic chemical synthesis, 

petrochemical, resin producing, and pharmaceuticals industries (Olmos et al., 2004). 

Toxic nitroaromatic compound like p-nitrophenol (PNP) was found often in high 

ammonia industrial wastewater such as pharmaceuticals wastewater (ammonia in 

wastewater: 80 – 500 mgN l-1; PNP in wastewater: < 10 – 2300 µg l-1; Gupta et al., 

2006). PNP is one of the U.S. EPA’s priority pollutant which its toxicity value as 

EC50 is 64 mg/l (Tomei et al., 2004). EPA recommended restricting PNP level in 

natural waters at below 10 ng l-1 (Kuscu and Sponza, 2007). It is hardly biodegradable 

compound and can stable in both surface and subsurface water due to high solubility 

and low partitioning coefficient. PNP can create a significant health risks due to their 
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mutagenic and carcinogenic activity and may bioaccumulate in the food chain 

(Rezouga et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2006; Tomei et al., 2004). The high inhibitory effect 

of PNP on AOB have been reported (Zhang et al., 2010; Blum and Speece, 1991). 

The concentration that inhibited the AOB activity by 50% (IC50) of PNP is 2.6 mg l-1 

(Blum and Speece, 1991). This indicated that PNP can have a lot of negative effects 

on the stability of partial nitrification. High fluctuation in quality of industrial effluent 

can lead to a shock loading problem in industrial wastewater treatment process. This 

operation problem can be highly adverse and may result in a complete process failure. 

An inability to recover the AOB activity after experience with shock load of toxic 

organic compound often lead to a serious drop or failure in nitrification (Amor et al., 

2005; Texier and Gomez, 2002; Winther-Nielsen and la Cour Jansen, 1996; 

Benmoussa et al., 1986). Sensitivity with the instant loading of toxic compound could 

limit applications of partial nitrification for treating ammonia in real industrial 

effluent (Suárez-Ojeda, et al., 2010). Thus, the study about operational technique for 

dealing with this problem in partial nitrification reactor is worth being investigated. 

 

Although the performances of both suspended cell and biofilm nitritation 

reactors have been reported in the past several years (Sinha and Annachhatre, 2007; 

Philips et al., 2002), nitritation by immobilized cells for treating ammonium rich 

wastewater has not been investigated. With the economical benefits of SBNR over the 

conventional nitrification - denitrification and several advantages of immobilized cells 

over suspended cells, the application of PVA immobilized nitrifying bacteria for 

treating ammonium rich wastewater based on two typical strategies, limiting DO and 

promoting free ammonia accumulation in bulk liquid, is worth being investigated. 

Specific issues that should be addressed include effect of inoculum history, instability 

conditions caused by the shock load of toxic compounds, the actual activity of 

working bacteria, and the bacterial community. More understanding in the actual 

mechanisms to achieve and maintain stable partial nitrification is a main outcome of 

this research. This outcome may be further applied to help setting up the design 

criteria for a novel ammonia removal process over nitrite by immobilized nitrifying 

biomass. 
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1.2 Objectives 

 

Task 1 Effects of DO (dissolved oxygen) and FA (free ammonia) on the 

activities of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria 

(NOB) by respirometric assays. 

a) To examine the activities of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) entrapped AOB 

and NOB under various DO and FA concentrations.  

 

Task 2 Strategies for achieving partial nitrification in continuous flow 

entrapped cell nitritation reactors. 

a) To compare duration required for achieving stable partial nitrification 

by entrapped non-nitrifying sludge (ENN), entrapped nitrifying sludge (EN), and 

entrapped partial nitrifying sludge (EPN). 

b) To investigate the abundance and spatial distribution of nitrifying-

microorganisms in the gel beads 

c) To examine the use of DO/FA ratio to control partial nitrification in a 

long term operation of entrapped cell nitritation reactors.  

 

Task 3 Effect of heterotrophs on activity of AOB in entrapped cell under 

condition of p-nitrophenol (PNP) inhibition.  

a) To examine PNP degradation rate and ammonia oxidation rate in an 

aerated batch reactor with entrapped cells from organic loaded-nitritation reactors at 

various initial PNP and ammonia concentrations. 

b) To investigate the spatial distribution of nitrifying-microorganisms in 

the gel beads from organic loaded-nitritation reactors. 
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1.3 Hypotheses 

 

Task 1 Effects of DO and FA on the activities of AOB and NOB by 

respirometric assays. 

Under the conditions with lower DO or high FA ,  

a) The activities of AOB and NOB in both suspended and immobilized 

forms will be deteriorates.  

b) The activities of NOB will be more deteriorated resulting in the lower 

activity of NOB than AOB for both suspended and immobilized forms.  

 

Task 2 Strategies for achieving partial nitrification in continuous flow 

entrapped cell nitritation reactors. 

a) The duration required for achieving partial nitrification of high 

ammonia wastewater by entrapped cell system can be reduced by enriching ENN 

or/and EN as opposed to enriching partial nitrifying sludge and entrapping it.  

b) The abundance and spatial distribution of nitrifying-microorganisms in 

ENN, EN, and EPN will be different.  

c) DO/FA ratio can be used as a control parameter to maintain effective 

partial nitrification in high ammonia wastewater using entrapped cell system.  

 

Task 3 Effect of heterotrophs on activity of AOB in entrapped cell under 

condition of p-nitrophenol (PNP) inhibition. 

a) The PNP degradation by heterotrophs in entrapped cells from organic 

loaded-nitritation reactor can reduce an inhibitory effect of PNP on the AOB activity. 

b) The most of AOB clusters in entrapped cells from organic loaded-

nitritation reactor will be within the outer layers of the gel beads while the 

heterotrophs layers will be adjacent to the AOB layers at the outermost parts of the 

gel beads. 
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1.4 Scopes of study 

a) Unless otherwise states, all reactor start up and operation along this 

study was conducted in laboratory scale reactor under room 

temperature. 

b) Synthetic wastewater without organic used to be the influent in all 

experiment shown in chapter 4 and 5. 



CHAPTER II 

 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 Biological nitrogen removal 

 

2.1.1 Conventional biological nitrogen removal (CBNR) 

  

Nitrogenous wastewater, generally in the form of ammonium or organic 

nitrogen, is usually treated using CBNR. For treating relatively low nitrogen-

containing wastewater (total nitrogen concentration (TAN) < 100mg N l-1), CBNR 

process is recommended as it provides high efficiency as well as good process 

stability and reliability. 

 

2.1.1.1 Complete nitrification  

 

CBNR is based on autotrophic nitrification followed by heterotrophic 

denitrification. In the first step of nitrification, ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) 

oxidize ammonia (NH4
+) to nitrite (NO2

−) by ammonia monooxygenase (AMO) and 

hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO) enzyme, so called nitritation (equation 1). In 

the second step, nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) oxidize NO2
− to nitrate (NO3

−) with 

the involvement of nitrite oxidoreductase (NOR) enzyme, so called nitratation 

(equation 3). Autotrophic nitrifying bacteria use carbon dioxide and NH4
+ or NO3

− as 

the carbon and nitrogen source for growth, respectively (equation 2 and 4).  

 

Nitritation:  

Energy: 

NH4
+ + 1.5O2 NO2

- + 2H+ + 2H2O   ; ∆Go = -270 kJ/mol of NH4
+-N (1) 
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Cell synthesis (AOB):  

15CO2 + 13NH4
+       10NO2

- + 3C5H7NO2 + 23H+ + 4H2O          (2) 

 

Nitratation:  

Energy: 

NO3
- ; ∆Go = -80 kJ/mol of NO2

--N         (3)  NO2
- + 0.5O2     

 

Cell synthesis (NOB):  

10NO3
- + C5H7NO2 + H+     (4) 5CO2 + NH4

+ + 10NO2
- + 2H2O     

 

By combining energy and cell synthesis reactions (equation 1 and 3 for nitritation, 

equation 2 and 4 for nitratation) and by using the carbonate equilibrium system: 

 

Nitritation:  

80.7NH4
+ + 114.55O2 + 160.4HCO3

-  C5H7NO2+79.7NO2
- + 82.7H2O + 155.4H2CO3  

  (5) 

 

Nitratation: 

134.5NO2
- + NH4

+ + 62.25O2 + HCO3
- + 4H2CO3        C5H7NO2 + 134.5NO3

- + 3H2O (6) 

 

The overall reaction for complete nitrification is found by combining nitritation and 

nitratation (equation 5 and 6): 

 

Nitrification: 

NH4
+ + 1.86O2  + 1.98HCO3

-      0.02C5H7NO2 + 0.98NO3
- + 1.88H2CO3 + 1.04H2O  (7) 

 

The kinetic of nitrification process is dependent mainly on substrate and 

dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations. It is normally described by a Double Monod 

expression (equation 8). Table 2.1 showed kinetic parameters for each process at 

20oC.  
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where SOUR is specific oxygen uptake rate for nitritation or nitratation (mgO2 

[mgVSS h]−1), SOURMAX  is maximum SOUR for nitritation or nitratation 

(SOURMAX,AOB , SOURMAX,NOB) (mg O2 [mgVSS h]−1), [S] is substrate concentration 

(TAN or NO2
−) (mgN l−1), [DO] is DO concentration (mgO2 l

−1), KS is half saturation 

coefficient for substrate (KS,AOB,KS,NOB) (mgN l−1), and KO is half saturation 

coefficient for oxygen (KO,AOB, KO,NOB) (mgO2 l
−1). 

 

Table 2.1 Kinetic parameters for nitrification at 20oC (adjusted from Henze et al.,     

      2002) 

Kinetic parameter Symbol Unit Nitritation Nitratation Nitrification 

Maximum specific 

growth rate 

µMAX  d-1 0.6-0.8 0.6-1.0 0.6-0.8 

Half saturation 

constant for substrate 

KS mgN l-1 0.3-0.7 0.8-1.2 0.3-0.7 

Half saturation 

constant for oxygen 

KO gO2 l
-1 0.5-1.0 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.0 

Yield Y gVSS gN-1 0.10-0.12 0.05-0.07 0.15-0.20 

Decay b d-1 0.03-0.06 0.03-0.06 0.03-0.06 

 

 

2.1.1.2 Denitrification  

 

In denitrification, NO3
− is reduced to gaseous nitrogen (N2) with a variety 

of electron donors, such as methanol, acetate, or organic substances in wastewater 

under anoxic condition by heterotrophs which are widespread among the groups of 

Proteobacteria (equation 9). Equation 10 showed reaction for cell synthesis of 

denitrifier by using NH4
+ as a nitrogen source. Denitrification was driven in stepwise 
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manner in which NO3
− is sequentially reduced to NO2

-, nitric oxide (NO), nitrous 

oxide (N2O), and N2 as shown in equation 11 - 14: 

 

NO3
- denitrification:  

C18H19O9N + 14NO3
- + 14H+   7N2 + 17CO2 + HCO3

- + NH4
+ + H2O    

; ∆Go = -103 kJ/e-eqv           (9) 

 

Cell synthesis (denitrifier) (NH4
+ assimilation): 

 0.52C18H19O9N + 3.28NO3
- + 0.48NH4

+ + 2.80H+   C5H7NO2 + 1.64N2 + 4.36CO2           

+ 3.8H2O                    (10) 

 

NO3
- reduction:  

NO2
- + H2O                          (11) NO3

- + 2e- + 2H+     

 

NO2
- reduction:  

NO2
- + e- + 2H+     NO + H2O                                        (12)  

 

NO reduction:  

2NO + 2e- + 2H+     N2O + H2O                                      (13) 

 

N2O reduction:  

N2O + 2e- + 2H+     N2 + H2O                                         (14) 

 

2.1.1.3 Limitations of CBNR 

  

Because nitrification and denitrification are carried out by different 

microorganisms under different conditions, they must be designed and operated in 

separate time sequences or spaces (Lee et al., 2001). For treating high nitrogenous 

wastewater (TAN > 100 mgN l-1), a large volume of reactor and a high level of 

oxygen (2 moles of O2/mole of NH4
+-N as shown in equation 1 and 2) are required to 

accomplish complete nitrification. And, because the organic carbon present naturally 

in high nitrogen-containing wastewater is limited, a high level of external carbon 
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sources (ie. methanol, acetate) must be supplied for denitrification of wastewater with 

low C/N content (Tam et al., 1992). In overall, these increase significantly operational 

cost. Furthermore, most existing wastewater treatment facilities which not designed 

for nitrogen removal, meeting the demands of the complete nitrification and 

denitrification in these facilities can be difficult. Thus, many wastewater treatment 

plants do not meet the effluent standard of 10 mg N l-1 (Jetten et al., 2001). The 

limitations of low removal efficiency, high oxygen requirement, long retention time, 

and high external carbon source requirement are the driving forces to use CBNR, thus 

shortcut biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) must be developed to avoid these 

drawbacks. 

 

2.1.2 Shortcut biological nitrogen removal  

  

2.1.2.1 Shortcut biological nitrogen removal via nitrite denitrification 

 

SBNR is the process in which intermediate NO2
- occurred in nitrification 

be reduced to N2 in denitrification step. With this principle, partial nitrification in 

which NH4
+ is oxidized to intermediate NO2

- is promoted to achieve an accumulation 

of NO2
- instead of NO3

- in aerobic condition (promote reaction in equation 5 instead 

of that in equation 5 and 6). In anoxic environment, the intermediate NO2
- is reduced 

to N2 by denitrifier (promote reaction in equation 11 instead of that in equation 10).  

 

 Compared with CBNR, SBNR has the following advantages (Beccari 

et al., 1983; Turk and Mavinic, 1989; Peng and Zhu, 2006): 

 1. 25% lower oxygen consumption in the aerobic phase implies 60% 

energy saving in the entire process (see Table 2.3). 

 2. The requirement for electron donors is as much as 40% lower in the 

anoxic phase (see Table 2.3). 

 3. NO2
- denitrification rate is 1.5 to 2 times higher than NO3

- 

denitrification rate. 
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SBNR is more appropriated to apply with high nitrogen wastewater or low 

C/N content such as sludge digester supernatant, piggery wastewater, landfill 

leachate, and some industrial wastewater (tannery, pharmaceutical, dye wastewater) 

(Turk and Mavinic, 1989; Villaverde et al., 1997). 

 

Table 2.2 Concentrations of Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Biological Oxygen 

Demand (BOD), and total nitrogen in high nitrogen-containing wastewater 

(modified from Van Hulle et al., 2010). 

 

Wastewater 
COD 

(mg l-1) 
BOD 

(mg l-1) 
Total nitrogen 

(mg l-1) 
References 

Tannery 300 - 1400 N.A. 50 - 200 
Carucci et al., 

1999 

Landfill leachate 1300 - 1600 N.A. 160 - 270 
Jokela et al., 

2002 
Slaughter house 
(after anaerobic 
pretreatment) 

1400 - 2400 N.A. 170 - 200 
Keller et al., 

1997 

Reject water 232  - 12587 81-750 260 - 958 
Gil and Choi, 

2004 
Starch production 
(after anaerobic 
pretreatment) 

3000 990 1060 
Abeling and 

Seyfried, 1992 

Piggery manure 3969 1730 1700 
Obaja et al., 

2003 
N.A., not available 
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Table 2.3 Comparison of stoichiometrical requirement for oxygen and organic 

compound (as COD) in various BNR scheme (modified from Van Hulle et 

al., 2010) 

Process scheme 

Oxygen 

requirement  

(gO2 gN-1) 

COD 

 requirement without 

cell assimilation  

(gCOD gN-1) 

COD  

requirement with 

cell assimilation  

(gCOD gN-1) 

CBNR 

Complete nitrification 

+ nitrate 

denitrification  

4.57 2.86 4.0 

SBNR 
Partial nitrification + 

nitrite denitrification  
3.43 1.72 2.4 

SBNR 
Partial nitritation + 

Anammox 
1.72 - - 

 

 

2.1.2.2 Shortcut biological nitrogen removal via anaerobic ammonium 

oxidation (Anammox)  

 

Anaerobic ammonium oxidation process is a new way to remove nitrogen 

from wastewater (Jetten et al., 1997). Under oxygen-free condition, anaerobic 

ammonium oxidation (anammox) bacteria remove nitrogen autotrophically by using 

NH4+ as an electron donor, NO2
− as an electron acceptor and CO2 as a main carbon 

source for their growth without using addition external organic carbon as shown in 

equation 15 (Jetten et al., 1999).  The anammox process is carried out by two 

anammox bacteria that have been tentatively named as ‘‘Brocadia anammoxidans’’ 

and ‘‘Kuenenia stuttgartiensis’’ (Schmid et al., 2000). Anammox bacteria has a very 

low growth rate and yield compared with aerobic AOB, consequently long sludge age 

reactor was needed to retain their growth.  

 

1.02N2 + 2.03H2O + 0.66CH2O1.5N0.15 + 0.26NO3
-(15) NH4

+ + 1.32NO2
- + 0.66HCO3

-  
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2.2 Partial nitrification 

 

To remove nitrogen using SBNR scheme, partial nitrification must be 

achieved first. Partial nitrification is the oxidation of NH4
+ to NO2

−, as the end-

product. This requires the reduction of activity of NOB, without negatively affecting 

the AOB activity (promotion of reaction in equation 5 and suppression of reaction in 

equation 6).  

 

2.2.1 Environmental factors governing partial nitrification 

 

Many parameters have been suggested to maintain the accumulation of nitrite 

over nitrate, either individually or in combination with other factors. Environmental 

factors such as oxygen, temperature, pH and organic carbon have a strong influence 

on growth and activity of microorganisms. 

 

2.2.1.1 Oxygen 

 

From equation 1 and 2, stoichiometric requirement for oxygen is 3.43 gO2 

per 1 g of NH4
+-N for nitritation, and 1.14 mgO2 per 1 g of NO2

--N for nitratation. 

However, AOB are stronger than NOB against low DO level as can be explained by 

the difference in half saturation constant for oxygen of both microorganisms (Ko,AOB 

< Ko,NOB, Table 2.4). Thus, nitrite accumulation can be achieved by maintaining the 

low DO concentration. Previous evidence achieving nitrite accumulation using low-

DO-level maintaining strategy is summarized in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.4 Half saturation constants for oxygen of AOB and NOB  

K O,AOB              

(mgO2 l
−1) 

K O,NOB 

(mgO2 l
−1) 

Sludge culturing condition References 

0.03 – 0.48 0.704  – 5.312 
Suspended mixed culture, 

measured at different oxygen tension, 
25oC, pH 7.5 

Laanbroek and 
Gerards,1993 

0.224– 0.554 0.16 – 4.32 
Suspended mixed culture, measured at 

different dilution rates and oxygen 
concentrations, 28oC 

Laanbroek et al.,1994, 

0.1616 0.544 
Mixed culture immobilized in gel beads, 

30oC, pH 7.4 
Hunik et al.,1994 

0.033 0.41 Activated sludge, pH 7.8 Blackburne et al.,2008 

0.99 1.4 Activated sludge, 20oC, pH 8.0 Ciudad et al.,2006 

0.3 1.1 - Wiesmann,1994 

 

 

Table 2.5 Previous evidence achieving nitrite accumulation using low DO level 

maintaining strategy (modified from Park, et al., 2010) 

DO  
(mgO2 l

−1) 
Efficiency System References 

0.5 Inhibition of NOB activity Suspended growth Hanaki et al., 1990 

1.5 
100% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

50% of NH4
+ removed 

Biofilm airlift reactor Garrido et al., 1997 

2.0 – 5.0 
100% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

60% of NH4
+ removed 

Biological aerated filter Joo et al., 2000 

0.5 
90% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

100% of NH4
+ removed 

Completely stirred biofilm 
reactor 

Bernet et al., 2001 

0.7 
93% as NO2

-/NOx
-, 

67% of NH4
+ removed 

Activated sludge Ruiz et al., 2003 

1.0 100% as NO2
-/NOx

- Biofilm airlift reactor Kim et al., 2003 

1.4 
75% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

95% of NH4
+ removed 

Biofilm airlift reactor Ciudad et al., 2005 

2.0 – 4.0 
100% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

50% of NH4
+ removed 

Moving bed biofilm reactor Fux et al., 2004 

< 2.0 
93% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

88% of NH4
+ removed 

Activated sludge with 
biofilm carriers 

Chung et al., 2007 

< 3.0 
100% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

50% of NH4
+ removed 

Sequencing batch reactor Gali et al., 2007 
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DO  
(mgO2 l

−1) 
Efficiency System References 

0.4 15% - 95% as NO2
-/NOx

- Biofilm airlift reactor Blackburne et al., 2008 

5.0 
93% as NO2

-/NOx
-,  

43% of NH4
+ removed 

Up-flow reactor with 
biomass carrier 

Yamamoto et al., 2008 

 

Hanaki et al. (1990) suggested that NOB activity in a suspended growth 

system at 25ºC was strongly inhibited by low DO (< 0.5 mgO2 l–1). Their findings 

indicated that in the full nitrification system, low DO levels did not affect the                 

overall ammonia oxidation. This is because the growth yield of AOB became double 

compare to at high DO and this compensated the reduction of specific activity of 

AOB at low DO levels. In contrast, nitrite oxidation was strongly inhibited by low DO 

levels. The growth yield of NOB was unchanged. Thus, the low DO levels result in 

highering growth yields of AOB, while the growth yield of NOB was unchanged 

under this condition. This can possibly give rise to nitrite accumulate without 

affecting ammonia oxidation (accumulation of nitrite up to 60 mgN l–1 at HRT of 2.0-

3.8 d–1).  

 

Stenstrom and Poduska (1980) suggested no clear defined optimum DO 

concentration for full nitrification. The optimum DO concentration is dependent on 

other operational parameters such as sludge age. At higher sludge age, nitrification 

can be achieved at DO concentrations in the range of 0.5–1.0 mgO2 l–1, while at        

lower sludge age, higher DO concentrations are required. However, they suggested 

that the lowest DO concentration at which full nitrification can occur appears to be 

approximately 0.3 mgO2 l
–1.  

 

Leu et al. (1998) suggested that in the inner layer of biofilms, oxygen 

deficiency that is a result of NH4
+ oxidation can cause nitrite accumulation. This 

means that NOB activity is strongly influenced by the oxygen-limiting level in the 

deeper parts of the biofilms. However, Harada et al. (1987) found that nitrite 

accumulation in bulk liquid phase increased with a decrease in biofilm thickness. 

Possibly, this may be explained by the hypothesis that in thick biofilms, O2 is not only 

transported by diffusion, but also by advection through channels. When the O2 supply 
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was limited, nitrite was accumulated in a mixed culture of AOB and NOB (Laanbroek 

and Gerards, 1993). By controlling the DO to low values, the oxidation of nitrite to 

nitrate can be controlled. This is possiblly owing to the higher affinity to oxygen of 

AOB than NOB (Garrido et al., 1997).  

 

Cecen and Gonenc (1995) found that bulk O2/NH4
+ ratio rather than the 

NH4
+ concentration alone is a more meaningful parameter to control nitrite 

accumulation. In nitrification, they found a considerable degree of nitrite 

accumulation at bulk O2/ NH4
+ ratios lower than 5. This finding corresponded to those 

reported in the study of Bougard et al. (2006). Bougard et al. (2006) concluded that 

the combined O2 and NH4
+ control strategy is more appropriate than either one since 

the shift in temperature set point strongly affected the composition of the microbial 

ecosystem present in the reactor while active control of oxygen and ammonia does 

not. Bernet et al. (2005) found that at bulk O2/NH4
+ ratio between 0.05 and 0.1, 80% 

of nitrite accumulation was achieved.  

 

2.2.1.2 Temperature 

 

The temperatures between 35 and 45oC are reported for optimal partial 

nitritation (Van Hulle et al. 2007). Hellinga et al. (1998) found that temperatures 

above 25oC lead to an increase in the specific growth rate of AOB, which become 

over NOB. A number of studies reported activation energy of AOB between 72 and 

60 kJ mol-1 and for NOB, it is between 43 and 47 kJ mol-1 at between 7 and 30oC 

(Jetten et al., 1999, Helder et al., 1983, Knowles et al., 1965, Stratton, et al.,1967). 

These indicated that the AOB activity will increase faster than the NOB activity. 

However, Yamamoto et al. (2008) found that nitrite accumulation can also achieved 

and maintained at lower temperature levels of between 15 and 30oC and below 15oC, 

the activity decreased. 
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2.2.1.3 Free Ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA) 

 

Free ammonia and free nitrous acid are the unionized forms of ammonium 

ion (NH4
+) and nitrite ion (NO2

-). They are the real substrate and inhibitor for AOB 

and NOB (Susuki et al., 1974, Anthonisen, et al., 1976). FA or FNA concentrations 

can be calculated from total ammonia nitrogen or total nitrite nitrogen, which is the 

sum of the ionized and unionized form, by incorporating an actual pH and 

temperature (oC) (Anthonisen et al., 1976): 

 

 

 

 

     

From equation 16 and 17, they indicated that the ratio between the ionized 

and un-ionized forms of both ammonia and nitrite is determined by acid-base 

equilibrium. FA fraction increases with increasing pH and/or temperature, while the 

fraction of FNA increases with decreasing pH and/or temperature.  

 

Anthonisen et al. (1967) concluded that AOB are inhibited at FA 

concentrations between 8 and 120 mgN l-1 while inhibition on NOB activity was 

found at FA concentrations between 0.08 and 0.82 mgN l-1(Anthonisen et al., 1976). 

Al though some previous study confirmed that nitrite accumulation could be achieved 

by regulating pH to control FA concentration (Peng et al., 2006). Chung et al.(2006) 

found that a FA concentration of between 5 and 10 mgN l-1 was most efficient in 

inhibiting the NOB activity without slowing down the AOB activity (Chung et al., 

2006). Han et al. (2003) suggested that FA has only an inhibition effect on NOB, but 

does not kill them. And NOB can recover activity after a period of cultivation (Han et 

al., 2003). Ford et al. (1980) reported that both ammonia and nitrite oxidation 

activities would be inhibited under the condition of FA concentration higher than 24 

mgN l-1, but they would recover as soon as FA level was below the threshold 

   (17) 

(16) 
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concentration, and the system could operate in spite of FA concentration of 56 mgNl-1 

(Ford et al.,1980). For FNA inhibition, Anthonisen et al. (1976) suggested that AOB 

are inhibited at FNA concentrations between 0.2 and 2.8 mgN l-1 while inhibition on 

NOB activity was found at FNA concentrations between 0.06 and 0.83 mgN l-1 

(Anthonisen et al., 1976). Vadivelu et al. (2007) studied FA and FNA inhibition on 

catabolism and anabolism of Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter, some important finding 

was summarized on Table 2.6 (Vadivelu et al., 2007). 

 

Table 2.6 FA and FNA inhibition on Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter (adjusted from 

Vadivelu et al., 2007). 

Substrate 

inhibitor 

AOB (Nitrosomonas) NOB (Nitrobacter) 

Catabolism Anabolism Catabolism Anabolism 

FA 

No inhibition at 

up to 16.0             

mgN l-1 

No inhibition at up 

to 16.0 mgN l-1 

Inhibited by 

12% at 6.0 – 9.0 

mgN l-1  

Likely inhibited 

completely at above 6.0 

mgN l-1 

FNA 

50% inhibition 

at 0.40 – 0.63 

mgN l-1 

Likely inhibited 

completely at         

0.40 mgN l-1 

No inhibition at 

up to 0.04         

mgN l-1 

Likely stopped 

completely at 0.02              

mgN l-1 

 

 

2.2.1.4 Sludge age 

 

Partial nitrification in suspended-growth system can be achieved easily by 

appropriate regulation sludge age because of the difference in minimum sludge age 

requirement between AOB and NOB. van Kempen et al. (2001) suggested that, at 

temperature above 30oC, operating at sludge age between 1 day and 2.5 days can 

washout the NOB population while simultaneously still maintain AOB growth (van 

Kempen et al., 2001). However, successful partial nitrification under long sludge age 

were also reported in some literatures. Pollice et al. (2002) indicated that sludge age 

was a critical parameter for partial nitrification when the oxygen supply was not 

limiting. Under limited oxygen supply, complete and stable nitritation was obtained, 

independent of the sludge age.  And the sludge age only showed some influence on 

the kinetics of NH4
+ oxidation under oxygen limitation. Zeng et al. (2004) found that 
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stable nitrite accumulations were also maintained in treating domestic wastewater 

under normal or even low temperature (less than 13oC) with 30 days long sludge age 

(Zeng et al., 2004). 

 

2.2.1.5 Organic carbon 

 

Organic carbon has been reported to affect nitrification performance. 

When organic matter is present, heterotrophs compete with nitrifiers for oxygen 

(Zhang et al., 1995), and generally it is heterotrophs who rule this competition due to 

their higher affinity to oxygen over the nitrifiers. The activity of nitrifiers in a 

fluidized bed reactor was inhibited by an increase in C/N ratio (Fdz-Polanco et al., 

2000, Okabe et al., 1996b). The proportion of nitrifiers decreased with an increasing 

C/N ratio (Satoh et al., 2000). A higher influent C/N ratio retarded accumulation of 

nitrifying bacteria and resulted in a considerably longer start up period for nitrification 

(Okabe et al., 1996b). An exponential decrease of the nitrification rate with an 

increased influent COD/N ratio was observed in a study on nitrogen removal from 

high-strength ammonia industrial wastewater (Carrera et al., 2004). For the same 

sludge age, the ammonia oxidation efficiency decreased at higher COD 

concentrations but at a constant COD concentration efficiency restored again by 

increasing sludge age (Hanaki et al., 1990). A moderate increase of sludge age to 

between two and three days can help reducing influence of heterotrophs on ammonia 

oxidation.   

 

2.3 Microorganisms involved in nitrification  

 

2.3.1 Ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) 

 

Comparative 16S rRNA gene sequence analyses of cultured AOB found that 

members of physiological group are limited to two monophyletic lineages within the 

Proteobacteria: Gammaproteobacteria and Betaproteobacteria. Nitrosococcus oceani 

is member in the Gammaproteobacteria, despite members of the genera 

Nitrosomonas (including Nitrosococcus mobilis), Nitrosospira, Nitrosolobus and 
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Nitrosovibrio from a closely related grouping within the Betaproteobacteria 

(Purkhold et al., 2000). Table 2.7 summarized saturation constants for ammonia (as 

TAN and FA) from literature. Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) harbor a 

diversity of AOB of the Betaproteobacteria. From fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH) results, it indicated that some nitrifying WWTPs were dominated by a single 

AOB species (Juretschko et al., 1998) while other plants harbored at least five 

different co-existing AOB populations which are present in significant numbers 

(Daims et al., 2001).   

 

Table 2.7 Half saturation constants for ammonia of AOB pure cultures   

AOB K S,AOB (µM as NH3) References 

Nitrosomonas europaea 

553  

877 -  1960  

30 - 61  

Marten-Habbena et al., 2009 

Laanbroek et al., 1993 

Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosomonas oligotropha 

Nitrosomonas ureae 
1.9 - 4.2  Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosomonas oceani 101.4  Marten-Habbena et al., 2009 

Nitrosomonas marina 

Nitrosomonas aestuari 
50 - 52  Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosomonas communis 14-43  Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosomonas briensis 2.4 ± 0.8  Bollmann et al., 2005 

Nitrosomonas eutropha 30 - 61  Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosospira 6 - 11  Jiang Q.Q., 1999 

Nitrosomonas cryotolerans 42 - 59  Koops et al., 2006 

Nitrosococcus mobilis 49 - 59  Koops et al., 2006 

 

 

From a review of Wagner and Loy (2002), it was shown that almost all 

recognized lineages of betaproteobacterial AOB can be found in WWTPs. However, 

the Nitrosomonas europaea/Nitrosomonas eutropha-lineage, the Nitrosococcus 

mobilis-lineage, and the Nitrosomonas marina cluster are most frequently detected. 

Nitrosomonas (including Nitrosococcus mobilis) and not Nitrosospiras (including the 

genera Nitrosospira, Nitrosolobus and Nitrosovibrio) are important for NH4
+ 

oxidation in WWTPs. The 193 amoA clones from several nitrifying WWTPs are 
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affiliated with the genera Nitrosomonas while only 6 amoA clones cluster with the 

genera Nitrosospira (Loy et al., 2002).  

 

Juretschko et al. (1998) found that in an industrial WWTP the dominant AOB 

was Nitrosococcus mobilis, a bacterium which was previously considered to occur in 

brackish water only (Juretschko et al., 1998). Subsequently, Nitrosococcus mobilis 

was also detected in significant numbers in a nitrifying sequencing batch biofilm 

reactor (Daims et al., 2001). In contrast, Nitrosospira related AOB were found to be 

dominant in situ in a laboratory scale fluidized bed reactor (Schramm et al., 1998). 

Although Nitrosospira was also reported in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based 

study as important AOB genus in WWTPs (Hiorns et al., 1995), this finding could not 

be confirmed by FISH analyses of various WWTPs and by a large amoA-based AOB 

diversity survey in WWTPs (Purkhold et al., 2000).  

 

2.3.2   Ammonia oxidizing archaea (AOA) 

 

Cultivation-independent molecular surveys showed that members of the 

kingdom Crenarchaeota within the domain Archaea represent a substantial component 

of microbial communities in aquatic and terrestrial environments. This is the first link 

between amo-like genes and mesophilic Crenarchaeota. This evidence also led to the 

hypothesis that non-thermophilic Crenarchaeota of soil could be ammonia oxidizers 

(Schleper et al., 2005). Candidatus “Nitrosopumilus maritimus” is phylogenetically 

placed within the ‘marine’ group 1.1a lineage and can grows chemolithotrophically, 

using ammonia as a sole energy source, and seems to grow at similar rates and 

densities as cultured AOB with near-stoichiometric conversion of ammonia to nitrite 

(Könneke et al., 2005).  

 

AOA have recently been detected in nitrifying wastewater treatment 

bioreactors used to remove ammonia from wastewater by using PCR primers 

targeting archaeal amoA gene (Park et al., 2006). Park et al. found that all of the 

archaeal amoA sequences are most closely related to those obtained from sediments 

and soils. They suggested that the presence of AOA appears to be dependent upon 
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some WWTP’s operating condition such as DO concentration and sludge age. 

However, AOA amoA gene have not been obtained from all WWTPs with low DO 

concentrations or long sludge age in the study of Park et al. Urakawa et al. (2008). 

found that phylogenetic diversity and species richness of AOA are greater than those 

of AOB in a marine filtration system and low temperatures significantly reduce the 

diversity of AOA and of AOB (Urakawa et al., 2008).  

 

2.3.3 Nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) 

 

NOB are chemolithotrophic, belonging to one of the four different genera 

Nitrobacter (alpha subclass of Proteobacteria), Nitrococcus (gamma subclass of 

Proteobacteria), Nitrospina (delta subclass of Proteobacteria), and Nitrospira 

(phylum Nitrospira). In the past time, it had been believed that Nitrobacter is the 

main microorganisms that are responsible for oxidizing nitrite to nitrate in wastewater 

treatment plants (Henze et al., 1997). However, Nitrobacter could not be detected by 

FISH with specific 16S rRNAtargeted probes in various nitrifying WWTPs (Wagner 

et al., 1996). Using the full cycle rRNA approach the occurrence of yet uncultured 

Nitrospira-like NOB in nitrifying WWTPs could be demonstrated (Juretschko et al., 

1998). Juretschko et al. (1998) found Nitrospira is dominant NOB in activated sludge. 

Combination of FISH and microautoradiography (FISH-MAR) showed that the 

Nitrospira-like NOB in activated sludge can fix carbon dioxide and also grow 

mixotrophically using organic compound such as pyruvate (Daims et al., 2001). 
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Table 2.8 Kinetic parameters for Nitrospira and Nitrobacter (modified from 

Blackburne et al., 2007b). 

 
OURMAX  

(mg gVSS-1 h-1) 

K O,NOB 

(mgO2 l
−1) 

K S,NOB  

(mgN l−1) 

Yield 

(gVSS gN−1) 

Nitrospira 32±2 h) 0.13±0.06 a) 

0.12±0.02 a) 

N.A. a),b),h) 
0.22±0.04 a) 

0.15±0.02 a) 

0.14 b) 

Nitrobacter 289±15 h) 0.17 – 5.3 c),d) 0.3 – 1.9 e),f) 0.02 – 0.084 e),f),d) 

 

Note : Reference a) Manser, 2005; b) Schramm et al., 1999; c) Laanbroek and 

Gerards, 1993; d) Laanbroek et al., 1994; e) Beccari et al., 1979; f) Alleman, 1984; g) 

Blackburne et al., 2007a; h) Blackburne et al., 2007b 

 

Nitrobacter was abundant in high nitrite concentration environment (Nogueira 

and Melo, 2006).  Kim and Kim (2006) showed that genus Nitrobacter is R-strategists 

that can grow in high nitrite and oxygen concentration.  Nitrospira were K-strategists 

adapted to low nitrite and oxygen concentration (see Table 2.8). Wagner et al. (2002) 

suggested that Nitrospiras will outcompete Nitrobacter in most full scale nitrifying 

WWTPs in which nitrite concentrations are low. While nitrifying WWTPs with 

temporally or spatially elevated nitrite concentrations, ie. nitrifying sequencing batch 

reactors, both NOB should be able to coexist. Daims et al. (2001) found that 

coexistence of Nitrobacter and Nitrospira-like bacteria was observed by FISH in a 

nitrifying sequencing batch biofilm reactor (Daims et al., 2001).  

 

2.4 Current practical implementation of partial nitrification in SBNR system 

  

In SBNR process, partial nitrification step is needed up front followed by of 

nitrite denitritation or Anammox. Partial nitrification can be implemented in separate 

reactors (partial nitrification + Anammox) or in single reactor together with the 

following process.  
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2.4.1 Separate reactor system 

 

For separate reactor system, partial nitrification and Anammox are activated in 

separated spaces. An equal molar of influent NH4
+ is converted to NO2

- by AOB in 

the first reactor, while in the second reactor, an equal molar of the remaining NH4
+ 

and NO2
- becomes substrate for active Anammox. The advantage of this separate 

configuration over single reactor are: 1) higher flexibility and stability to maintain 

process performance and 2) higher resistance to toxic or organic biodegradable 

compounds since the compounds can be also degraded in the partial nitrification 

reactor (Lackner et al., 2008). Main application of separate reactor system is 

preparing a stable, Anammox-suited influent, which is an equal molar of NH4
+ to 

NO2
- ratio of 1:1.32 according to the stoichiometry (Strous et al., 1998). Both flow-

through reactor, such as chemostat, and high sludge age reactor, for example, 

membrane bioreactor (MBR) or SBR reactor are the common configuration for partial 

nitrification with separate reactor system (see Table 2.7). For biofilm system, such as 

in MBR, it is difficult to control exact sludge age; subsequently, stable nitrite 

accumulation is more difficult to be generate even under O2 limited concentrations 

(Xue et al., 2009). Thus, suspended growth systems are more desirable for full scale 

application.  

 

Van Dongen et al. (2001) used SHARON process to prepare for Anammox-

suited influent (Van Dongen et al., 2001). SHARON process can achieve partial 

nitrification in ammonia-rich wastewater such as side stream waste by using high FA 

loading under 1 – 2 days sludge age at temperature of 35oC in chemostat reactor. Van 

Dongen et al.(2001) found that 53% of NH4
+ oxidized to NO2

- without pH control 

resulting in a NO2
- to NH4

+ ratio of 1.13:1. At the present time, although SHARON 

process can be applied successfully at full scale, some disadvantages of SHARON 

such as 1) inability of the system to deal with fluctuated waste stream which came 

from the effluent of sludge digester operating with short HRT or effluent from 

industrial effluent and 2) the maximum volumetric loading rate of SHARON reactor 

be limited due to limited HRT at 1 - 1.2 days . Uncoupling between sludge age and 
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HRT to lower HRT than one day is impossible in SHARON process which resulting 

in limiting volumetric nitrogen loading compared with the attached growth reactor at 

similar effluent quality. Other disadvantages of SHARON for real application are 

Protozoa invasion-related problem. Moreover, maintaining high operating 

temperature is needed to maintain the AOB overgrown NOB.  

 

Van Hulle et al. (2010) suggested four operational strategies to prepare 

Anammox influent (or in other words, to achieve stable partial nitrification) which 

are:  1) low O2 concentration (< 0.5mgO2 l-1), (2) high pH (7.5–8.5), 3) high 

temperature (> 25 oC), and 4) limiting nitrification time to terminate NH4
+ oxidation 

before its depletion and to prevent inorganic carbon limitation (Van Hulle et al., 

2010).



Table 2.9 Operating condition and performance of partial nitrification in separate reactor system. (modified from Van Hulle et al., 2010) 

Reactor Wastewater pH 
Temperature 

(oC) 

DO  

(mgO2 l
-1) 

SRT  

(d) 

HRT  

(d) 

N load  

(kgN m-3d-1) 

NO2
-

/NH4
+ 

removed 

NO3
- in the 

effluent (%) 
References 

SHARON 
Sludge digester 

supernatant 
6.6 – 7.2 29 2.7 1.05 – 1.18 1.05 – 1.181 0.56 1.4 Negligible Fux et al., 2002 

SHARON Synthetic 7.1 35 - 1 – 1.5 1.54 1.5 1 - 
Van Hulle et al., 

2005 

SHARON 
Sludge digester 

supernatant 
6.7 35 - 1 1 1.2 0.74 113 

van Dongen          

et al., 2001 

SHARON Urine 9.2 30 2.5 - 4 4.8 4.8 1.580 1 Negligible Udert et al., 2003 

SHARON 
Digested effluent of fish 

canning 
7.5 35 >2 1 1 0.1 1 No NO3

- 
Mosquera-Corral 

et al., 2005 

SBR Urine 6 – 8.8 24.5 2 – 4.5 >30 4 0.560 1 Negligible Udert et al., 2003 

SBR Landfill leachate 6.8 – 7.1 36 2 3 - 7 1.5 1.5 0.6 – 1.5 <5 
Ganigue et al., 

2007 

Biofilm 

Pre-filtered digested 

liquor of swine 

wastewater 

- 25 5 13 1 1.0 1.38 <5 
Yamamoto et al., 

2008 

Biofilm Digested liquid manure 7.5 - 8 30 2.5 – 6.5 - - 3.8 1.22 2.3 Qiao et al., 2010 

MBR synthetic 8 35 <0.6 35 0.23 - 1.30 Trace Feng et al., 2007 

MBR synthetic 8 35 0.3 – 0.5 - 0.67 0.450 1 - Xue et al., 2009 

MBR 
Pre-filtered sludge 

digester supernant 
7.9 30 <0.2 Varying 0.58 - 1 0.73 – 1.45 1.13 - 

Liang and Liu, 

2008 
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2.4.2 Single reactor system 

 

In most single reactor system, AOB and Anammox are co-cultured under 

microaerobic conditions to obtain partial nitrification and avoid oxygen inhibition to 

Anammox activity (Strous et al., 1997). Different kind of systems such as sequencing 

batch, granular sludge or biofilm systems were used to obtain this microaerobic 

conditions.  

 

In biofilm system, under very low oxygen level condition, NOB activity is 

prevented due to their lower oxygen affinity compared to AOB and lower nitrite 

affinity compared to Anammox. An active AOB in the outer layers of the biofilm can 

produce suitable amounts of nitrite for the Anammox that are active in the inner parts 

(Wyffels et al., 2004). In biofilm system, substrate transfer resistance is always the 

rate limiting step of the process. Sliekers et al. suggested that as long as NH4
+ level 

outside the biofilm is much higher than the O2 or NO2
- level, NH4

+ diffusion into the 

biofilm will not limit the process rate. If the NO2
- produced in the outer layer is 

mainly consumed in the inner layer, O2 is the main limiting factor controlling the 

overall rate (Sliekers et al., 2003). The OLAND process (Kuai and Verstraete, 1998) 

and the CANON process (Third et al., 2001) are the single reactor system based 

SBNR. The OLAND process were assumed that NH4
+ oxidation mainly performed by 

AOB under microaerobic conditions while in the CANON process, Anammox were 

assumed to be responsible. Normally, single reactor system have higher volumetric 

nitrogen removal rate than the separated system. Consequently, lower capital costs are 

required since no additional partial nitrification reactor volume is needed. However, 

some previous study reported an inability and incomplete removal for treating high 

loaded wastewaters due to difficulties to regulate DO (Hao et al., 2001). 
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2.5. Immobilized cell 

 

2.5.1 An overview  

 

In wastewater treatment application, immobilized cell has several advantages 

over suspended cells such as higher cell retention, higher conversion rate, higher 

resistance to an adverse environmental conditions, and easier for solid/liquid 

separation (Wijffels and Tramper, 1995). Currently, there are three main techniques to 

form an immobilized cell which include cell attachment, gel encapsulation and gel 

entrapment (Cassidy et al., 1996). For gel entrapment technique, cell is mixed 

completely and retained in a spherical or cubic form of polymeric gel matrix. Both 

natural and synthetic polymers are normally used as gel matrix for entrapment. The 

natural  polymers are, for example polysaccharides made from algae or seaweed, such 

as calcium alginate, carrageenan, agarose, and gelatin. Polyvinyl alcohol, cellulose 

triacetate, and polyacrylamide are the mostly used synthetic polymers (Siripattanakul 

and Khan, 2010). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a non-toxic synthetic polymer. For gel 

entrapment, many techniques are available for PVA gelation, such as boric acid-PVA, 

freeze and thaw of PVA, and PVA-phosphorylation (Hashimoto and Furukawa, 1987; 

Lozinsky and Plieva, 1998). PVA-phosphorylation is less time consuming and cell 

disruption than others. Spherical PVA gel bead is formed by cross linkage between 

PVA and boron and after that, a sodium phosphate is used to improve the durability of 

the gel bead by increasing the strength of the surface of gel bead by PVA-

phosphorylation mechanism. 

 

2.5.2 Application of immobilized cell for nitrogen removal in wastewater 

 

Isaka et al. (2007) studied nitrification of landfill leachate using Polyethylene 

glycol-immobilized sewage sludge at low temperature (10oC) and high DO 

concentrations (> 7 mgO2 l-1). The communities of nitrifying bacteria were 

investigated by using a FISH technique in 3 mm cubical entrapped gel carrier in a 

0.71 kg N m-3 day-1 loading airlift reactor for nitrification on the 400th – 500th days 

after starting up. They found that the dominant AOB was Nitrosomonas sp. which 
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was 60% of all bacteria while Nitrosospira sp. was much lesser detected, represented 

only 2.1% of all bacteria. All experiments gave quite stable nitrification rate after 3 

months. However, complete NH4
+ removal could not be achieved; almost the same 

NH4
+ concentrations were detected in the effluent with different NH4

+ loadings. They 

suggested that this was because Nitrosomonas sp., which usually has low affinity for 

ammonium, is the dominant of AOB in the reactor. The organism is known to be 

inefficient at a low ammonia condition. A significant level of stable nitrite 

accumulation, which resulted from an inhibitory effect of the high amount of free 

ammonia in landfill leachate, was also observed. This work indicated that highly 

active AOB can be maintained at high concentrations in entrapped gel carrier even at 

low temperature operation.  

 

Vogelsang et al. (2002) investigated changes of communities and spatial 

distribution of nitrifying bacteria within nitrifying sludge immobilized with gel bead 

of sodium alginate and PVA with stilbazolium groups after 0, 30 and 80 days of 

enrichment in a nitrification medium. The nitrifying communities analysis through a 

FISH technique showed that Nitrosospira sp. were the dominant AOB while no 

members of the genus Nitrosomonas were detected, although it has been reported as 

the generally most abundant AOB in wastewater treatment plants. For NOB, 

Nitrobacter sp. dominated while a few cells of Nitrospira sp. were also detected. Most 

nitrifying bacteria formed typically dense clusters of hundreds and thousands of cells. 

The AOB generally appeared at larger sizes of cluster than NOB. For the spatial 

distribution of nitrifying bacteria, a biofilm-like structure appeared within the gel 

bead, with the nitrifying biomass concentration in the outer 100 µm layer of the gel 

bead higher than in the core region of the bead. AOB and NOB appeared in separate, 

but often closely associated colonies. For the dynamics of the amount of nitrifying 

biomass during the enrichment, they found that after the first 30 days of enrichment, 

nitrifying biomass was grown around 10 times more than the non-enriched gel bead. 

However, the growth of nitrifying biomass appeared differently after the next 50 days; 

30% less increase of the nitrifying biomass in the outer layer was observed while 

within the core of the beads, it decreased by approximately one third. Moreover, the 

numbers of AOB and NOB were in the same quantity in all experiments. The 
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fractional ratio of nitrifying bacteria relative to all bacteria changed from 20% for the 

non-enriched culture to 64% after 30 days of cultivation. After 80 days of cultivation, 

it was reduced to 35% even there was 30% increase in the nitrifying biomass from 

day 30 to 80. Moreover, some growth of heterotrophs biomass was also observed 

mainly within the outer 300 µm layer of the gel beads. 

 

Uemoto et al. (2000) co-immobilized Nitrosomonas europaea and Paracoccus 

denitrificans in the exterior and interior layers of tubular PVA, respectively. The 

research focused on the effect of DO on the spatial distributions of two different pure 

culture bacteria within the tubular gel and process performance. Results showed that 

when free N. europaea cells were exposed to either 50% purity O2 or pure O2, 

ammonia oxidation was inhibited and their activities could not be recovered. In 

contrast, the ammonia oxidation rate of immobilized N. europaea cells accelerated. It 

was suggested that polymeric gel protected N. europaea from the toxic effects of pure 

oxygen. Fluorescence-Antibody labeling technique (FA labeling) revealed that small 

colonies of both microorganisms were distributed throughout the tubular gel before 

acclimating to oxygen. However, when the tubular gel were acclimated to 20%, 50%, 

and pure O2, N. europaea were bundled within a region extending from the external 

surface of the gel to a depth of 200 micrometers, a depth of 50 to 200 micrometres 

and a depth of 120 to 300 micrometres, respectively while P. denitrificans 

concentrated in a region extending from the internal surface of the gel to a depth of 80 

micrometers in all experiments. 

 

Hunik et al. (1993) was successful in modifying an FA labeling technique to 

investigate the spatial distribution of Nitrosomonas europaea and Nitrobacter agilis 

cells immobilized in carrageenan gel beads. They found that after 49 days of in a 

continuously operated airlift loop reactor with a nitrification medium at 30oC, the 

biomass concentration in the outer 140 µm layer of the bead is relatively high while a 

low biomass concentration region is in the center of the bead. Moreover, the result 

from the estimation of the amount of biomass showed that both pure AOB and NOB 

cultures were present in the same quantity which is around 40% of total biomass. 
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2.6.  p-nitrophenol 

 

p-nitrophenol (PNP), also called 4-Nitrophenol or 4-hydroxynitrobenzene, is a 

phenolic compound that has a nitro group at the opposite position of hydroxy group 

on the benzene ring. It is manufactured chemical that does not occur naturally in the 

environment. It is usually used mainly to produce drugs, fungicides, dyes, and to 

darken leather (ATSDR, 2001).  

 

2.6.1 Properties 

 

PNP shows two polymorphs in the crystalline state. The alpha-form is 

colorless pillars, unstable at room temperature, and stable toward sunlight. The beta-

form is yellow pillars, stable at room temperature, and gradually turns red upon 

irradiation of sunlight. PNP normally exists as a mixture of these two forms. In 

aqueous solution, PNP has a dissociation constant (pKa) of 7.08 at 22°C. Solution of 

PNP alone appears colorless or pale yellow, whereas its phenolic salts tend to develop 

a bright yellow color. The physico-chemical properties of PNP are presented in Table  

2.10. 
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Table 2.10 Physical and chemical properties of p-nitrophenols  

 

Property Characteristic 

Structure  

 

Chemical Formula C6H5NO3 

CAS number 100-02-7 

Molar Weight (MW)  139.11 g mol−1 

Color colorless or yellow pillars 

Melting point  113–114 °C 

Boiling point 279 °C, 552 K, 534 °F 

Density at 20o C 1.270 

Solubility in water (g l-1) at 15oC 

at 20oC 

at 25 oC 

10  

11.6  

16  

Partition Coefficient: Log Kow 1.91 

Vapour pressure at 20oC (mm Hg): <1 

Source: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), 2003. 

 

 

2.6.2 Fate in environments  

 

When released into the soil, PNP is expected to have a half-life of less than 1 

day while a half-life between 1 and 10 days was expected when released into the 

water. PNP is not expected to significantly bioaccumulation. Most of PNP enter the 

environment during manufacturing and processing. It can be formed in the air as a 

result of the breakdown of many other manufactured chemicals. Moreover, it readily 

break down in surface water but take a long time to break down in deep soil and in 

groundwater (Environmental Health & Safety, 2009).  
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2.6.3 Effect on human health and ecosystems 

 

p-nitrophenol is corrosive to the eyes, is a potential skin irritant, and its 

inhalation toxicity is not known.  It is of relatively high acute toxicity by the oral 

route and moderately toxic by the dermal route.  No food uses are registered so 

dietary risk is not anticipated.  However, based on reviews of the generic data, EPA 

has some concerns about potential handler dermal and inhalation exposure during 

treatment of leather and cork products for use by the military.  For environmental and 

ecosystem assessment, p-nitrophenol is slightly to moderately toxic to birds and 

aquatic animals.  Wild animals or plants are not likely to be exposed to 

paranitrophenol, however, since it is not applied outside of a factory. p-nitrophenol 

thus is not expected to pose a risk to nontarget organisms (US.EPA. ,1998). 



CHAPTER III 

 

EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK 

 

3.1 Experimental framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Experimental framework of Task 1 (Chapter IV)
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Fig 3.2 Experimental framework of Task 2 (Chapter V)
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 Fig. 3.3 Experimental framework of Task 3 (Chapter VI) 39 



 

 

CHAPTER IV 

 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESPIROMETRIC ACTIVITY AND 

COMMUNITY OF ENTRAPPED NITRIFYING BACTERIA: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PARTIAL NITRIFICATION                        

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Partial nitrification of ammonium rich wastewater is now a common practice.  

To  generate  and  maintain  partial  nitrification,  the  ammonia  oxidizing  bacteria  

(AOB)  activity  has  to be  maintained  while  simultaneously  the  activity  of  the  

nitrite oxidizing  bacteria  (NOB)  needs  to  be  inhibited.  For suspended growth  

systems,  at  high  ammonium  or  limited  dissolved  oxygen (DO) concentrations, the 

activities of NOB or the nitratation rate are suppressed due to ammonia inhibition or 

lower affinity for  oxygen  than  AOB  and  thus,  nitrite  accumulates  in  the  

systems. The effectiveness of these two common strategies depends on  what  specific  

species  of  nitrifying  bacteria  are  in  the  reactor and how they interact with 

environmental conditions such as their affinity to substrate and ability to tolerate 

inhibiting conditions.  

 

For attached growth systems, which have less substrate transfer and space for 

growth compared to suspended growth systems, nitrite accumulation depends on other 

factors such as cell localization (Okabe et al., 2004). Recently, there have been studies 

suggesting that microbial localization within biofilm has significant effects on its 

substrate diffusion resistance or substrate utilization (Kim et al., 2003; Schramm et 

al., 1996; Tanaka et al., 1992).  For example, Okabe et al. (1996) reported that 

heterotrophs out competed nitrifiers for oxygen and space. As a result, hetetorophs 

dominated the outer most biofilm while nitrifying bacteria were found only in the 

inner layer causing reduced nitrification (Okabe et al., 1996). 
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Cell entrapment within polymeric gels such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and 

carrageenan has been extensively applied for nitrification of wastewater (Cao et al., 

2002; Wijffels et al., 1995; Hunik et al., 1993). Nitrification in full scale wastewater 

treatment plants by using polyethylene glycol (PEG) entrapped cells  has  been  

practiced  in  Japan  and  the  United  States  (Emori et al., 1996). Moreover, 

advantages of entrapped nitrifying bacteria over corresponding suspended cells 

including effective protection against cell washout, higher conversion rates, higher 

cell concentrations, ease of cell separation, and protection from unfavorable 

conditions have been reported (Chen  and Lin, 2004; Rostron et al., 2001) . 

  

Although there have been a number of studies and applications of entrapped 

cells for nitrification, there have been limited peer reviewed articles that address 

partial nitrification by entrapped cell (Yan and Hu , 2009 ; Hill  and  Khan, 2008; 

Isaka et al., 2007; Rostron et al., 2001). Isaka et al. (2007) reported nitrite 

accumulation in their study which used PEG-entrapped cells to treat landfill leachate 

(150–200 mg l−1 of NH3-N) at low temperatures. Hill and Khan (2008) found that by 

using calcium alginate-entrapped cells, more than 70% of ammonia in anaerobic 

sludge digester supernatant was converted to nitrite even under an unlimited dissolved 

oxygen condition in bulk liquid. Although these studies showed the possibility for 

applying entrapped cells for partial nitrification, they did not provide any 

understandings on the kinetics of nitritation and nitratation by entrapped cells and in 

situ nitrifying bacterial community within the entrapment matrix to elucidate on how 

to control partial nitrification by entrapped cells, which could be different from 

suspended cells.  

 

Nitritation and nitratation can become the rate limiting step at different 

environmental conditions. An understanding of the kinetics of these two steps is 

needed for setting up design criteria and control strategy for partial nitrification. 

Although there have been a number of kinetic studies of nitritation and nitratation 

processes with suspended cells (Ahn et al., 2008; Chandran and Smets, 2000), such 

work has never been conducted for entrapped cells. The knowledge on the kinetics of 
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these two steps for entrapped cells, particularly associated with the control strategy, 

could be used to achieve effective partial nitrification.  

 

The main objectives of this study were to examine nitritation and nitratation 

kinetics based on oxygen uptake rate of enriched nitrifying sludge entrapped in PVA 

and to observe how they are related to bacterial community and population. A batch 

respirometric assay coupled with nitritation and nitratation chemical inhibitors was 

used to determine the bacterial activities. A fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 

technique was chosen for probing nitrifying bacteria within the entrapment matrix 

since the nitritation and nitratation kinetics are related to the make-up of nitrifying 

bacterial community. This study was also conducted with suspended cells in parallel. 

 

4.2    Materials and methods 

 

4.2.1   Enrichment medium and synthetic wastewater 

 

An enrichment medium, which was synthetic wastewater with a total ammonia 

nitrogen (TAN) level of 150 mg N l− 1 (0.72 g of (NH4)2 SO4 per liter), was used for 

enriching nitrifying bacteria. The synthetic wastewater contained NaHCO3 (1.5 g), 

Na2HPO4 (4.05 g), K2HPO4 (2.1 g), MgSO4 · 7H2O (0.05 g), CaCl2 · 2H2O (0.01 g), 

and FeSO4 · 7H2O (0.09 g) in one liter of distilled water. The synthetic wastewater 

plus ammonia ((NH4)2SO4) and/or nitrite (NaNO2) at various concentrations was used 

for respirometric experiments. All chemicals were purchased from VWR 

international, Inc. (West Chester, PA, USA). 

 

4.2.2    Enrichment and entrapment of nitrifying sludge 

 

Activated sludge obtained from the Moorhead (MH) Wastewater Treatment 

Facility (WWTF) in Moorhead, Minnesota, USA (High purity oxygen activated 

sludge system, solid retention times of 3 days) and Fergus Falls (FF) WWTF in 

Fergus Falls, Minnesota, USA (Complete-mix activated sludge system, solid retention 

times of 5 days) were enriched separately for nitrifying bacteria. The Moorhead 
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WWTF had a return flow of sludge digester supernatant, which was very high in 

ammonia (average NH3-N concentration of 1813 mg N l−1 and average NH3-N pulse 

loading of 222 kg N d−1) while the Fergus Falls WWTF did not practice the return of 

digester supernatant. Two 17 l laboratory-scale enrichment reactors, one for each 

sludge, were aerated and operated in a two day cycle fill and draw mode at room 

temperature (22–23◦C). The reactors were fed with the enrichment medium with a pH 

adjustment between 7.5 and 8.2. After 10 weeks, more than 95% of TAN was 

removed and no nitrite accumulation was observed in both reactors, then the enriched 

sludge was harvested.  

 

The harvested biomass was entrapped in phosphorylated PVA gel beads at a 

cell-to-matrix ratio of 4% (w/v) (g of centrifuged mixed liquor volatile suspended 

solids/ml of media) according to the method by Chen and Lin (1994). In brief, a PVA 

aqueous solution (20%, w/v) was mixed thoroughly with an equal volume of 

concentrated enriched sludge with volatile suspended solid (VSS) concentration of   

70 g l−1. The mixture was dropped into a saturated boric acid solution at a rate of        

0.83 ml min− 1 resulting in a droplet diameter of 3–4 mm. About one hour after the 

dropping ended, the formed beads were then transferred to a 1 M sodium 

orthophosphate solution (pH 7) for 2 h for hardening. After that, each batch of the 

entrapped cells was returned to the enrichment reactor for maintenance. 

 

  4.2.3   Respirometric assay 

 

A 300 ml completely sealed glass vessel with a port at the top for the insertion 

of a DO probe was employed for respirometry. The DO probe was connected through 

a RS-232 port to a personnel computer, which was used for storing and monitoring all 

data transmitted by the probe. For each test, the suspended cells or entrapped cell 

beads previously washed with the synthetic wastewater without nitrogen supplement 

were added to the vessel, which was later filled up with the synthetic wastewater 

previously aerated for 1–2 min. The pH of the synthetic wastewater was adjusted 

between 7.9 and 8.2 and was maintained by the phosphate buffer (part of the synthetic 

wastewater). In the vessel, the concentration of suspended cells was 0.47 ± 0.03 g 
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VSS l− 1 while around 6.0–9.0 g wet entrapped cell beads (30 beads) were used. The 

vessel was magnetically stirred and operated at room temperature (22–23◦C).  DO 

depletion in the vessel due to substrate utilization was monitored over time and the 

specific oxygen uptake rate (SOUR) was determined. The SOUR was determined 

twice for every substrate concentration tested.  

 

The kinetic of nitrification process is dependent mainly on substrate and DO 

concentrations. It is normally described by a Double Monod expression (Eq. (1)). For 

each experiment, the data were fitted to Eq. (1) using a nonlinear regression module in 

SIGMAPLOT® 10.0 to determine maximum SOUR and half saturation coefficients 

for nitritation and nitratation. 
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where  SOUR  is  specific  oxygen  uptake  rate  for  nitritation  or  nitratation  (mg O2 

[mg VSS h]−1), SOURMAX is  maximum  SOUR  for  nitritation  or  nitratation (SOUR 

MAX,AOB  , SOUR MAX,NOB) (mgO2 [mg VSS h]−1), [S] is substrate concentration  (TAN 

or NO2
−) (mgN l− 1), [DO] is DO concentration (mgO2 l−1), KS is half saturation 

coefficient for substrate (KS,AOB , KS,NOB ) (mgN l−1), and KO is half saturation 

coefficient for oxygen (KO,AOB , KO,NOB ) (mgO2 l
−1). 

 

  4.2.3.1.   Effect of substrate (ammonia and nitrite) concentrations 

 

To investigate the effect of substrate concentrations, two tests, nitritation 

and nitratation, were conducted. For the nitritation test, the synthetic wastewater 

which had initial ammonia concentrations of 0, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 150, 300 mg N l−1 

was used to study the influence of ammonia on nitritation rate by both suspended and 

entrapped cells. To inhibit nitrite oxidation in the nitritation test, sodium azide was 

added at a concentration of 50 µM. For the nitratation test, the initial nitrite 

concentrations of synthetic wastewater were 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 150 mg N l−1 to 

study the influence of nitrite on nitratation rate by both types of cells. Allylthiourea 
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(ATU) was added simultaneously at a concentration of 86 µM to inhibit ammonia 

oxidation (Ginestet,1998) .To avoid the occurrence of DO limitation in the vessel, the 

experiment was terminated at 4.0 mgO2 l−1 for suspended cells and 6.0                      

mgO2 l
−1.for entrapped cells. The initial DO was at 7.5 mgO2 l

−1. 

 

4.2.3.2   Effect of bulk DO concentration 

 

Experiments to examine the effect of bulk DO concentration were 

conducted in the same manner as described in Subsection 4.2.3.1. An initial ammonia 

concentration of 150 mgN l−1 and an initial nitrite concentration of 120 mgN l−1 were 

chosen for the nitritation and nitratation tests, respectively. 

 

4.2.3.3   Inhibitory effect of free ammonia 

 

A free ammonia (FA) inhibition on ammonia oxidation was tested using 

synthetic wastewater at the initial FA concentrations of 0, 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, 4.9, 9.8, 18.3, 

36.6, 61.1, 91.7, 122.2 mgN l−1 with 50 µM sodium azide. For the nitratation test, the 

initial FA concentrations of synthetic wastewater were 0, 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, 4.9, 9.8, 18.3, 

36.6, 61.1 mgN l−1 while the nitrite concentration was 120 mgN l−1. Ammonia 

oxidation was inhibited by adding ATU in the same manner as described in 

Subsection 4.2.3.1. 

 

4.2.4   Chemical analyses 

 

DO (Thermo Orion 850A meter, Thermo Orion DO 083005D probe), pH 

(Thermo Orion 250A + pH Electrode), and VSS were determined according to 

Standard Methods (American Public Health Association, 1998). Ammonia and nitrate 

nitrogen were analyzed using ion selective electrodes (Thermo Orion 250A+, VWR 

SympHony Ammonia Combination Electrode, VWR SympHony Nitrate Ion Selective 

Electrode, VWR SympHony Double Junction Reference Half-Cell) in accordance 

with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA et al., 
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1998). Nitrite was analyzed colorimetrically using standard HACH NitriVer®                              

2 reagents according to the method specified by the manufacturer (HACH). 

 

4.2.5 Community analysis of ammonia oxidizing and nitrite oxidizing 

bacteria 

 

4.2.5.1   Preparations of suspended and entrapped cell samples 

 

Both suspended and entrapped cells were collected during their 

maintenance in the enrichment reactors, one or two days before they were used in the 

respirometric experiments. After the collection, they were suspended in a phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) solution and then fixed in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in 

PBS (pH 7.2) at 4 ◦C for 9 h and 18 h, respectively. Fixed entrapped cells were 

embedded in a Tissue-Tek OCT compound (Sakura Finetek USA Inc.) and cut into  

10 µm sections at −18 ◦C using a cryomicrotome (Leica CM 1950) and then 

immobilized onto a Poly-L Lysine coating slide. The slides were air-dried and 

dehydrated by 50%, 80% and 98% (v/v) ethanol (3 min each) successively. 

 

4.2.5.2   Fluorescent 16S rRNA targeted oligonucleotide probes and in 

situ hybridization 

 

Oligonucleotide probes used in this study were commercially synthesized 

and fluorescently 5’ labeled with Oregon Green 488 or Rhodamine Red 

(ThermoHybaid, Ulm, Germany). The FISH assay was performed according to the 

protocol described by Amann et al. (1995) at 46 ◦C for 2.5 h in hybridization buffer 

(0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM  tris–hydrochloride, 0.01% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 

formamide) containing 5 ng of probe  μl− 1 in a humidity chamber. A negative control 

(no probe) was included for every sample to observe autofluorescence. After 

hybridization, the slides were rinsed and immersed in pre-warmed washing buffer (20 

mM tris–hydrochloride, 0.01% SDS, NaCl) at 48 ◦C for 10 min. After washing, the 

slides were rinsed briefly with DI water, air-dried, and mounted with a cover slip 

using an anti-fading solution (SlowFade, Antifade kit, Molecular Probes, Eugene, 
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OR). The oligonucleotide probes used in this study and hybridization conditions 

including the formamide concentration in the hybridization buffer and NaCl 

concentration in the washing buffer are shown in Table 4.1. In addition, for 

simultaneous hybridization with the probes which require different hybridization 

stringencies, two hybridizations were performed successively with the probe requiring 

higher stringency first (Wagner et. al, 1996) 

 

Table 4.1 Oligonucleotide probes used. 

 
 

4.2.5.3   Confocal scanning laser microscopy and image analysis 

 

The FISH samples were observed using an Olympus inverted microscope 

(Olympus IX81) mounted with an Olympus FluoView FV300 (Olympus, Germany) 

confocal laser scanning microscopy (CSLM) module, equipped with argon (488 nm) 

and two helium-neon (543 nm) laser units. Barrier filters, BA 505–525 and BA 565IF, 

were used to collect the excited fluorescence of the Oregon Green 488-labeled probes 

and the Rhodamine Red-labeled probes, respectively. The DAIME software                  

(Daims et al., 2005) was used as an image analysis tool to help in determining the 

relative area taken up by target cells complimentary to the specific probe compared to 

the area of cells complimentary to the EUB338 probe. The average area fraction was 

determined by evaluating at least nine representative microscopic fields.  

 

Probe Sequence (5’ to 3’) Label Target organisms 
Formamide 

 
(%) 

NaCl 
 

(M) 
References 

EUB338 GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT 
Oregon Green 

488 
Most bacteria 15 0.318 

Amann  
et al.,1990 

Nso190 CGATCCCCTGCTTTTCTCC Rhodamine Red 
Many but not all ammonia 
oxidizing β-Proteobacteria 

40 0.056 
Mobarry  

et al.,1996 

Nse1472 ACCCCAGTCATGACCCCC 
Oregon Green 

488 

Nitrosomonas europaea, 
Nitrosomonas eutropha, 
Nitrosomonas halophila 

50 0.028 
Juretschko  
et al.,1998 

Ntspa 662 GGAATTCCGCGCTCCTCT 
Oregon Green 

488 
Nitrospira genus 35 0.08 

Daims et al., 
2001 

Nit3 CCTGTGCTCCATGCTCCG Rhodamine Red Nitrobacter spp. 40 0.056 
Wagner           

et al.,1996 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

  

4.3.1 Effect of substrate concentration 

 

 

  

Fig. 4.1 SOUR of entrapped and suspended nitrifiers as a function of total ammonia 

concentration [(a) for SMH and EMH sludge, and (c) for SFF and EFF sludge] and 

nitrite concentration [(b) for SMH and EMH sludge, and (d) for SFF and EFF sludge]. 

The prefixes S and E prior to MH or FF represent suspended and entrapped cells, 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 4.1 shows the average SOUR for nitritation and nitratation of MH and FF 

suspended cells (SMH and SFF) and entrapped cells (EMH and EFF) as a function of 

substrate concentration. The error bars represent the minimum and maximum values. 
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Note that some error bars are not visible because the difference in results from the 

duplicate experiments was very small. The SOUR of both the entrapped and 

suspended cells followed a Monod type equation with respect to substrate 

concentration. At substrate concentrations of 0–10 mgN l−1 TAN for nitritation and            

0 – 40 mgN l−1 NO2
− for nitratation, the AOB and NOB growth was limited by 

substrate and SOUR depended on the substrate concentration. At higher substrate  

concentrations (>10 mgN l−1 TAN for nitritation and >40 mgN l−1 NO2
− for 

nitratation), their growth and SOUR reached the maximum and were independent 

from substrate concentration. The Monod fitting parameters of the data are 

summarized in Table 4.2. The SOURMAX  of suspended cells were clearly higher than 

those of corresponding entrapped cells while the half saturation coefficients for 

substrate of entrapped cells were higher probably because of the internal substrate 

transfer limitation within the entrapment gel (Carrera et al., 2004). There was only 

one case that did not follow the trend; the half saturation coefficient for nitrite of 

SMH was higher than that of EMH which could be due to uncontrollable variability of 

the respirometric assay.  
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Table 4.2 Summary of Monod kinetic parameters. 

Process Symbol Definition Unit Sludge Type of cell 

Suspended (R2) Entrapped (R2) 

Nitritation SOURMAX,S,AOB Maximum specific oxygen 
uptake rate of AOB 

for ammonia 

mgO2              
[mgVSS hr]-1 

Moorhead WWTF 5.28×10-2±1.06×10-3 (0.94) 4.90×10-3±1.58×10-4 (0.85) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 1.69×10-2±1.48×10-4 (0.99) 6.96×10-3±1.05×10-4  (0.96) 

KS,AOB Half saturation coefficient 
of AOB for ammonia 

mgN l-1 Moorhead WWTF 1.06±2.54×10-1 (0.94) 1.29±4.41×10-1  (0.85) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 2.79×10-1±1.30×10-1 (0.99) 3.77×10-1±1.47×10-1 (0.96) 

SOURMAX,DO,AOB Maximum specific oxygen 
uptake rate of AOB for 

oxygen 

mgO2               
[mgVSS hr]-1 

Moorhead WWTF 1.65×10-2±1.54×10-4 (0.99) a 

Fergus Falls WWTF 1.26×10-2±2.29×10-4 (0.87) a 

KO,AOB Half saturation coefficient 
of AOB for oxygen 

mgO2 l
-1 Moorhead WWTF 3.34×10-1±1.89×10-2 (0.99) a 

Fergus Falls WWTF 3.25×10-1±3.76×10-2 (0.87) a 

Nitratation SOURMAX,S,NOB Maximum specific oxygen 
uptake rate of NOB 

for nitrite 

mgO2             
[mgVSS hr]-1 

Moorhead WWTF 5.83×10-3±1.94×10-4 (0.97) 3.19×10-3±9.26×10-5 (0.97) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 5.46×10-3±1.72×10-4 (0.96) 3.41×10-3±1.18×10-4 (0.95) 

KS,NOB Half saturation coefficient 
of NOB for nitrite 

mgN l-1 Moorhead WWTF 9.59±1.42 (0.97) 8.82±1.17 (0.97) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 5.66±9.56×10-1 (0.96) 6.45±1.14  (0.95) 

SOURMAX,DO,NOB Maximum specific oxygen 
uptake rate of NOB for 

oxygen 

mgO2                

[mgVSS hr]-1 
Moorhead WWTF 6.00×10-3±6.71×10-5 (0.97) 4.23×10-3±2.40×10-4  (0.92) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 5.50×10-3±3.76×10-4 (0.69) 4.53×10-3±1.40×10-4  (0.98) 

KO,NOB Half saturation coefficient 
of NOB for oxygen 

mgO2 l
-1 Moorhead WWTF 3.57×10-1±2.47×10-2 (0.97) 3.53±4.48×10-1  (0.92) 

Fergus Falls WWTF 9.67×10-1±2.38×10-1(0.69) 3.38±2.18×10-1 (0.98) 

a The SOUR of entrapped cells for nitritation did not follow a Monod type equation with respect to substrate concentrations. 
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For suspended cells, the values of half saturation coefficients for total  

ammonia  nitrogen  (KS,AOB)  between  2.79 × 10− 1  and 1.06 mgN l− 1 and nitrite 

(KS,NOB) between 5.66 and 9.59 mgN l− 1 were agreeable with those reported in 

previous studies (Carrera et al., 2004; Sanchez et al., 2001; Schramm et al., 1999; 

Laanbroek et al.,1994). When comparing between nitritation and nitratation, the 

SOURMAX  for   nitritation   (5.28 × 10− 2 mgO2 mgVSS− 1 h− 1    for   SMH   and               

1.69 × 10−2 mgO2 mgVSS− 1 h−1 for SFF) were higher than those of corresponding 

nitratation (5.83 × 10− 3 mgO2 mgVSS−1 h−1 for SMH and 5.46 × 10− 3 mgO2                  

mgVSS− 1 h− 1 for SFF). This is because the amount of AOB was higher than that of 

NOB as discussed later in Subsection 4.3.4. The magnitudes of SOURMAX  for 

nitritation and nitratation of SMH were higher than those of SFF. This observation is 

agreeable with the FISH results (Subsection 4.3.4) which show higher fractions of 

AOB and NOB in SMH than those in SFF. The seed sludge from the Moorhead 

WWTF was acclimated to high ammonia and should be abundant in high growth rate 

nitrifier species (r-strategist). As a result, after the enrichment under the same 

condition, there were more AOB and NOB in SMH than those in SFF.  

 

For  entrapped  cells, the  SOURMAX   for   nitritation   (4.90 × 10− 3 mgO2 

mgVSS− 1 h− 1  for  EMH  and 6.96 × 10−3 mgO2 mgVSS−1 h−1  for EFF) were higher 

than those of corresponding nitratation (3.19 × 10− 3 mgO2 mgVSS− 1 h− 1  for   EMH 

and 3.41 × 10− 3 mgO2 mgVSS− 1 h− 1  for EFF) agreeing with an observation that the 

amounts of AOB in both EMH and EFF were higher than that of NOB (see 

Subsection 4.3.4). Although the source of sludge affected the activity of suspended 

cells (SMH and SFF), this behavior was less evident for entrapped cells (EMH and 

EFF). The magnitudes of SOURMAX  of EMH and EFF were closer. However, EMH 

had lower SOURMAX  than EFF while higher fractions of AOB and NOB in EMH than 

those in EFF were observed (see Subsection 4.3.4). This suggests that there was no 

relationship between the change in the activity of entrapped nitrifiers and the change 

in the amount of nitrifiers in the entrapment. It is possible that cell protection against 

adverse effects provided by entrapment matrix (Wijffels and Tramper, 1995) 

controlled the nitrifier activity through substrate and/or oxygen diffusion. 
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4.3.2 Effect of bulk DO concentration 

 

Effects of DO concentration on SOUR for nitritation and nitratation are 

presented in Fig. 4.2 and summarized in Table 4.2. Note that there are no error bars in 

Fig. 4.2 because the measurement of DO concentration could not be controlled to be 

at the same values between the duplicate experiments. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the 

nitrifier activity was affected differently by DO between suspended and entrapped 

cells. 

 

                                          (a)                                                                (b) 

                                      (c)                                                        (d) 

Fig. 4.2 SOUR of entrapped and suspended nitrifiers as a function of DO 

concentration in nitritation [(a) for SMH and EMH sludge, and (c) for SFF and EFF 

sludge] and in nitratation [(b) for SMH and EMH sludge, and (d) for SFF and EFF 

sludge]. The prefixes S and E prior to MH or FF represent suspended and entrapped 

cells, respectively. 
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     For suspended cells, at <2 mgO2 l−1 DO, the SOUR for nitritation and 

nitratation were limited by the DO concentration. When DO >2 mgO2 l
−1, the SOUR 

were constant and became maximum. The SOURMAX  values of SMH were higher 

than those of SFF. The explanations for these observations were the same as those 

given in Section 4.3.1. The half saturation coefficient for oxygen in nitritation (KO,AOB 

= 3.34 × 10−1 and 3.25 × 10−1 mgO2 l
−1) and nitratation (KO,NOB = 3.57 × 10−1 and 9.67 

× 10−1 mgO2 l
−1) for SMH  and  SFF sludge  were  comparable  to  the  published  

values (KO,AOB = 0.22 – 0.56 mgO2 l
− 1 and KO,NOB = 0.17– 4.32 mgO2 l

−1) (Laanbroek 

et al.,1994). The half saturation coefficients for oxygen in nitritation were lower than  

those  of  nitratation  suggesting  that  under oxygen limited environment (as in partial 

nitrifying condition), AOB in SMH and SFF sludge would outcompete NOB for 

oxygen and NOB would eventually be washed out of the reactor.  

 

For entrapped cells, the SOUR for nitratation followed  the Monod kinetics 

with respect to DO concentration. NOB in both EMH and EFF needed DO around 4 

mgO2 l
−1 to achieve their maximum utilization while the SOUR of entrapped AOB for 

both EMH and EFF were related to DO in the first order manner and they needed 

more oxygen to reach saturation compared to NOB. These observations indicate that 

bulk DO concentration is more vital for entrapped cells than corresponding suspended 

cells and DO transfer from bulk liquid to the bead is critical for entrapped nitrifiers. 

Higher bulk DO concentrations and higher DO transfer would lead to more growth for 

nitrifiers. Moreover, under low DO which intensified oxygen transfer limitation, the 

activity of entrapped AOB would be more suppressed than the activity of entrapped 

NOB. These results suggest that it might not be possible to achieve partial nitrification 

in entrapped cells system by using DO limitation as a sole control strategy. 
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4.3.3 Inhibitory effect of free ammonia 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3  SOUR/SOURMAX  of entrapped and suspended nitrifiers as a function of free 

ammonia concentration in nitritation [(a) for SFF and EFF sludge, and (c) for SMH 

and EMH sludge] and in nitratation [(b) for SFF and EFF sludge, and (d) for SMH 

and EMH sludge]. The prefixes S and E prior to FF or MH represent suspended and 

entrapped cells, respectively. 

 

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the inhibitory effect of FA was observed in both sludge 

used in this study but the level of FA inhibition was different depending on the source 

of sludge. For both MH and FF sludge, the results for suspended cells and entrapped 

cells were similar. Although the cell protection by entrapment matrix was frequently 
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reported (Isaka et al., 2004; Wijffels and Tramper, 1995), this study shows that the 

entrapment did not help with FA inhibition on both nitritation and nitratation.  

 

For FF sludge (Fig. 4.3a and b), the FA concentration range of 60–120 mgN 

l−1 had an inhibitory effect on AOB activity while the nitrite oxidation was inhibited 

at 0.6–60 mgN l−1 FA. These ranges of concentration were agreeable with a previous 

investigation (Anthonisen et al., 1976) which reported a possible FA inhibition at 

higher than 10 mgN l−1 FA for AOB, and higher than 0.1–1.0 mgN l−1  FA  for  NOB. 

Fig. 4.3 clearly shows that nitratation was inhibited more than nitritaton (SOUR/ 

SOURMAX  reduction of 10% for nitritation and 23% for nitratation). According to 

several previous studies, both AOB and NOB are sensitive to FA (Ahn et al., 2008; 

Sinha and  Annachhatre, 2007; Anthonisen et al., 1976).  

 

For MH suspended cells and entrapped cells (Fig. 4.3c and d), nitritation was 

not adversely affected by FA concentration up to 120 mgN l−1 (highest level used in 

this study for nitritation) and nitratation experienced only 5% inhibition. Based on 

these results, both AOB and NOB in MH sludge adapted to FA better than FF sludge. 

Although there is no supporting information, it is likely that the higher FA tolerance 

in MH sludge (SMH and EMH) could be a result of a nitrifier community that was 

more acclimated to high ammonia. An investigation on the bacterial communities of 

SMH and SFF sludge at the species level might confirm this explanation. 

 

 In this study, NOB were more sensitive to FA compared to AOB and a lower 

range of FA concentration was sufficient for inhibiting nitratation. It was found that 

an inhibitory effect started to affect NOB activity at 0.6 mgN l−1 FA which was also 

reported by Villaverde et al. (2000).  Moreover, the inhibition on nitratation stabilized 

at FA > 10 mgN l−1 for FF sludge and at FA > 4 mgN l−1 for MH sludge. This limited 

inhibitory effect on NOB activity was reported in previous studies (Vadivelu et al., 

2007; Turk and Mavinic, 1986). Vadivelu et al. (2007) found that the activity of 

enriched Nitrobacter culture was reduced by only 12% at 4 mgN l−1 FA and remained 

at the same level even after FA concentration was raised to 9 mgN l−1. This suggests 

the ability of NOB to adapt to FA inhibition. The FA inhibition by itself might not be 
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an effective method to maintain nitrite accumulation in both suspended and entrapped 

cell systems. 

 

4.3.4 Community analysis of ammonia oxidizing and nitrite oxidizing 

bacteria 

 

The FISH assay was performed to observe the communities of AOB and NOB 

in both MH and FF sludge. The fractions of AOB and NOB were determined from the 

relative areas of the NSO190 probe and the combination of Ntspa662 and Nit3 probes 

to the EUB338 probe (see Table 4.1). The fraction of heterotrophs was estimated from 

the remaining relative area other than those of AOB and NOB.  
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Fig. 4.4 Bacterial community structures of suspended and entrapped MH and FF 

sludge determined by FISH. The percentages of AOB, Nitrospira genus, and 

Nitrobacter spp., in sludge were determined from the relative areas of NSO190, 

Ntspa662 and Nit3 probes to the EUB338 probe (all bacteria), respectively. The 

fraction of heterotrophs was estimated from the remaining relative area other than 

those of AOB and NOB. The average relative area and standard deviation were 

determined by evaluating at least nine representative microscopic fields. 
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As shown in Fig. 4.4, the fractions of AOB in both suspended cells 

(74.0±14.0% for SMH and 59.9±10.7% for SFF) and entrapped cells (68.7±14.6% for 

EMH and 54.8±0.1% for EFF) were quite similar. The fractions of NOB in suspended 

cells (10.3±3.7% for SMH and 4.4±4% for SFF) and entrapped cells (8.5±3.9% for 

EMH and 3.7±4.1% for EFF) were also close. The cell entrapment did not change the 

fractions of AOB and NOB in the sludge and consequently the difference in 

nitrification kinetics between suspended cells and entrapped cells could be the results 

of internal substrate and oxygen transfer limitations within the entrapment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Example of FISH-CLSM images of entrapped nitrifiers in Moorhead sludge, 

hybridized with Nse1472, specific for the detection of Nitrosomonas europaea (in 

green) and Nit3, specific for the detection of nitrobacter spp. (in red).  
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Fig. 4.6 Example of FISH-CLSM images of nitrifiers in Moorhead sludge: (a) 

entrapped nitrifiers, hybridized with NSO190 (in red) and EUB338, specific for the 

detection of all bacteria (in green). The target cells complimentary to both Rhodamine 

Red-labeled probe (in red) and Oregon Green 488-labeled probe (in green), are in 

yellow. The observed bacteria in green, which stayed around the peripheral layer of 

the bead, were heterotrophs and (b) suspended nitrifiers, hybridized with NSO190, 

specific for the detection of beta-proteobacteria AOBs (in red) and Nse1472, specific 

for the detection of Nitrosomonas europaea (in green).  
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The segregation between AOB and NOB within the entrapment was observed 

(Fig.  4.5). Large and dense clusters of AOB stayed around huge voids. While smaller 

clusters of NOB were adjacent to the AOB clusters to receive the substrate (nitrite). 

These arrangements agree with the results of SOUR of EMH and EFF with respect to 

DO concentration in Subsection 4.3.2 (Fig. 4.2). AOB within the bead had more 

oxygen transfer limitation effect than NOB resulting in the difference in sizes of AOB 

and NOB clusters within the bead. The AOB cluster was larger and denser, and 

oxygen needed more time and faced more resistance to diffuse into it. These 

differences in the density and size of AOB and NOB clusters were frequently found in 

nitrifying biofilm (Okabe et al., 2004; Schramm et al., 1996).  

 

An unknown group of bacteria, likely heterotrophs, was also observed. The 

fractions of heterotrophs in entrapped cells were 22.8±18.6% and 41.5±4.3% for 

EMH and EFF, respectively (Fig. 4.4). Under high sludge age and substrate limiting 

condition as within the  bead,  soluble  microbial  products  (SMP)  are  produced 

substantially and can  become  the  source  of  organic  carbon  for heterotrophic  

growth.  This  explanation  is  agreeable  with  the observed  spatial  arrangement  of  

heterotrophic  bacteria  in  this study, which was around the carbon source (SMP 

excreted from nitrifiers) and oxygen source (the peripheral layer of the bead) (Fig. 

4.6a). Oxygen competition and co-existence between nitrifiers and heterotrophs 

observed in this study have been found in nitrifying biofilm with no external carbon 

(Kindaichi et al., 2005; Okabe et al.2005). 

 

Fig. 4.6b is the FISH-CLSM result which clearly indicates Nitrosomonas  

europaea as a dominant AOB in the SMH  sludge. The result for the FF sludge was 

similar (data not shown). Due to high ammonia oxidation activity (r-strategist) and 

high nitrite tolerance, members of the N. europaea–Nitrosococcus mobilis cluster are 

usually found in wastewater treatment systems with high ammonia loads and/or high 

nitrite accumulation (Ahn et al., 2008; Dytczak et al., 2008; Limpiyakorn et al., 2007; 

Wagner  et al., 1996). For NOB community, Nitrobacter spp. was the dominant NOB 

(6.0±2.9% for SMH and 3.0±2.3% for SFF) while Nitrospira was found in smaller 

proportions (4.3±0.8% for SMH and 1.4±1.7% for SFF) in both SMH and SFF sludge 
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(Fig. 4.4). Nitrobacter spp. is known to have high nitrite oxidation activity                         

(r-strategist) while Nitrospira has lower activity (k-strategist) (Schramm et al., 1996). 

Co-existence between Nitrobacter and Nitrospira in high nitrite fluctuation 

environment as in nitrifying sequencing batch reactors has been reported                              

(Dytczak et al., 2009). This study, which involved the sequencing batch operation for 

enrichment, also observed both genus and additionally discovered the dominance of 

Nitrobacter over Nitrospira.  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

 

Effects of substrate, DO and FA concentrations on nitritation and nitratation in 

both entrapped and suspended cells systems were determined by a respirometric 

assay. Two nitrifying sludge enriched from high ammonia acclimated and 

unacclimated seed sludge, were used in this study. For both nitritation and nitratation, 

the SOURMAX  and the affinity for substrate and oxygen of suspended cells were 

higher than those of corresponding entrapped cells. Under DO limiting conditions, the 

SOUR for nitratation was reduced more than that for nitritation for suspended cells 

because of higher oxygen affinity of AOB than NOB, while for entrapped cells, the 

results were the opposite. The FA inhibitory effect was observed in the un-acclimated 

sludge at significant levels but the acclimated sludge was not inhibited by high FA. 

These results lead to a conclusion that FA inhibition or DO limitation can be used to 

maintain nitrite accumulation in entrapped cell systems but might not be effective 

strategies, which need a detailed investigation to identify one. The fractions of AOB 

and NOB in both entrapped cells and suspended cells were comparable. N. europaea 

was the dominant AOB while Nitrobacter spp. was the dominant NOB for both 

suspended and entrapped cells. The competition for space and oxygen led to 

segregations among AOB, NOB and heterotrophs within the entrapment. 

Heterotrophic bacteria stayed within the peripheral layer of the bead to take oxygen 

from bulk liquid and soluble microbial products excreted from nitrifiers. Large 

clusters of AOB stayed in huge voids and smaller clusters of NOB were adjacent to 

the AOB clusters to receive nitrite. This study suggests that internal substrate and 
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oxygen transfers would be two of the most important factors in controlling nitritation 

kinetics of entrapped nitrifying sludge. 

 



CHAPTER V 

 

 

EFFECT OF INOCULUM AND DO/FA RATIO ON ACHIEVING 

PARTIAL NITRIFICATION USING GEL ENTRAPMENT 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Shortcut biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) is a cost effective innovative 

process to treat low carbon or/and high nitrogen wastewater (C/N < 3.5 - 4). For 

SBNR, partial nitrification (or nitritation) is believed to be the rate-limiting step of the 

overall SBNR. Partial nitrification can be achieved by the oxidation of ammonia 

(NH3) to nitrite (NO2
-) without further oxidation of NO2

- to nitrate (NO3
-) (Hellinga et 

al., 1998). Therefore, the activity of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) needs to be 

promoted over the activity of nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB). The most two common 

strategies to achieve partial nitrification under normal temperature are to maintain 

oxygen (O2)-limiting and/or free ammonia (FA)-accumulating conditions (Sinha and 

Annachhatre, 2007). Under low O2 condition, growth of AOB can be higher than 

NOB due to higher O2 affinity of AOB than that of NOB. At certain levels of FA, the 

activity of NOB is inhibited, while the activity of AOB is not.   

 

Although partial nitrification can be achieved by controlling either O2 or FA 

concentrations in the systems (van Hulle et al., 2010), a number of studies showed 

that partial nitrification efficiency (as measured by the ratio between the concentration 

of NO2
- in bulk liquid and the amount of NH3 removed in the systems) varied 

considerably, when only one of the parameters was selected to maintain partial 

nitrification. For O2, the partial nitrification efficiencies varied between 50% and 95% 

in biofilm systems even at the concentrations of dissolved oxygen (DO) in bulk liquid 

were controlled at a similar level (95% at 1.4 mg O2 l
-1 DO, 50% at 1.5 mg O2 l

-1 DO: 

Ciudad et al., 2005; Garrido et al., 1997). A wide range of FA concentrations of 0.05 
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– 20 mg N l-1 have been recommended to inhibit the activity of NOB (Vadivelu et al., 

2007; Villaverde et al., 2000; Abeling and Seyfried, 1992; Turk and Mavinic, 1989; 

Alleman and Irvine, 1980; Verstraete et al., 1977; Anthonisen et al. 1976; Prakasam 

and Loehr, 1972; Murray and Watson, 1965). Vadivelu et al. (2007) reported that 

although FA concentration was controlled between 4 and 9 mg N l-1, the activity of 

NOB was not fully inhibited (only 88%). Based on the above mentioned information, 

it is unavoidable to incorporate both controlling parameters to maintain highly 

efficient partial nitrification. 

 

Recently, cell entrapment in gel has been proposed to be a potential means to 

achieve partial nitrification under ammonia-rich environment (Rongsayamanont et al., 

2010). Although the mechanisms behind partial nitrification by entrapped cells are 

unclear, an O2-limiting condition occurring inside the gel beads which is more 

favorable for AOB than NOB is likely the main contributing factor (Rongsayamanont 

et al., 2010). Advantages of entrapped cell systems over suspended cell systems 

include better cell maintenance from washing out, higher cell protection from toxic 

substances, higher conversion rate of substrate, and easier liquid-cell separation (Chen 

and Lin, 1994). The applications of entrapped cells for nitrification has been 

demonstrated at several full-scale wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) in Japan 

(Isaka et al., 2007).  

 

  For entrapped cell and biofilm systems where most cells being retained in 

system, the profile of inoculum (in terms of original bacterial community and 

composition) can be a curtail factor to determine the duration needed for starting up 

partial nitrification system. A previous study in a biofilm system found that although 

the activity of NOB is inhibited, their cells can still be persistent and later lead to 

unexpected NO3
- production (Wang et al., 2009). Rongsayamanont et al. (2010) 

showed the influence of culture history of inoculum on the resultant nitrifying 

microorganism composition and the nitrification kinetics of an enriched nitrifying 

culture (Rongsayamanont et al., 2010).  
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  The first objective of this study is to investigate the effect of inoculum on 

accelerating partial nitrification in entrapped cell reactor. Moreover, the effect of 

inoculum on the abundance and spatial distribution of nitrifying microorganisms was 

also carried out. Suspended cells include 1) nitrifying (N) sludge, 2) partial nitrifying 

(PNI) sludge and 3) partial nitrifying (PNII) sludge were prepared,  then all three 

types of suspended cells and another one as non-nitrifying (NN) sludge were used as 

‘suspended inocula’. The four types of suspended inoculum were later entrapped into 

the polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) gel called ‘entrapped inocula’. Four entrapped inocula 

were used to start up entrapped cells nitritation reactors under identical conditions at 

DO concentrations of 2 and 3 mg O2 l-1 to promote partial nitrification. Along the 

start-up period, NO2
- accumulation was observed to determine effect of inoculum on 

accelerating partial nitrification. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) 

technique was used for quantifying the numbers of AOB, ammonia oxidizing archaea 

(AOA), and NOB to investigate the effect of inoculum on the community and 

population of nitrifying microorganism in nitritation entrapped cell. A fluorescence in 

situ hybridization (FISH) technique was used for probing nitrifying microorganisms 

(AOB and NOB) within the entrapment matrix to observe the effect of inoculum on 

the spatial distribution of nitrifying microorganism in nitritation entrapped cell.  

  

  The second objective of this study is to observe the effect of bulk DO and/or 

FA concentrations on partial nitrification efficiency in an entrapped cell system. After 

finishing the start-up of entrapped cell nitritation reactors, three entrapped cell 

reactors, which were inoculated with entrapped cells originated from NN, PNI and 

PNII sludge, were further operated for long periods under various bulk DO and FA 

concentrations. During the operational period, NO2
- accumulation at steady state 

operation was monitored.  
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

 

 5.2.1 Synthetic wastewater  

 

 Two types of synthetic wastewater were used, one for suspended cell 

(inoculums) reactors and the other for entrapped cell reactors. The synthetic 

wastewater for suspended cell reactors, which is an inorganic medium solution with a 

total ammonia nitrogen (TAN) level of 70 mgN l-1 (0.34 g of (NH4)2SO4 per liter), 

250 mgN l-1 (1.20 g of (NH4)2SO4 per liter), and 950 mgN l-1 (4.56 g of (NH4)2SO4 

per liter) were used as the influent for preparing nitrifying (N), partial nitrifying I 

(PNI) and partial nitrifying II (PNII) sludge, respectively. Synthetic wastewater for 

entrapped cell reactors, which was inorganic medium solution with a TAN level of 

625 mgN l-1 (3.0 g of (NH4)2SO4 per liter), was used as influent for its start up and 

long-term operation. Inorganic medium solution contained NaHCO3 (9.8 g per 

gTAN), Na2HPO4 (4.05 g), K2HPO4 (2.1 g), MgSO4 • 7H2O (0.05 g), CaCl2 • 2H2O 

(0.01 g), and FeSO4 • 7H2O (0.09 g) in one liter of deionized (DI) water. All 

chemicals were purchased from Carlo Erba Reagenti (Milan, Italy). 

 

 5.2.2 Preparation of suspended and entrapped inocula  

 

  Three types of suspended inocula were experimented: non-nitrifying (NN),  

nitrifying (N), partial nitrifying (PNI and PNII). Fresh NN inoculum was taken from 

an aeration basin of a full-scale municipal activated sludge WWTP (a contact 

stabilization process) in Bangkok. The N, and PNI and PNII inocula were prepared 

from the NN inoculum. For the WWTP, the average influent and effluent 

concentrations of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) were 57.4 and 5.5 mg l-1. The 

average ammonium concentrations in the influent and effluent were less than 1 mg N 

l-1 (August 2008). Mixed liquor suspended solid (MLSS) and mixed liquor volatile 

suspended solid (MLVSS) were 5,006 and 2,653 mg l-1, respectively. The descriptions 

and operation of the laboratory-scale reactors used to prepare the suspended inocula 

are shown in Table 5.1. Note that the difference between PNI and PNII was preparing 

PNI with no sludge wasting while PNII prepared with the selective sludge wasting to 
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limit the numbers of NOB. After steady state conditions, with respect to the 

concentrations of both inorganic nitrogen and biomass, the suspended inocula were 

harvested.  

 

  All three prepared suspended inocula (N, PNI, and PNII sludge) together with 

the fresh NN sludge taken directly from the WWTP were entrapped in phosphorylated 

PVA (PPVA) gel beads at a cell-to-matrix ratio of 4% w/v (g of centrifuged 

MLVSS/ml of media) according to the procedure described by Chen and Lin (Chen 

and Lin, 1994). Briefly, a mixture at an equal volume between a PVA aqueous 

solution (20% w/v) and a sludge suspension of 70 g volatile suspended solid (VSS) 

per liter was prepared. Then, the mixture was dropped into a saturated boric acid 

solution at a rate of 0.83 ml/min resulting in a droplet diameter of 3 – 4 mm. About 

one hour after the dropping ended, the formed beads were transferred to a 1 M sodium 

orthophosphate solution (pH 7) and kept for 2 hr to allow hardening. With this 

protocol, the gel beads had about the same sizes (approximately 6 mm in diameter). 

Entrapped cells originated from NN, N, PNI and PNII sludge were called ENN, EN, 

EPNI and EPNII and were used as the entrapped inocula for four corresponding 

entrapped cell nitritation reactors (ENN, EN, EPNI and EPNII reactors). 

 

Table 5.1 Setup and operation of laboratory-scale reactors for preparation of 

suspended inoculums  

 

Reactor 

Influent Operating conditions 

NH3 
(mgN l-1) 

Type 
of 

reactor 

NH3 
Load 

(gN m-3d-1 ) 

HRT 
(d) 

SRT 
(d) 

MLVSS 
(mg l-1) 

DO 
(mg l-1) 

pH 
temp 
(oC) 

Operating 
period 

(d) 

N 71.4±1.2 SBR 30 2.25 
no 

sludge 
wasting 

850 > 4 8.1±0.1 25±1 76 

PNI 252.0±1.1 SBR 500 0.5 
no 

sludge 
wasting 

1225 < 1 7.9±0.2 36±1 70 

PNII 949.9±1.8 CSTR 540 1.5 - 2.0 430 230 8.0±0.1 35±1 73 
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 5.2.3 Setup of entrapped cell nitritation reactors  

 

   Entrapped cell nitritation reactors have an effective volume of 3 liters. The 

reactors were stirred completely using mechanical stirrers at 250 rpm (IKA RW20D, 

IKA-Werke GmbH & Co., Germany). Air was supplied to each reactor through an 

ON/OFF air blower which was connected to an oxygen transmitter (O2 4100e, Mettler 

Toledo, USA) equipped with a DO probe (O2 Sensor InPro 6820, Mettler Toledo, 

USA) to control the DO concentration in the reactor. pH was controlled by a pH 

controller (Liquitron DP 5000, LMI Milton Roy, USA) equipped with a pH probe 

(Orion 9156DJWP, Thermo scientific, UK) as well as HCl and NaOH solutions.  

 

5.2.4 Start up of entrapped cell nitritation reactors  

 

  The influent used to start-up the entrapped cell nitritation reactors is the 

organic-free synthetic wastewater containing TAN of 625.7 mg N l-1. All reactors 

were operated under the same conditions. Hydraulic retention time was 1.2 days 

resulting in an influent NH3 loading rate of 520 g N m−3 d−1. The reactors were 

operated at room temperature (24-26oC), while the pH level was strictly controlled at 

8.0±0.1. . The start-up period was divided into 2 phases: phase I with the DO 

concentration in bulk solution of 3 mg O2 l
-1 and phase II with DO concentration in 

bulk solution of 2 mg O2 l
-1. In phase II, bulk DO concentration was reduced into 2 

mg O2 l
-1 to see the effect of O2 level in achieving partial nitrification. During the start-

up period, the supernatant was collected, filtered through a glass fiber filter (GF/C, 

Whatman) and analyzed for TAN, NO2
- and NO3

- concentrations daily. To observe 

spatial distribution of AOB and NOB in the gel beads, the beads were collected after 

the end of phases I and II of start up and analyzed using FISH technique. Also, after 

the end of phase II, gel beads were taken to quantify the numbers of nitrifying 

microorganisms as AOB, AOA, Nitrospira, and Nitrobacter in the cell entrapment 

matrix. 
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5.2.5 Long-term operation of entrapped cell nitritation reactors under 

various DO and FA concentrations 

 

  After starting up partial nitrification, the ENN, EPNI and EPNII reactors were 

further operated to investigate the effect of DO and/or FA concentration on the partial 

nitrification. All three reactors were operated under identical conditions. The influent 

was the synthetic wastewater containing 624.9 mg N l-1TAN. HRT was 3.0 days 

resulting in an influent NH3 loading rate of 208 g N m−3 d−1. The reactors were 

operated at room temperature (24-26oC). The DO concentration in the reactor was 

varied: 0.5±0.1, 1.0±0.1, 2.0±0.1 mgO2 l-1. To vary FA concentration, pH was 

adjusted to 6.5±0.1, 7.2±0.1, 7.8±0.1, 8.2±0.1. During the operational period, the 

supernatant was collected, filtered through a glass fiber filter (GF/C, Whatman) and 

analyzed for TAN, NO2
- and NO3

- concentrations daily.  

 

5.2.6 Analyses 

 

DO (WTW Oxi 340i meter, WTW Cellox 325 probe, Germany), pH (HACH 

Sension1 pH Electrode, USA), and VSS were determined following the Standard 

Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA et al. 1998). TAN 

was analyzed using ion selective electrodes (WTW GmbH, NH4 500/2, Germany) and 

NO2
- and NO3

- were analyzed using a UV visible spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Electron Corporation, Hexious α, Cambridge, UK) in accordance with the Standard 

Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA et al. 1998). 

 

5.2.7 Abundance of AOB, AOA and NOB in cell entrapment matrix 

determination using quantitative PCR  

 

For each entrapped cell sample, two gel beads were suspended in an ice-cold 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. Later, the beads were transferred and fixed 

in a paraformaldehyde solution (4% in PBS at pH 7.2) at 4oC for 12 h. After washing 

three times and resuspending in a ice-cold PBS solution, fixed gel beads were allow to 

be dissolved completely in a PBS solution at 70oC for 5 min. Immediately, DNA of 
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the released cells was extracted using Fast-DNA SPIN kits for soil (QBiogene, USA). 

Agarose gel (1.5%) electrophoresis (Bio-Rad, Spain) was used to verify the products 

from DNA extraction. 

 

For each sample of extracted DNA, DNA was prepared into three dilutions at 

10-fold dilution factor. For AOB, amoA genes were quantified using the primers 

amoA 1F and amoA 2R and the 16S rRNA genes were analyzed using the primers 

CTO 189A/Bf , CTO189Cf , and CTO 654r. The range of 7.2 × 101 to 7.2 × 107 

copies of the pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega, USA) inserted with the amoA gene 

fragment of the clone AOB-NAS10-360-4 (an accession number of GU980134) was 

used as the standard DNA for the AOB amoA genes. The pGEM-T Easy Vector 

possessing the 16S rRNA gene fragment of Nitrosospira multiformis (an accession 

number of X90822) in the range of 4.4 × 101 to 4.4 × 107 copies was used as the 

standard DNA for AOB 16S rRNA gene. For AOA, amoA genes were quantified 

using the primers Arch-amoAF and Arch-amoAR. The range of 5.0 × 101 to 5.0 × 107 

copies of the pGEM-T Easy Vector possessing the amoA gene fragment of the 

archaea amoA clone AOA-S-4 (an accession number of GQ390338) was used as the 

standard DNA for the AOA amoA gene quantification. For NOB, the 16S rRNA 

genes were quantified with the primers P338F and Ntspa0685 for Nitrospira and with 

the primers P338F and NIT3 for Nitrobacter. The standard DNA, which was the 

pGEM-T Easy Vector possessing the 16S rRNA gene fragment of Nitrospira and 

Nitrobacter, were prepared in the ranges of 7.7 × 101 to 7.7 × 107 copies and 2.5 × 101 

to 2.5 × 107 copies, respectively. The sequences of all PCR primers and their target 

genes used in this study are shown in Table 5.2. 

 

An Mx3005P instrument (Stratagene, USA) with a Brilliant II SYBR Green 

QPCR Master Mix (Stratagene, USA) was used to perform qPCR. For AOB and 

AOA, the PCR condition, 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 60 

s at 56°C and 30 s at 72°C, was used to amplify the AOB amoA genes, AOB 16S 

rRNA, and AOA amoA genes. For NOB, the PCR condition, 95°C for 5 min, 

followed by 40 cycles of 90 s at 95°C, 30 s at 65°C and 60 s at 72°C, was used to 

amplify the 16S rRNA gene of Nitrobacter and Nitrospira. For every cycle of PCR 
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amplifications, fluorescence signal was captured at 78 °C for 15 s. At the end of every 

qPCR reaction, dissociation curves were plotted to confirm the single target fragment 

of the PCR amplified products.  

 

To calculate the cell numbers of AOA and AOB from the observed number of 

archaeal and bacterial amoA genes, it was assumed, based on the numbers of archaeal 

and bacterial amoA gene copies found in enriched AOA and isolated AOB culture, 

that the AOA and AOB cell possessed one copy and 2.5 copies of the amoA gene per 

genome, respectively (Hallam et al., 2006; Norton et al. 2002). To calculate the cell 

numbers of Nitrospira and Nitrobacter from the observed number of 16S rRNA 

genes, it was assumed that the Nitrospira and Nitrobacter cell possessed one copy of 

the 16S rRNA gene per genome based on the numbers of 16S rRNA gene copies 

found in enriched Nitrospira and isolated Nitrobacter culture (Lücker et al., 2010; 

Starkenburg et al., 2006). 

 

5.2.8 Spatial distribution of AOB and NOB in cell entrapment matrix 

determination using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 

 

Spatial distribution of microorganisms in gel beads was analyzed using FISH. 

Protocols for cell fixing, sectioning, hybridizing and washing are described in Chapter 

4. Briefly, for each sample, one gel bead was suspended in an ice-cold PBS solution. 

Later, the bead was transfer and fixed in a paraformaldehyde solution (4% in PBS at 

pH 7.2) at 4oC for 12 h. After washing three times and resuspending in a ice-cold PBS 

solution, the fixed gel bead was embedded in a rapid freezing compound (Tissue-Tek 

OCT, Sakura Finetek USA Inc., USA) and cut into five micron sections at -20oC 

using a cryomicrotome (Leica CM 1950, Germany), then immobilized onto a polymer 

coating slide.  

 

Oligonucleotide probes used in this study were labeled at 5’ ends with 

Alexaflour 488 or Cy3 (ThermoHybaid, Ulm, Germany). Hybridization was 

performed at 46oC for 1.5 h in buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS), formamide) containing 5 ng of probe µl−1. The cut section of 
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the gel bead was immersed in pre-warmed washing buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% 

SDS, NaCl) at 48oC for 10 min and subsequently rinsed shortly with DI water, air 

dried and mounted with an anti-fading solution (SlowFade, Antifade kit, Molecular 

Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). The oligonucleotide probes and their corresponding 

hybridization conditions are shown in Table 5.3. For simultaneous hybridization, two 

hybridizations were performed successively with the probe requiring higher 

stringency performed first (Wagner et al., 1996). The hybridized sample was observed 

using a fluorescence inverted microscope (Olympus IX81, Japan) with DP2-BSW 

software for image processing. Alexaflour 488–labelled probe was visualized by 

excitation between 460 and 495 nm and collection of fluorescence emission at 510 

nm. Cy3-labelled probe was excited at between 530 and 550 nm and its fluorescence 

emission was collected at 575 nm. 

 

Table 5.2 PCR primers used in this study 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PCR  Primer Sequences (5’- 3’) Target genes References 

P338F ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG Bacterial 16S rRNA 
Ovreås et al 
(1997) 

amoA 1F 
amoA 2R 

GGGGTTTCTACTGGTGGT 
CCCCTCKGSAAAGCCTTCTTC 

AOB amoA gene 
Rotthauwe 
(1997) 

CTO 189A/Bf 
CTO 189Cf 
CTO 654r 

GGAGRAAAGCAGGGGATCG 
GGAGGAAAGTAGGGGATCG 
CTAGCYTTGTAGTTTCAAACGC 

AOB 16S rRNA gene 
Kowalchuck et 
al (1997) 

Arch-amoAF 
Arch-amoAR 

STAATGGTCTGGCTTAGACG  
GCGGCCATCCATCTGTATGT 

AOA amoA gene 
Francis et al 
(2005) 

Ntspa0685  CGGGAATTCCGCGCTC Nitrospira 16S rRNA gene 
Regan et al 
(2002) 

NIT3 CCTGTGCTCCATGCTCCG 
Nitrobacter 16S rRNA 
gene 

Wagner et al 
(1996) 
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Table 5.3 Labeled 16SrRNA oligonucleotide probes used in this study 

 
 
 
5.3 Results and discussion  

 

5.3.1 Preparation of suspended inocula 

 

Suspended inocula used for the preparation of entrapped cell inocula included 

the fresh NN sludge, which was taken directly from the WWTP and N, PNI, and PNII 

sludge, which were prepared by enriching the fresh NN sludge in the laboratory-scale 

reactors. Operating conditions and steady-state performance of the reactors used for 

the preparation of N, PNI, and PNII sludge are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.4. 

Abundance and spatial distribution of the target microorganisms are shown in Fig. 5.1 

and 5.2, respectively.  

Probe Sequences (5’ to 3’) Label Target organisms 
Formamide 
 (%) 

References 

EUB338 GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT Cy3/AF Most bacteria 15 
Amann et al. 
(1990) 

Nso190 CGATCCCCTGCTTTTCTCC Cy3/AF 
β-AOB  
(Many but not all) 

40 
Mobarry et al. 
(1996) 

Nse1472 ACCCCAGTCATGACCCCC Cy3 
Nitrosomonas europaea, 
Nitrosomonas eutropha, 
Nitrosomonas halophila 

50 
Juretschko et al. 
(1998) 

Ntspa662 GGAATTCCGCGCTCCTCT Cy3  Nitrospira genus 35 
Daims et al. 
(2001) 

Nit3 CCTGTGCTCCATGCTCCG Cy3 Nitrobacter spp. 40 
Wagner et al. 
(1996) 
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Table 5.4 Operating conditions and steady-state performance of laboratory-scale reactors during preparation of suspended inocula (N, 

PNI, and PNII sludge) (see monitoring results in Fig. A-1 to A-3 in Appendix A) 

 

Reactor 

Influent Operating conditions Effluent Removal efficiency 

NH3 
(mgNl-1) 

Type 
of 

reactor 

NH3 
Load 

(gN m-3d-1 ) 

HRT 
(d) 

SRT 
(d) 

MLVSS 
(mgl-1) 

Actual 
DO 

(mgl-1) 

Actual 
pH 

Actual 
temp 
(oC) 

Operating 
period 

(d) 

NH3 
(mgNl-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgNl-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgNl-1) 

N 
loss 
(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

NH3 removal 
load 

(gN m-3d-1 ) 

Eff NO2
-

/NH3 
removed 

(%) 

N 71.4±1.2 SBR 30 2.25 
no 

sludge 
wasting 

850 > 4 8.1±0.1 25±1 76 
0.6±0.7 

(1) 
1.3±0.3 

(2) 
67.5±0.6 

(95) 
2 99 30 2 

PNI 252.0±1.1 SBR 500 0.5 
no 

sludge 
wasting 

1225 < 1 7.9±0.2 36±1 70 
28.9±3.6 

(11) 
184.7±4.6 

(73) 
19.1±2.8 

(8) 
8 89 400 83 

PNII 949.9±1.8 CSTR 540 1.5 - 2.0 430 > 5 8.0±0.1 35±1 73 
34.6±11.7 

(4) 
832.5±20.1 

(88) 
60.6±11.6 

(6) 
2 96 510 91 

Note : Values in parenthesis are the percentage of the species to total nitrogen.

73 
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Fig. 5.1 Abundance of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB), ammonia oxidizing 

archaea (AOA), Nitrobacter (NOB) and Nitrospira (NOB) in suspended inocula at the 

end of the preparation periods. Limit of detection (LOD) for the bacterial and archaeal 

amoA genes was 6.0×101 and 6.9 ×103 cells mgVSS-1, respectively. The LOD for 

Nitrobacter and Nitrospira 16S rRNA genes was 1.7×103 and 5.1×103 cells mgVSS-1, 

respectively.  
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Fig. 5.2 FISH image showing nitrifying microorganisms in suspended inocula: NN 

sludge (a, b), N sludge (c, d), PNI sludge (e, f), and PNII sludge (g, h). Left-side (a, c, 

e, g) are suspended inocula, hybridized with NSO190 (beta-proteobacterial AOB; 

green) and EUB338 (all bacteria; red). Right-side is suspended inocula, hybridized 

with Ntspa662 (Nitrospira; red) (b) and NIT3 (Nitrobacter; red) (d, f, h). The target 

cells complimentary to both Cy3-labeled probe (red) and Alexa Flour 488-labeled 

probe (green), are shown in orange-yellow. Non bright green and red signals arenon-

active target cells, autofluorescence of cell lysate, exopolymeric substance and/or and 

precipitated salts.  
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NN sludge was pre-defined as the sludge lack of nitrifying activity. Fig. 5.1 

showed that NN sludge contained low numbers of AOB (9.5x104±7.1x104 cells mg 

VSS-1) corresponding to the FISH image (Fig. 5.2a) in which no signal of active AOB 

was observed. There are two possible explanations for this. Firstly, very limited levels 

of NH3 in the influent of the WWTP (less than 1 mg N l-1) during the sampling period 

led to insufficient substrate available for AOB growth. These levels of NH3 were 

much less than the typical level for low-strength municipal wastewater (around 20 mg 

N l-1) (Henze et al., 2008). The reduction of NH3 concentration in the influent of the 

WWTP may cause by the degradation of NH3 during long transportation of 

wastewater from household to the WWTP or the dilution of wastewater with 

stormwater during wet season. Secondly, NN sludge was harvested from a contact 

stabilized activated sludge process which is developed mainly for the removal of 

BOD. This process may limit complete nitrification ability due to the short retention 

time maintained for the system (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003).  

 

In contrast to AOB, AOA in NN sludge were found in high number 

(7.1x108±1.3x108 cells mg VSS-1), 103 times higher than the AOB numbers. Several 

studies reported high abundance of AOA in full-scale WWTPs with low NH3 levels 

(Limpiyakorn et al., 2011; Sonthiphand and Limpiyakorn, 2011; Park et al., 2006). Up 

to present, only two studies reported KS for NH3 of AOA; one is for the only available 

AOA isolate, Candidatus Nitrosopumilus maritimus, 1.86 µg N l-1 (Martens-Habbena 

et al., 2009) and the other for an enriched AOA culture, 8.54 µg N l-1 (Park et al., 

2010). According to Limpiyakorn et al. (2011), AOB with high affinity to NH3 like 

members of Nitrosomonas oligotropha cluster dominated in full-scale municipal 

WWTPs and the Ks values for this AOB cluster are between 0.42 and 1.4 mg N l-

1(Bollmann et al., 2001; Stech et al., 1995), which are much higher than those of 

AOA. As a result, under limiting NH3 environments AOA can outcompete AOB for 

NH3.  

 

For NOB in NN sludge, only members of genus Nitrospira were found 

(4.3x105±2.7x104 cells mg VSS-1), while no Nitrobacter was detected. From the FISH 

image, active Nitrospira was found a very limited level (Fig. 5.2b) while no signal of 
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active Nitrobacter was observed (data not shown). Previous research showed the 

predomination of Nitrospira over Nitrobacter in the environments low in NO2
-
 levels 

(Kim and Kim, 2006; Schramm et al., 1999). This was a result of the higher NO2
- 

affinity of the Nitrospira than that of the Nitrobacter (Ks for NO2
- between 0.12 and 

0.22 mg N l-1 for Nitrospira; Manser et al., 2005; Schramm et al., 1999, and between 

0.3 and 1.9 mg N l-1 for Nitrobacter; Beccari et al., 1979; Alleman, 1984). Thus, in 

the WWTPs, where the level of NO2
- was found minimally (< 0.1 mg N l-1) Nitrospira 

outcompetes Nitrobacter (Wagner et al., 2002).  

 

The N sludge was prepared by promoting complete nitrification in the NN 

sludge. This can be achieved by providing sufficient DO (> 4 mg O2 l
-1) and sludge 

age (no sludge wasting) to support activity of both AOB and NOB (Tables 5.1 and 

5.4). N sludge fully oxidized NH3 to NO3
- (99% NH3 removal and effluent NO2

-/NH3 

removed = 2%) (Table 5.4). The high nitrification efficiency led to the increase in 

numbers AOB in N sludge from the NN sludge (103 times higher, 8.2x107±3.4x106 

cells mg VSS-1 in N sludge and 9.5x104±7.1x104 cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge). The 

FISH image also showed that active AOB in N sludge was higher than that in the NN 

sludge (Fig. 5.2a and c). In contrast to AOB, the number of AOA in N sludge was 103 

times lower than that of the NN sludge (1.5x105±7.0x103 cells mg VSS-1 in N sludge 

and 7.1x108±1.3x108 cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge). The washing out of AOA from 

the reactor caused by substrate inhibition likely occurred. Due to the variation in NH3 

levels in the reactor during a batch operating cycle (data not shown), the NH3 peak 

after the filling period (71.4 mgN l-1) could temporally inhibit the growth of AOA, 

subsequently the consortium of ammonia oxidizing microorganisms shifted from 

AOA-dominated NN sludge to AOB-dominated N sludge. A growth inhibition level 

for isolated AOA, Candidatus Nitrosopumilus maritimus, is at 28 mg N/l (Martens-

Habbena et al., 2009). AOA likely played a main role in NH3 oxidation in the N 

sludge.  

 

For NOB abundance in N sludge, Fig. 5.1 shows that the number of 

Nitrobacter was 103 times higher than of the Nitrospira number (1.5x107±5.0x106 

cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrobacter and 2.4x104±4.3x103 cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrospira). 
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The results from FISH analysis were also in agreement. Active Nitrobacter was 

present (Fig. 5.2c), while no signal of active Nitrospira was observed (data not 

shown). Change in dominant NOB from  Nitrospira  in the NN sludge to Nitrobacter 

in the N sludge was likely to be caused by the NO2
- concentration in the reactor (data 

not shown). The NO2
- peaks which took place during the feeding time of batch 

operation along the study period (13 mg l-1) could acclimate NOB which are tolerant 

to high NO2
- levels. Consequently, lower NO2

- affinity or r-strategist NOB, as 

Nitrobacter, instead of the K-strategist NOB (Nitrospira), became the dominant NOB 

in the N sludge (as discussed above). Although the numbers of AOB and NOB in the 

N sludge rose in the similar orders (8.2x107±3.4x106 cells mg VSS-1 for AOB and 

1.5x107±5.0x106 cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrobactor), FISH analysis revealed that active 

Nitrobacter in the N sludge showed weaker signal intensity than the active AOB (Fig. 

5.2c and d). This was probably due to low sensitivity of FISH techniques to detect 

microorganisms in environmental samples. Daims and Wagner (2010) showed that 

the sensitivity of FISH is approximately 103 -104 active cells ml sludge-1. Lower signal 

of active NOB as compared to AOB, even under a favorable growth condition for 

both microorganisms (full nitrification), is likely because of the lower maximum 

specific growth rate (µMAX ) of NOB at temperature above 14oC (Hunik et al., 1994). 

 

PNI sludge was prepared by enriching the NN sludge under DO-limiting 

condition (< 1 mg O2 l-1) with sufficiently high NH3 load to promote partial 

nitrification (activity of AOB over that of NOB) (Tables 5.1 and 5.4). In PNI reactor, 

a high amount of NH3 was nitrified to NO2
- (89% NH3 removal and effluent NO2

-/NH3 

removed = 83%) (Table 5.4). For PNI sludge, the oxidation of NH3 to NO2
-
 was 

governed by only the limited DO, not NH3. This condition remained until NH3 

became exhausted. The Ks values for O2 of AOB were found to be less than those of 

NOB (0.03-0.99 mg N l-1 for AOB and 0.41-5.3 mg N l-1 for NOB; Blackburne et al., 

2008; Ciudad et al., 2005; Wiesmann, 1994; Laanbroek and Gerards, 1993). Due to 

the lower O2 affinity of NOB, NOB is more sensitive with O2 availability than AOB 

especially under an O2-limiting condition. As a result, the activity of AOB was 

promoted, while at the same time NOB activity was suppressed. A high amount of 

NH3 oxidized in the reactor led to the increase in AOB number in the PNI sludge to 
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104 times higher than in the NN sludge (1.3x108±9.0x106 cells mg VSS-1 in PNI 

sludge and 9.5x104±7.1x104 cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge). The FISH image showed 

higher signal of active AOB in the PNI sludge than in the NN sludge (Fig. 5.2a and e).  

 

The abundance of AOA in the PNI sludge decreased from the NN sludge (Not 

detected for PNI sludge and 7.1x108±1.2x108 cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge). 

Complete washing out of AOA from the PNI sludge could be due to two possible 

reasons. One is substrate inhibition. The NH3 peaks (252.0-28.9 mgN l-1) appeared at 

the beginning of each cycle could repeatedly inhibited growth of AOA (as discussed 

above). The other possible reason is due to free nitrous acid (FNA) inhibition. 

Anthonisen et al. (1976) suggested that AOB are inhibited at the threshold FNA 

concentrations between 0.2 and 2.8 mg N l-1, while the inhibition on NOB activity 

was found at the concentrations between 0.06 and 0.83 mg N l-1 (Anthonisen et al., 

1976). However, much higher sensitivity of AOA to FNA was reported (complete 

inhibition of AOA, Candidatus Nitrosopumilus maritimus at FNA of 0.0026 mg N l-1; 

Konneke et al., 2005). As shown in Table 5.4, an average NO2
- concentration of 184.7 

mg N l-1 in the reactor corresponded to 0.004 mg N l-1 of FNA. This level of FNA 

could strongly inhibit activity of AOA, but not AOB. 

 

As a result of suppressing the growth of NOB during the preparation of PNI 

sludge, Nitrobacter, as the dominant NOB in the reactor, was 10 times lower that the 

number of AOB (1.7x107±6.9x106 cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrobacter and 

1.3x108±9.0x106 cells mg VSS-1 for AOB). This corresponds to the FISH results that 

active Nitrobacter was observed at  lower signals than active AOB (Fig. 5.2e and f). 

Although a high level of partial nitrification (effluent NO2
-/NH3 removed = 83%) 

indicated nearly complete inhibition of nitratation, under long sludge age operation 

(no sludge wasting) as in this study NOB were not washed out from the reactor as 

confirmed by the existence of high numbers of Nitrobacter and Nitrospira in the PNI 

sludge (1.7x107±6.9x106 cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrobacter and 4.5x104±1.0x104 cells 

mg VSS-1 for Nitrospira). In addition, the shift in the dominant NOB from Nitrospira 

found in the NN sludge to Nitrobacter in the PNI sludge agrees with the high 

accumulation of NO2
- in the reactor. Correspondingly, active Nitrobacter was 
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observed (Fig. 5.2f) without a signal of active Nitrospira (data not shown) in FISH 

images. High NO2
- environment in the reactor could acclimate and change the 

community of NOB . 

 

PNII sludge was prepared in a reactor without sludge recycling. Hunik et al. 

(1994) suggested that at temperature above 14oC, µMAX  of AOB is higher than that of 

NOB. Moreover, the growth of AOB can largely be increased compared to NOB at 

higher temperature levels (but not above 40oC) (Hunik et al., 1994). Thus, when 

maintaining high temperature, NOB can be washed out while AOB cells can be 

maintained if in the reactor without sludge recycling, dilution rate was controlled to 

be higher than the growth rate of NOB but lower than that the growth rate of AOB. 

From the practical point of view, a reactor with sludge age between 1 and 2.5 days 

can achieve high levels of partial nitrification when the temperature is above 30oC 

(van Kempen et al., 2001). As a result of using low sludge age (1.5 - 2 days), PNII 

sludge nitrified NH3 to NO2
- at high level (96% NH3 removal and effluent NO2

-/NH3 

removed = 91%) (Table 5.4). This resulted in 103 times higher abundance of AOB in 

the PNII sludge than that in the NN sludge (8.9x107±4.0x107 cells mg VSS-1 in PNII 

sludge and 9.5x104±7.1x104 cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge). In the FISH images, 

active AOB in the PNII sludge was also higher than in the NN sludge (Fig. 5.2a and 

g). The number of AOA was not detected in the PNII sludge and while it was 

7.1x108±1.2x108 cells mg VSS-1 in the NN sludge. Similar to the PNI reactor, 

complete washing out of AOA from the PNII reactor is probably caused by 

continuously inhibiting AOA by high concentrations of NH3 and FNA in the reactor 

(34.6 mg N l-1 of NH3 and 0.015 mg N l-1for FNA) (Table 5.4).  

 

For the number of the dominant NOB in PNII sludge, Nitrobacter was 103 

times lower than that of AOB (8.9x107±4.0x107 cells mg VSS-1 for AOB and 

3.7x104±3.0x104 cells mg VSS-1 for Nitrobacter). FISH results also agree with this. 

No active cell of either Nitrobacter or Nitrospira was observed while active AOB 

cells were found at high levels (Fig. 5.2g and h). Similar to the PNI sludge, 

Nitrobacter, not Nitrospira was the dominant NOB in the PNII sludge which 

corresponded to the high accumulated NO2
- levels in the reactor (3.7x104±3.0x104 
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cells mg VSS-1 of Nitrobacter and not detected for Nitrospira). Although NOB 

(Nitrobacter) activity was completely inhibited, their cells were not washed out from 

the reactor. Comparing to NN sludge, the dominant NOB found in the PNII sludge 

was 10 times lower those in the NN sludge (3.7x104±3.0x104 cells mg VSS-1 of 

Nitrobacter in the PNII sludge and 4.3x105±2.7x104 cells mg VSS-1 of Nitrospira in 

the NN sludge).  

 

When comparing among different suspended inocula, sludge with higher NH3 

removal loads (PNII > PNI > N > NN sludge, 510, 200, 30, and 0 g N m-3 d-1, 

respectively) contained more active AOB (PNII > PNI > N > NN sludge) as suggested 

by the using FISH results. However, qPCR results disagreed (PNI > N ≈ PNII > NN 

sludge, 1.6x1011±1.1x1010, 6.9x1010±7.1x109, 3.8.0x1010±1.7x1010, and 

2.5x108±1.9x108 cells l-1, respectively). It should be noted that qPCR included genes 

belonging to active and inactive, viable and nonviables cells in the quantification, 

while FISH detected only 16S rRNA within ribosomes of active cells. Although the 

analysis of AOB at species levels was not performed in this study, evidence from 

previous studies implied that Nitrosomonas oligotropha is likely to be the dominant 

AOB in NN, and N sludge which received low NH3 loading rate (30 g N m-3 d-1) and 

Nitrosomonas europaea may be the dominant AOB in PNI (NH3 loading rate of 500 g 

N m-3 d-1) and PNII sludge (NH3 loading rate of 540 g N m-3 d-1). Limpiyakorn et al. 

(2007) suggested that AOB with high affinity to NH3 such as Nitrosomonas 

oligotropha comprised majority of AOB in nitrifying activated sludge acclimated with              

low NH3 influent load (< 33 g N m-3 d-1) while Nitrosomonas europaea cluster which 

has lower NH3 affinity is the dominated AOB in sludge acclimated with high NH3 

loading rate (> 100 gN m-3 d-1).       
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5.3.2 Abundance and spatial distribution of nitrifying microorganisms in 

entrapped inoculums  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Abundance of AOB, AOA, Nitrobacter (NOB) and Nitrospira (NOB) in 

entrapped inocula (before starting up nitritation reactors). The LOD for the AOB and 

AOA amoA genes were 1.45×102 and 1.01×102 cells/unit volume of bead, 

respectively. The LOD for Nitrobacter and Nitrospira 16S rRNA genes were 

5.16×102 and 1.54×103 cells/unit volume of bead, respectively.  
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Fig. 5.4 FISH image showing nitrifying microorganisms in entrapped inocula: ENN 

entrapped cell (a, b), EN entrapped cell (c, d), EPNI entrapped cell (e, f), and EPNII 

entrapped cell (g, h). Left-side images are entrapped cells, hybridized with NSO190 

(beta-proteobacterial AOB; green) and EUB338 (all bacteria; red). Right-side images 

are entrapped cells, hybridized with Ntspa662 (Nitrospira; red) (b) and hybridized 

with NIT3 (Nitrobacter; red) (d, f, h). The target cells complimentary to both Cy3-

labeled probe (red) and Alexa Flour 488-labeled probe (green), are shown in orange-

yellow. NOTE: Non bright green and red signals are non-active target cells, 

autofluorescence of cell lysate, exopolymeric substance or/and and precipitated salts. 

And white line indicates the edge of entrapped cells.  
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Fig. 5.1 and 5.3 showed that the proportions of nitrifying microorganisms in 

their consortium were similar between in the suspended and entrapped inoculums. For 

AOB, their abundance in suspended inoculums was 1.3x108±9.0x106 in PNI sludge ≈ 

8.9x107±4.0x107 in PNII sludge ≈ 8.2x107±8.4x106 in N sludge > 9.5x104±7.1x104 

cells mg VSS-1 in NN sludge which was similar to those found in entrapped inocula 

6.8x105±1.5x105 in EPNI > 2.9x104±4.7x102 in EPNII ≈ 6.2x104±2.9x104 in EN > 

LOD cells/unit volume of bead in ENN. For AOA, the abundance was 

7.1x108±1.3x108 in NN sludge > 1.5x105±7.0x103 in N sludge > LOD cells mgVSS-1 

in PNII and PNI sludge and for entrapped inocula 1.1x107±2.1x106 in ENN > 

1.4x106±1.9x105 for EN > LOD cells/unit volume of bead for EPNII and EPNI. For 

NOB, the numbers of Nitrobacter were 1.5x107±5.0x106 in N sludge ≈ 

1.7x107±6.9x106 in PNI sludge > 3.7x104±2.0x104 in PNII sludge > LOD cells 

mgVSS-1 in NN sludge, which were in the same order as found for entrapped 

inoculums (6.0x103±1.9x103 in EN ≈ 1.3x103±4.1x102 in EPNI > LOD cells/unit 

volume of bead in EPNII and ENN. Abundance of Nitrospira was 4.3x105±2.7x104 in 

NN sludge > 4.5x104±1.0x104 in PNI sludge ≈ 2.4x104±4.3x103 in N sludge > LOD 

cells mgVSS-1 in PNII sludge and 3.2x103±4.4x102 in ENN > LOD cells/unit volume 

of bead in EPNI, EN and EPNII). This indicates that effect of gel entrapment on the 

consortium of nitrifying microorganisms was minimal. However, there was one 

exception for AOB in EPNI which was found at a high level (6.8x105±1.5x105 cells 

/unit volume of bead; Fig. 5.3). This was possibly due to non-homogeneity taken 

place during gel entrapment.  

 

FISH results suggested that the numbers of active nitrifying microorganisms 

found in entrapped inoculums were similar to those in suspended inocula. For AOB, 

the abundance of AOB in entrapped inoculums was EPNII > EPNI > EN > ENN (Fig. 

5.4) corresponding to those found in suspended inocula (PNII > PNI > N > NN 

sludge, Fig. 5.2) which agreed with the NH3 removal load in the suspended inoculums 

reactors (see Subsection 5.3.1). The same results were found for NOB. The abundance 

of active dominant NOB in entrapped inocula (EPNI > EN > ENN > EPNII) was not 

different from those occurred in suspended inocula (PNI > N > NN > PNII sludge). 
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This confirms that the effect of gel entrapment on active nitrifying microorganism 

was negligible. 

 

5.3.3 Effect of inoculums on accelerating partial nitrification using gel 

entrapment 

 

Effect of inoculum on accelerating partial nitrification was examined during 

the start up period of entrapped cell nitritation reactors. For each reactor, the start-up 

period was divided into 2 phases: phase I with the DO concentration in bulk solution 

of 3 mg O2 l
-1 (18 – 27 days) and phase II with DO concentration in bulk solution of 2 

mg O2 l
-1 (17 – 31 days). In phase II, O2 concentration was reduced to see the effect of 

O2 level in achieving partial nitrification. Overall, the results showed that NH3 

removal among the reactors at the end of phase I varied between 46 and 71%. NO2
- 

accumulation among the reactors also differed especially for the EPNII reactor, which 

exhibited much higher nitrite accumulation than the others (14 – 28% for ENN, EN, 

EPNI, but 91% for EPNII). However, when DO concentration was reduced from 3 mg 

O2 l
-1 in phase I to 2 mg O2 l

-1 in phase II, NH3 removal in all reactors improved and 

was in a similar range of NH3 removal efficiencies (between 50 and 64%). NO2
- 

accumulation was also higher at the end of phase II for all reactors excepting EPNII 

(65 – 66% in ENN, EN, EPNI but 87% in EPNII).  
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Table 5.5 Operating conditions and steady-state performance of entrapped cell nitritation reactors (ENN, EN, EPNI, and EPNII reactors) 

during start up periods.  

Reactor 

Influent Operating condition 
Phase I (DO = 3 mgO2 l-1) 

Operating 
period 

(d) 

Effluent Removal efficiency 

NH3 
(mgN l-1) 

NH3 load 
(gN m-3d-1 ) 

HRT 
(d) 

pH Temp 
(oC) 

TAN 
(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 
nitrogen 

loss 
(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/NH3 

removed (%) 

ENN 

625.7±3.2 520 1.2 8.1±0.1 25±1 

23 234.1±11.2 (37) 59.0±4.3 (9) 267.8±16.0 (43) 11 63 15 

EN 23 351.0±20.6 (56) 77.2±6.6 (12) 140.1±14.9 (22) 10 46 28 

EPNI 27 182.8±8.4 (29) 61.7±6.3 (10) 345.8±29.9 (55) 6 71 14 

EPNII 18 262.7±14.7 (42) 329.4±14.6 (53) 25.7±5.2 (4) 1 58 91 

Reactor 

Influent Operating condition 
Phase II (DO = 2 mgO2 l-1) 

Operation 
period 

(d) 

Effluent Removal efficiency 

NH3 
(mgN l-1) 

NH3 load 
(gN m-3d-1 ) 

HRT 
(d) 

pH Temp 
(oC) 

TAN 
(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 
nitrogen 

loss 
(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/NH3 

removed (%) 

ENN 

625.7±3.2 520 1.2 8.1±0.1 25±1 

23 225.5±16.7 (36) 260.0±18.4 (42) 82.9±13.8 (13) 9 64 65 

EN 31 244.1±25.4 (39) 245.9±24.0 (39) 87.0±28.0 (14) 8 61 65 

EPNI 31 311.3±8.7 (50) 207.6±17.2 (33) 39.5±15.9 (6) 11 50 66 

EPNII 17 268.0±4.9 (43) 309.4±2.4 (49) 39.2±2.4 (6) 2 57 87 
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Fig. 5.5 Percent NH3 removal during start up of entrapped cell nitritation reactors 

using ENN, EN, EPNI and EPNII entrapped inocula.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 Nitritation level (ratio of NO2
- produced per NH3 removed) during start up of 

entrapped cell nitritation reactors using ENN, EN, EPNI and EPNII entrapped 

inocula. 
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Fig. 5.7 Abundance of AOB, AOA, Nitrobacter (NOB) and Nitrospira (NOB) of 

entrapped cells before and after (at the end of phase II) start up of nitritation reactor. 

The LOD for the bacterial and archaeal amoA genes were 1.45×102 and 1.01×102 cells 

/unit volume of bead, respectively. The LOD for Nitrobacter and Nitrospira 16S 

rRNA genes were 5.16×102 and 1.54×103 cells/unit volume of bead, respectively.  
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Fig. 5.8 FISH images showing nitrifying microorganisms in entrapped harvested after 

phase I: ENN entrapped cell (a, b), EN entrapped cell (c, d), EPNI entrapped cell (e, 

f), and EPNII entrapped cell (g, h). Left-side images are entrapped cells, hybridized 

with NSO190 (beta-proteobacterial AOB; green) and EUB338 (all bacteria; red), 

Right-side images (b, d, f, h) are entrapped cells, hybridized with NIT3 (Nitrobacter; 

red). The target cells complimentary to both Cy3-labeled probe (red) and Alexa Flour 

488-labeled probe (green), are shown in orange-yellow. NOTE: Non bright green and 

red signals are non-active target cells, autofluorescence of cell lysate, exopolymeric 

substance or/and and precipitated salts. And white line indicates the edge of entrapped 

cells.  
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Fig. 5.9 FISH image showing nitrifying microorganisms in an inner part of ENN 

entrapped cells harvested after phase I. Entrapped cell was hybridized with NSO190 

(beta-proteobacterial AOB; green) and EUB338 (all bacteria; red). The target cells 

complimentary to both Cy3-labeled probe (red) and Alexa Flour 488-labeled probe 

(green), are shown in orange-yellow. NOTE: Non bright green and red signals are 

non-active target cells, autofluorescence of cell lysate, exopolymeric substance or/and 

and precipitated salts.  
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Fig. 5.10 FISH images showing nitrifying microorganisms in entrapped cells 

harvested after phase II: ENN entrapped cell (a, b), EN entrapped cell (c, d), EPNI 

entrapped cell (e, f), and EPNII entrapped cell (g, h). Left-side images are entrapped 

cells, hybridized with NSO190 (beta-proteobacterial AOB; green) and EUB338 (all 

bacteria; red), Right-side images (b, d, f, h) are entrapped cells, hybridized with NIT3 

(Nitrobacter; red). The target cells complimentary to both Cy3-labeled probe (red) 

and Alexa Flour 488-labeled probe (green), are shown in orange-yellow. NOTE: Non 

bright green and red signals are non-active target cells, autofluorescence of cell lysate, 

exopolymeric substance or/and and precipitated salts. And white line indicates the 

edge of entrapped cells.  
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5.3.3.1 Ammonia removal  

 

A. Phase I (DO = 3 mg O2 l
-1) 

 

Fig. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7 showed that during the initial period (1st week) of 

operation, the removal of NH3 (26%, 39%, 42%, and 66% for ENN, EN, 

EPNI, and EPNII, respectively) depended on the abundance of active AOB 

cells as observed by FISH results rather than the number of AOB examined 

using qPCR in the gel beads (NH3 removal: EPNII > EPNI > EN > ENN; 

abundance of active AOB: EPNII > EPNI > EN > ENN; numbers of AOB: 

6.8x105±1.5x105 [EPNI] > 2.9x104±4.7x102 [EPNII] ≈ 6.2x104±2.9x104 [EN] 

> LOD [ENN]) cells/unit volume of bead). The discrepancy found between 

both methods is because qPCR quantifies all genes belonging to both viable 

and nonviable cells, while FISH selects only 16S rRNA of active cells. 

 

After the 1st week of operation toward the end of phase I (3rd – 4th 

week) (Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.5), the percentage of NH3 removal of all reactors 

increased and ranged 46 to 71% (63%, 46%, 71%, and 58% for ENN, EN, 

EPNI, and EPNII, respectively). In this study, residual concentrations of NH3 

in bulk liquid of all reactors remained at high levels (> 150 mgN l-1) 

throughout the operation period. Under this high NH3 environment, O2 can be 

limited in the gel beads due to much lower concentration of DO compared to 

NH3 which resulted in probably shorter penetration depth of O2 than NH3 into 

the gel bead and consequently promotion of partial nitrification. The O2 

limiting condition in the gel beads is evidenced by FISH results at the 

beginning and the end of phase I (Fig. 5.4 and 5.8). At the beginning of phase 

I, active AOB clusters distributed throughout the entire beads which resulted 

from thoroughly mixing between PVA and suspended inoculum during the 

cell entrapment (Fig. 5.4). In contrast, at the end of phase I, active AOB 

clusters appeared only around the peripheral layers of the gel beads where 

sufficient O2 was available (Fig. 5.8). This indicates that AOB relocated from 

the O2-limiting zones in the inner parts of the gel beads to the O2 available 
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zones at the outer parts of the beads. The relocation of AOB in the gel beads 

could occur two ways. First, AOB in the O2-limiting zones died off due to the 

lack of an electron acceptor; in contrast AOB in the O2 available zones become 

flourishing leading to the change in AOB density along the depth of the gel 

beads. Second, AOB may move themselves from the O2-limiting zones to the 

O2 available zones in the gel beads. Some previous studies (Vlaeminck et al., 

2007 and Philips et al., 2002) found that nitrifying microorganisms can move 

themselves towards more favorable zones where the O2 level reactivates their 

activity (Vlaeminck et al., 2007; Philips et al., 2002). The relocation of AOB 

in the gel beads occurred in all types of the gel beads except for EPNII.  

 

For EPNII, no difference in spatial distribution of AOB in the gel 

beads between at the beginning and end of phase I was observed (Fig. 5.4g 

and 5.8g). At the end of phase I, active AOB clusters distributed throughout 

the whole bead as found at the beginning of phase I. This suggests that O2 may 

not be limited in the EPNII beads. It should be noted that the PNII sludge was 

cultured in a reactor with extremely low SRT (1.5 - 2 days) leading to the 

formation of looser aggregates due to the lack of exopolymeric substance 

produced. This character could be carried over to EPNII. Fig. 5.4g, 5.8g, and 

5.10g show a lack of autofluorescence indicating that exopolymeric substance 

and cell lysate did not occur in the gel beads of EPNII.  

 

With an exception of EPNII, when comparing among the EN, ENN, 

and EPNI reactors, the NH3 removal efficiency at the end of phase I was found 

to depend on the abundance of active AOB in the spherical parts of the gel 

beads as observed by FISH (NH3 removal: 71%[EPNI] > 63%[ENN] > 

46%[EN], Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.5 ; abundance of active AOB: EPNI > ENN > 

EN, Fig. 5.8a, c, and e). At the end of phase I, EPNI was found to have higher 

abundance of active AOB in the peripheral part of the gel beads. This may be 

caused by the fact that the microorganisms in EPNI originated from the PNI 

suspended inoculum which was incubated under partial nitrification condition 
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for a certain period of time. Therefore, they required less time to accelerate 

their activity during phase I.  

 

For ENN, it is surprising to have high NH3 removal efficiency in this 

reactor where non-nitrifying inoculum was incorporated. However, although 

small numbers of AOB were observed at the beginning of phase I (Fig. 5.4a), 

high density of active AOB appeared in the peripheral parts of the gel beads at 

the end of phase I. The interaction between heterotrophs and AOB in the ENN 

beads during phase I operation, may lead to the proliferation of active AOB 

cells at the peripheral parts of the gel beads at the end of phase I. ENN beads 

originated from NN sludge taken directly from the municipal WWTP where 

several carbonaceous organics were present. Although an organic compound 

was not provided in the entrapped cell nitritration reactor, heterotrophs can 

still proliferate in the gel beads by utilizing organic-containing byproducts 

from the exogenous substrate utilization and the endogenous decay of their 

cells and nitrifying microorganisms. Thus, under the O2 limiting condition in 

the gel beads, heterotrophs which have higher affinity to O2 than nitrifying 

microorganisms, can outcompete the nitrifying microorganisms for O2 and 

subsequently, enforced the nitrifying microorganisms to move toward the 

outer zones of the gel beads. This explanation was supported by FISH images 

(Fig. 5.8a and 5.9). At the end of phase I, high abundance of active AOB in 

the outer part of ENN beads was clearly observed (Fig. 5.8a), while no active 

AOB cells were found in the inner parts of the gel beads, in spite heterotrophs 

were found in this area (Fig. 5.9).  

 

For EN, at the end of phase I, NH3 removal was found to be the lowest 

in this reactor comparing to others (Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.5). The low 

abundance of active AOB cells was found in the peripheral parts of the gel 

beads at the end of phase I (Fig. 5.8c). The reason for the low abundance of 

active AOB cells is unclear. However, it should be noted that the N suspended 

inoculum was incubated with lower ammonium influent (71.4±1.2 mgN l-1) 

resulting in low ammonium level in the reactor (0.6±0.7 mgN l-1) (Table 5.4). 
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Unlike other prepared inocula, AOB with high affinity to NH3 (for example 

Nitrosomonas oligotropha) were expected to dominate in this inoculum. 

However, during the start up of entrapped nitritation reactor, high influent 

NH3 loading rate (520 gN m-3 d-1) was provided leading to high NH3 levels in 

the reactor (351.0±20.6 mgN l-1)(Table 5.5). Under this condition, the growth 

of AOB with high affinity to NH3 can be deteriorated leading to the shift of 

the dominant AOB species from AOB with high affinity to NH3 to AOB with 

low affinity to NH3. During the transition, both types of AOB competed with 

one another for substrate (NH3 and O2) and space leading to the lower NH3 

removal in this reactor comparing to others (Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.5). 

 

B. Phase II (DO = 2 mgO2 l
-1) 

 

At the end of phase II, NH3 removal for all reactors was 50 to 64% 

(64%, 61%, 50%, and 57% for ENN, EN, EPNI, and EPNII, respectively). 

Similar to phase I, NH3 removal efficiency were expected to be controlled by 

the availability of O2 in the gel beads around AOB aggregates. It is impossible 

to relate NH3 removal efficiency to the number of active AOB in each type of 

gel beads based on FISH images (Fig. 5.10) because the difference in signal of 

active cells in each image was unclear. However, the number of AOB 

estimated by qPCR technique, showed similar numbers of AOB in all 

entrapped cells at the end of phase II (4.8x106±7.2x105[EN] ≈ 

1.1x106±4.4x105[ENN] ≈ 6.8x106±2.7x106[EPNI] ≈ 6.1x105±1.1x105[EPNI] 

cells/unit volume of bead Fig. 5.7). After operating all reactors under identical 

conditions for a long period of time, AOB community structure in all reactors 

was expected to be the same. This was driven by similar O2 availability in the 

gel beads around AOB aggregates in all reactors; consequently, NH3 removal 

efficiencies were not different. 

 

Comparing the NH3 removal by each reactor between at the end of 

phase I and II (Table 5.5) suggested no difference for the ENN and EPNII 

reactors (from 63% to 64% for ENN and from 58% to 57% for EPNII). 
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However for the EN reactor, NH3 removal efficiency increased at the end of 

phase II compared to at the end of phase I (from 46% to 61%). This is in 

contrast to the EPNI reactor, where NH3 removal decreased at the end of phase 

II (from 71% to 50%). For reactors ENN and EPNII, no difference in NH3 

removal between both phases implied that although DO level was reduced in 

phase II (2 mg O2 l-1), this level of O2 was still sufficient to serve AOB to 

grow with the maximum NH3 utilization rate. FISH results (Fig. 5.8[a, g] and 

Fig. 5.10[a, g]) also showed no difference in spatial distribution of active AOB 

cells in both types of the gel beads between at the end of phases I and II.  

 

For the EN reactor, NH3 removal efficiency increased in phase II 

compared to phase I. During phase I, the lower NH3 removal efficiency is 

expected to be due to unstable AOB community in the gel beads. During the 

transition period in phase I, AOB with low affinity to NH3 competed with 

AOB with high affinity to NH3 (originated during preparation of the suspended 

inoculum) for substrate (NH3 and O2). However, after long operation toward 

the end of phase II, the AOB community structure became stable leading to 

higher NH3 removal at the end of phase II compared to at the end of phase I.  

 

For EPNI, the DO level maintained in phase II might not sufficient to 

serve AOB to grow under a maximum NH3 utilization rate resulting in 

decreasing NH3 removal at the end of phase II. Higher abundance of AOB in 

the EPNI entrapped inoculum required more DO than the other entrapped 

inocula (Fig. 5.7). Obviously, much higher density of active AOB layers in the 

EPNI beads at the end of phase II than other entrapped cells was observed in 

FISH images (Fig. 5.10a, c, e and g). 

 

Only in the N and NN suspended inocula, AOA were found and 

continued to appear in the EN and ENN entrapped inocula toward the end of 

phase II operation. However, their numbers decreased 10 times during the start 

up period (Fig. 5.7) (1.4x106±1.9x105 to 7.8x105±4.2x105 cells/unit volume of 

bead for EN and from 1.1x107±2.1x106 to 2.6x106±2.4x105 cells/unit volume 
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of bead for ENN). High NH3 levels in the reactors during the start up period 

could inhibit AOA growth as described earlier. 

 

5.3.3.2 Nitrite accumulation 

 

A. Phase I (DO = 3 mgO2 l
-1) 

 

Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show that at the DO concentration of 3 mg O2 l
-

1, very high NO2
- accumulation took place only in the EPNII reactor (91%), 

while in the other reactors only 14-28% of NH3 removed was oxidized to NO2
- 

(15, 28, and 14% for ENN, EN, and EPNI, respectively). For EPNII reactor, 

the high NO2
- accumulation might be because the inoculum of this reactor was 

grown by wasting NOB cells for a certain period of time resulting in very low 

abundance of active NOB as indicated by FISH (Fig. 5.4h and 5.8h). This led 

to no active NOB (Nitrobacter) in EPNII at the end of phase I. For ENN, EN, 

and EPNI reactors, the accumulation of NO2
- can be controlled by inhibiting 

NOB activity with some environmental conditions; however, in this study only 

the O2 availability and FA level are the determinative factors to promote 

partial nitrification.  

 

The FA levels accumulated in ENN, EN and EPNI reactors (12.5 – 

24.2 mg N l-1) were found to be around the upper range reported to inhibit the 

activity of NOB (0.05 to 20 mg N l-1, Vadivelu et al., 2007; Abeling and 

Seyfried, 1992; Turk and Mavinic, 1989; Alleman and Irvine, 1980; Verstraete 

et al., 1977; Anthonisen et al. 1976; Prakasam and Loehr, 1972; Murray and 

Watson, 1965). Although effective levels of FA were maintained, NO2
- 

accumulation did not occur fully in the reactors. This indicates that using this 

range of FA levels alone was not enough to promote partial nitrification. It 

must be noted that one advantage of using entrapped cell system is that the gel 

matrix can help protecting the cells from toxic substances. In this case, the gel 

matrix can reduce the levels of FA that came into contact with the cells. 

However, in the reactor with higher FA level (EN reactor), slightly higher 
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NO2
- accumulation was found (NO2

- accumulation of 28%, 15%, and 14% and 

FA levels of 24.2, 16.1, and 12.5 mg N l-1 for EN, ENN, and EPNI, 

respectively).  

 

O2 availability in the gel beads was governed by the penetration of O2 

from bulk solution into the gel matrix. This suggestion was supported by FISH 

results (Fig. 5.4 and 5.8). Active NOB in ENN (Nitrospira, Fig. 5.4b), EN 

(Nitrobacter, Fig. 5.4d), and EPNI (Nitrobacter, Fig. 5.4f) entrapped inocula 

distributed throughout the entire bead; however, at the end of phase I active 

NOB in ENN, EN, and EPNI (Nitrobacter, Fig. 5.8b, d and f) were observed 

only within the peripheral of the gel beads. Similar to AOB, NOB relocated 

themselves from the O2-limiting zones in the inner part of the gel beads to the 

O2 available zones at the outer part of the beads. Comparing to AOB (Fig. 5.8a 

– f), NOB aggregates were found underneath AOB aggregates in smaller and 

looser forms. This suggests that O2 was limited in the gel beads and NOB 

were outcompeted by AOB for O2 and space resulting in losing partially the 

nitrite-oxidizing activity.  

 

In addition, at the end of phase I, r-strategist and high NO2
- tolerable 

NOB, Nitrobacter, took over the majority of NOB from the k-strategist and 

low NO2
- tolerable, Nitrospira. Therefore, Nitrobacter became the main player 

for NO2
- oxidation in all reactors (high NO2

- environments, see discussion in 

Subsection 5.3.1). Nonetheless, NO2
- accumulation at the end of phase I was 

not dependent on the abundance of active NOB cells in the gel beads at the 

beginning of phase I as observed by FISH (NO2
- accumulation: 28% [EN] > 

15% [ENN] ≈ 14% [EPNI]; abundance of active NOB: EPNI > EN > ENN; 

see Table 5.5, Fig. 5.4b, d and f). Therefore, it can be concluded that under the 

DO concentration of 3 mg O2 l
-1, partial nitrification was promoted mainly by 

O2-limiting conditions in the gel beads, while the FA level is slightly involved. 

In addition, EPNII showed the effect of inoculum type on accelerating partial 

nitrification.   
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B. Phase II (DO = 2 mg O2 l 
-1) 

 

When the DO concentration decreased to 2 mg O2 l
-1, the accumulation 

of NO2
- improved in all reactors (Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). Very high NO2

-  

accumulation was still observed in EPNII reactor (87%), while for ENN, EN, 

and EPNI, NO2
- accumulation was 65%, 65%, and 66% which increased 15%, 

28%, and 14% compared to at the end of phase I. The reason for very high 

NO2
- accumulation in EPNII is because the entrapped cells were enriched 

under partial nitrification leading to the absence of active NOB in the 

entrapped cells as exhibited by FISH results (Fig. 5.10h). For ENN, EN, and 

EPNI, the results indicated that the reduction of O2 in the gel beads improved 

partial nitrification. FISH analysis (Fig. 5.10) showed the supportive results. 

Similar to at the end of phase I, active NOB in ENN, EN, and EPNI (Fig. 

5.10b, d and f) were observed only within the peripheral layer of the gel beads 

at the end of phase II. The FA level accumulated in ENN, EN and EPNI 

reactors (15.5 – 21.4 mg N l-1) fell within the upper range found to inhibit 

NOB activity (0.05 to 20 mg N l-1). Smaller and looser forms of NOB cluster 

were obviously found at below the AOB cell layer (Fig. 5.10a - f). This 

implied that NOB were outcompeted for O2 and space by AOB under O2-

limited in the gel beads and resulting in losing partially the nitrite-oxidizing 

activity. Among the reactors, the degree of NO2
- accumulation is not related to 

the levels of FA in the reactors (FA: 21.4[EPNI] > 16.8[EN] ≈ 15.5[ENN] mg 

N l-1). This may be because the gel matrix reduced the levels of FA in bulk 

liquid that came into contact with the cells and/or NOB adapted themselves to 

tolerate to the FA level (during 6 - 8 weeks of operation).  

 

Similar to phase I, the dominant NOB in ENN, EN, and EPNI at the 

end of phase II was Nitrobacter cluster (Fig. 5.10b, d and f), while no 

Nitrospira was observed. Nitrobacter rather than Nitrospira was the dominant 

active NOB and played a main role in NO2
- oxidation in the reactors.  
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5.3.3.3 Comparison among the entrapped inoculums 

 

When considering the duration required to achieve stable partial nitrification 

(Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.6), the order for NO2
- accumulation efficiency is EPNII < ENN 

< EN = EPNI (15 days for NO2
- accumulation at 91% by EPNII, 30 days for NO2

- 

accumulation at 64% by ENN, 40 days for NO2
- accumulation at 66% by EPNI and 42 

days for NO2
- accumulation at 65% by EN). It was found that type of inoculum 

accelerated partial nitrification. EPNII entrapped inoculum, as the positive control 

inoculum, is readily for partial nitrification as it contained high numbers of AOB and 

small numbers of NOB (Fig. 5.3). For other entrapped cells where NOB existed in 

high numbers (ENN, EN, and ENPI), no different result was observed, however, 

partial nitrification could be achieved within comparable period (between 30 and 42 

days). For entrapped cells containing high NOB numbers (ENN, EN, and ENPI), the 

level of O2 strongly influence their performance, while FA levels in bulk liquid were 

not important. Results showed that, cell entrapment can be an effective way to 

accelerate partial nitrification for high NH3 wastewater even under ambient 

temperature and typical bulk DO operating condition (2 mg N l-1 DO). 

 

5.3.3.4 Application of gel entrapment for partial nitrification 

  

Because of sufficiently high loading rates of NH3 used in the experiments, the 

average molar ratio between NO2
- and NH3 in the effluent from all reactors was close 

to 1.0 (average values of 1.1 for ENN, 1.0 for EN, 0.7 for EPNI, and 1.1 for EPNII 

reactors). The effluent of the partial nitrification reactors is proper for further 

treatment by the Anammox process (a molar NH3 to NO2
- ratio of 1:1.32 according to 

the stoichiometry, equation 15 in Chapter 2). However, van Kempen et al. (2001) 

recommended the ratio close to 1:1 in order to prevent NO2
- inhibition on the activity 

of Anammox. 
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5.3.4 Long-term operation of entrapped cell nitritation reactors under 

various bulk DO and FA concentrations 

  

5.3.4.1 Ammonia removal 

 

Tables 5.6-5.8 show operating conditions and performance of entrapped 

cell nitritation reactors and the percentage of NH3 removal during steady-state 

conditions of various concentrations of bulk DO and pH is summarized in Figure 

5.11. 
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Table 5.6 Summary of operating conditions and performance of ENN entrapped cell nitritation reactor (see monitoring results in Fig. A-

4) 

Operating condition Eff luent Removal efficiency 

Phase Day 
DO 

(mg l-1) 
pH 

TAN 
(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgN l-1) 
FA 

(mgN l-1) 
FNA 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 
nitrogen 

(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/NH3 

removed (%) 
DO/FA 

(%) 

1/8.5 1-11 

1.0 

8.5 
10.1±5.0 

(2) 
532.6±8.7 

(85) 
37.2±13.4 

(6) 
1.6 0.004 93 98 86 0.6 

1/7.8 12-21 7.8 
66.0±8.9 

(11) 
360.1±19.2 

(58) 
165.6±19.4 

(26) 
2.4 0.013 95 89 64 0.4 

1/7.2 22-32 7.2 
94.4±1.1 

(15) 
225.1±13.4 

(36) 
277.9±26.3 

(44) 
0.9 0.032 95 85 42 1.1 

1/6.5 33-50 6.5 
267.0±15.0 

(43) 
15.3±10.9 

(2) 
305.4±19.0 

(49) 
0.5 0.011 94 57 4 2.0 

2/6.5 51-65 

2.0 

6.5 
32.3±19.6 

(5) 
82.6±22.2 

(13) 
471.1±23.6 

(75) 
0.1 0.059 93 95 14 33.4 

2/7.2 66-81 7.2 
18.1±8.1 

(3) 
83.1±9.5 

(13) 
500.4±15.7 

(80) 
0.2 0.012 96 97 14 12.0 

2/7.8 82-95 7.8 
7.6±1.7 

(1) 
86.1±3.4 

(14) 
494.7±33.4 

(79) 
0.3 0.003 94 99 14 7.4 

2/8.5 96-118 8.5 
7.8±2.6 

(1) 
42.9±6.0 

(7) 
535.1±24.2 

(86) 
1.2 0.0003 94 99 7 1.6 

0.5/8.5 119-139 

0.5 

8.5 
262.8±23.3 

(42) 
251.0±20.6 

(40) 
101.2±30.4 

(16) 
41.2 0.002 98 58 69 0.01 

0.5/7.8 140-159 7.8 
258.8±22.0 

(41) 
316.5±14.5 

(51) 
30.9±12.1 

(5) 
9.3 0.011 97 59 87 0.1 

0.5/7.2 160-175 7.2 
284.3±11.7 

(45) 
275.6±15.3 

(44) 
42.2±11.0 

(7) 
2.6 0.039 96 55 81 0.2 

0.5/6.5 176-190 6.5 
507.6±10.1 

(81) 
68.7±16.3 

(11) 
19.8±12.6 

(3) 
0.9 0.049 95 19 58 0.5 

Note : Values in parenthesis are the percentage of the species to total nitrogen. 
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Table 5.7 Summary of operating conditions and performance of EPNI entrapped cell nitritation reactor (see monitoring results in Fig. A-

5) 

Operating condition Eff luent Removal efficiency 

Phase Day 
DO 

(mg l-1) 
pH 

TAN 
(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgN l-1) 
FA 

(mgN l-1) 
FNA 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 
nitrogen 

(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/NH3 

removed (%) 
DO/FA (%) 

1/8.5 1-18 

1.0 

8.5 
25.0±1.6 

(4) 
520.5±17.7 

(83) 
38.3±4.4 

(6) 
3.9 0.004 93 96 87 0.3 

1/7.8 19-33 7.8 
32.1±6.3 

(5) 
363.1±19.3 

(58) 
180.3±18.9 

(29) 
1.1 0.013 92 95 61 0.9 

1/7.2 34-49 7.2 
95.9±10.9 

(15) 
204.3±7.6 

(33) 
296.0±25.5 

(47) 
0.9 0.029 95 85 39 1.1 

1/6.5 50-63 6.5 
351.8±19.2 

(56) 
55.1±13.9 

(9) 
163.5±5.4 

(26) 
0.7 0.039 91 44 20 1.5 

2/6.5 64-81 

2.0 

6.5 
336.9±26.4 

(54) 
18.6±7.4 

(3) 
240.5±40.2 

(38) 
0.6 0.013 95 46 7 3.2 

2/7.2 82-107 7.2 
18.8±4.1 

(3) 
28.0±9.9 

(4) 
567.4±12.7 

(91) 
0.2 0.004 98 97 5 11.5 

2/7.8 108-127 7.8 
20.3±5.1 

(3) 
23.3±7.2 

(4) 
571.4±12.6 

(91) 
0.7 0.001 98 97 4 2.8 

2/8.5 128-143 8.5 
7.1±1.5 

(1) 
21.3±4.0 

(3) 
570.4±12.4 

(91) 
1.1 0.0002 95 99 3 1.8 

0.5/8.5 144-158 

0.5 

8.5 
248.2±7.8 

(40) 
268.8±5.5 

(43) 
87.9±21.1 

(14) 
38.9 0.002 97 60 71 0.01 

0.5/7.8 159-177 7.8 
455.4±7.8 

(73) 
128.4±18.2 

(21) 
27.7±2.1 

(4) 
16.3 0.005 98 27 75 0.03 

0.5/7.2 178-193 7.2 
560.2±5.0 

(90) 
37.8±6.3 

(6) 
4.9±0.7 

(1) 
5.2 0.005 97 10 58 0.1 

0.5/6.5 194-210 6.5 
577.8±7.7 

(92) 
20.8±4.4 

(3) 
4.6±1.1 

(1) 
1.1 0.015 96 8 44 0.5 

Note : Values in parenthesis are the percentage of the species to total nitrogen. 
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Table 5.8 Summary of operating conditions and performance of EPNII entrapped cell nitritation reactor (see monitoring results in Fig. 

A-6) 

Operating condition Eff luent Removal efficiency 

Phase Day 
DO 

(mg l-1) 
pH 

TAN 
(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 
NO3

- 

(mgN l-1) 
FA 

(mgN l-1) 
FNA 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 
nitrogen 

(%) 

NH3 
removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/NH3 

removed (%) 
DO/FA (%) 

1/8.5 1-14 

1.0 

8.5 
20.9±3.0 

(3) 
20.9±4.8 

(3) 
569.8±3.4 

(91) 
3.3 0.0001 97 97 4 0.3 

1/7.8 15-33 7.8 
15.6±3.2 

(2) 
4.6±3.3 

(1) 
599.1±8.7 

(96) 
0.6 0.0002 99 98 1 1.8 

1/7.2 34-47 7.2 
19.3±5.9 

(3) 
0.9±0.3 

(0) 
5887±11.5 

(94) 
0.2 0.0001 97 97 0 5.6 

1/6.5 48-61 6.5 
602.3 ±8.0 

(96) 
0.3±0.2 

(0) 
15.8±5.9 

(3) 
1.1 0.0002 99 4 2 0.9 

2/6.5 62-74 

2.0 

6.5 
109.5±6.2 

(18) 
0.3±0.2 

(0) 
489.2±14.6 

(78) 
0.2 0.0002 96 83 0 9.8 

2/7.2 75-83 7.2 
11.8±0.9 

(2) 
0.5±0.1 

(0) 
602.0±7.8 

(96) 
0.1 0.0001 98 98 0 18.4 

2/7.8 84-92 7.8 
4.4±0.2 

(1) 
0.3±0.1 

(0) 
603.8±9.3 

(97) 
0.2 0.00001 98 99 0 12.6 

2/8.5 93-101 8.5 
1.8±0.1 

(0) 
0.1±0.0 

(0) 
621.6±2.0 

(99) 
0.3 0.000001 99 100 0 7.1 

0.5/8.5 102-115 

0.5 

8.5 
252.1±2.7 

(40) 
201.2 ±6.3 

(32) 
142.7±3.6 

(23) 
39.5 0.001 95 60 54 0.01 

0.5/7.8 116-128 7.8 
445.9±5.3 

(71) 
96.6±3.3 

(15) 
67.3±0.5 

(11) 
15.9 0.003 97 29 54 0.03 

0.5/7.2 129-139 7.2 
560.3±1.3 

(90) 
31.1±0.7 

(5) 
24.0±3.7 

(4) 
5.2 0.004 99 11 48 0.1 

0.5/6.5 140-150 6.5 
587.4±3.3 

(94) 
13.9±0.5 

(2) 
8.2±1.0 

(1) 
1.1 0.010 97 6 36 0.5 

Note : Values in parenthesis are the percentage of the species to total nitrogen. 
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Fig. 5.11 Percentage of NH3 removal during steady-state conditions at different 

concentrations of bulk DO and pH of a) ENN, b) EPNI, and c) EPNII entrapped cell 

nitritation reactors. 
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 Figure 5.11 suggests that although pH levels varied from 7.2 to 8.5, all 

reactors exhibited high NH3 removal whent high DO concentrations were provided. 

With an exception at pH 6.5, more than 91% of average NH3 removal was achieved at 

the DO concentrations of 1.0 and 2.0 mg O2 l
-1 in all reactors. With an exception at 

pH level of 6.5, NH3 removal diminished in all reactors at the lower DO concentration 

(0.5 mg O2 l
-1 DO) under all pH (average values < 57%) (ENN: 55 – 59% [average 

57±2%]; EPNI: 10 – 60% [average 32±25%]; EPNII: 11 – 60% [average 33±25%]). 

This indicates that NH3 removal efficiency depended largely on the bulk DO 

concentration. At lower than the threshold level (1.0 mgO2 l-1), NH3 removal was 

limited by the diffusion of O2 from bulk solution into the entrapped cell while no 

difference in the NH3 removal efficiency was obviously observed at higher level of 

bulk DO (between 1.0 and 2.0 mgO2 l
-1).  

 

 Under the same DO levels, NH3 removal tended to increase with increasing 

pH. At the DO concentrations of 0.5 and 1.0 mg O2 l
-1, the NH3 removal efficiencies 

of EPNI and EPNII depended fairly on the pH while for ENN, the effect of pH on the 

NH3 removal efficiency was less than that of EPNI and EPNII. NH3 removal was 

sensitive to acidic pH. This was probably because the suspended inocula of EPNI and 

EPNII were familiar with the alkaline condition than acidic condition because 

previously these inocula were cultured under alkaline condition to promote AOB 

activity (pH 7.0±0.1 for NN, pH 7.9±0.2 for PNI and 8.0±0.1 for PNII sludge). At the 

lower DO level of 0.5 mg O2 l
-1, NH3 removal was more sensitive to acidic pH than at 

the higher DO concentrations (1.0 and 2.0 mg O2 l-1). Based on Double Monod 

expression for NH3 oxidation (see equation 8, chapter 2), NH3 utilization rate depends 

on both the maximum NH3 utilization rate and the concentration of limiting substrate 

(either NH3 or O2). Inappropriate pH level in the reactor can reduce the maximum 

NH3 utilization rate of ammonia oxidation (Park et al., 2007). Resulted from both 

non-optimal pH levels and limiting O2 level (0.5 mg O2 l-1) in the reactors, NH3 

utilization rate was reduced. At the pH level of 6.5, the NH3 removal efficiency 

dropped in all reactors as compared to other pH levels. Too low pH (≤ pH 6.5) 

strongly deteriorated NH3 removal. An optimum pH range for nitrification is between 
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7.0 and 8.5 with sharp reduction outside this range (Henze et al., 2008). Between pH 

7.0 and 8.5, higher nitrification rate was achieved at higher pH (Henze et al., 2002).  

 

 For inhibitory effects of FA and FNA on NH3 removal, Table 5.6 to 5.8 show 

that the higher FA accumulated in the reactors did not reduce the NH3 removal in all 

reactors. In addition, the concentration of FNA was lower than the threshold level 

found to inhibit NH3 oxidation (between 0.2 and 2.8 mg N l-1) and NO2
- oxidation 

(between 0.06 and 0.83 mg N l-1; Anthonisen et al. 1976). Based on the results, it can 

be concluded that NH3 removal efficiency of entrapped cell nitritation reactors (ENN, 

EPNI and EPNII) depended on O2 limitation and pH level. 
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 5.3.4.2 Nitrite accumulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.12 Nitrite accumulation indicated by percentage of effluent NO2
- concentration 

per NH3 removed during steady-state conditions at various concentrations of bulk DO 

and effluent FA concentration of a) ENN, b) EPNI, and c) EPNII entrapped cell-

nitritation reactors. 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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 For all reactors, higher NO2
- accumulation can be achieved at lower 

concentration of bulk DO (NO2
- accumulation at 0.5 mg O2 l

-1 DO: 58 – 87% [average 

74±13%] for ENN, 44 – 75% [average 62±14%] for EPNI, and 36 – 54% [average 

48±8%] for EPNII; at 1.0 mgO2 l
-1 DO: 4 – 86% [average 49±35%] for ENN, 20 – 

87% [average 52±29%] for EPNI, and 2 - 4% [average 2±2%] for EPNII; at 2.0 mgO2 

l-1 DO: 7 – 14% [average 12±4%] for ENN, 3 – 7% [average 5±2%] for EPNI, and 

0% for EPNII) (Table 5.6 to 5.8 and Fig. 5.12). Based on these results, it is clear that 

the activity of NOB was suffered by O2-limiting condition.  

 

 For an inhibitory effect of FA, higher NO2
- accumulation was found at the 

higher concentrations of effluent FA (or accumulated FA). As shown in Fig. 5.12, FA 

inhibition started to affect NO2
- oxidation at FA levels of above 0.6 - 0.9 mg N l-1 in 

all reactors which was a range reported in previous studies (0.05 – 20 mgN l-1: 

Vadivelu et al., 2007; Villaverde et al., 2000; Abeling and Seyfried, 1992; Turk and 

Mavinic, 1989; Alleman and Irvine, 1980; Verstraete et al., 1977; Anthonisen et al. 

1976; Prakasam and Loehr, 1972; Murray and Watson, 1965). FA is an unionized 

form of NH3 and its concentration is regulated by both the concentrations of NH3 and 

pH. Thus, higher FA levels were found in the reactors operated at higher pH (Percent 

FA per NH3 under 25oC: 15.8%, 3.6%, 0.9% and 0.2% at pH 8.5, 7.8, 7.2, and 6.5, 

respectively). Therefore, for certain values of pH, higher FA accumulation was found 

in the reactors at higher NH3 accumulation as reactors operated at DO limiting 

condition for NH3 oxidation (0.5 mg O2 l
-1, see discussion in Subsection 5.3.4.1).  

 

 As shown in Fig. 5.12, although higher NO2
- accumulation was found at the 

higher level of FA but a level of inhibitory effect of FA on NO2
- oxidation was 

different among the bulk DO concentrations in reactor. The levels of FA (0.6 - 0.9 mg 

N l-1) appeared to inhibit NOB activity when the reactors were operated at DO of 1.0 

mg O2 l
-1. Under DO of 1.0 mg O2 l

-1, NO2
- accumulation was substantially increased 

with increasing FA level (at 1.0 mg O2 l
-1 DO: FA increased from 0.5 to 1.6 mg N l-1, 

NO2
- accumulation increased from 4 to 86% for ENN; FA increased from 0.7 to 3.9 

mg N l-1, NO2
- accumulation increased from 20 to 87% for EPNI; FA increased from 

0.2 to 3.3 mg N l-1, NO2
- accumulation increased from 0 to 4% for EPNII). NO2

- 
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accumulation under DO of 1.0 mgO2 l-1 was regulated by FA inhibition on NO2
- 

oxidation. 

 

 At the DO concentration of 2.0 mg O2 l
-1, NO2

- accumulation was low and did 

not depend on the level of FA that found mostly at lower than the range of FA started 

to inhibit NO2
- oxidation (lower than 0.6 - 0.9 mgN l-1) (at 2.0 mg O2 l-1 DO: FA 

increased from 0.1 to 1.2 mg N l-1 but NO2
- accumulation stayed between 7 – 14% 

[average 12±4%] for ENN; FA increased from 0.2 to 1.1 mg N l-1 but NO2
- 

accumulation stayed between 3 and 7% [average 5±2%] for EPNI; FA increased from 

0.1 to 0.3 mg N l-1 but NO2
- accumulation stayed at 0% for EPNII). Under 2.0 mg O2 

l-1 DO, low NO2
- accumulation could be caused by non-O2 limiting condition due to 

high level of bulk DO or by non-FA inhibiting condition due to low level of FA.  

 

 At the DO concentration of 0.5 mg O2 l
-1, the level of FA was high and found 

mostly at much higher than the range of FA that inhibits NO2
- oxidation (higher than 

0.6 - 0.9 mg N l-1). However, NO2
- accumulation was found to be high and obviously, 

less depended on the level of FA compared to that under 1.0 mg O2 l
-1 DO (at 0.5 mg 

O2 l
-1 DO: FA increased from 0.9 to 41.2 mg N l-1, NO2

- accumulation increased from 

58 to 87% for ENN; FA increased from 1.1 to 38.9 mg N l-1, NO2
- accumulation 

increased from 44 to 77% for EPNI; FA increased from 1.1 to 39.5 mg N l-1, NO2
- 

accumulation increased from 36 to 54% for EPNII). NO2
- accumulation under DO 0.5 

mg O2 l
-1, which was high and less sensitive to FA inhibition, could be caused by O2 

limitation due to low level of bulk DO rather than by FA inhibition. Thus, under DO 

of 0.5 mg O2 l
-1, O2 limitation had more effect on NO2

- accumulation than the FA 

inhibition. 

 

When comparing among the reactors, similar degrees of NO2
- accumulation 

were achieved in ENN and EPNI, while the lower accumulation of NO2
- was observed 

in EPNII reactor (average values for NO2
- accumulation at 0.5 mgO2 l

-1 DO: 74±13% 

for ENN, 62±14% for EPNI, and 48±8% for EPNII; at 1.0 mgO2 l
-1 DO: 49±35% for 

ENN, 52±29% for EPNI, and 2±2% for EPNII; at 2.0 mgO2 l
-1 DO: 12±4% for ENN, 

5±2% for EPNI, and 0% for EPNII). The reason for this is unclear as all reactors were 
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operated under the same levels of DO in bulk solution and the FA levels in the 

reactors under certain DO fell into similar ranges. The control parameter for partial 

nitrification in the entrapped cell system is the O2 levels in the gel beads around NOB 

aggregates, not the DO levels in bulk solution. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, FISH 

analysis (Fig. 5.10g) suggests that at the end of the start-up period (phase II), the 

EPNII gel beads experienced with less O2 limitation than the other gel beads (ENN 

and EPNI) due to the formation of looser aggregates of PNII sludge (see discussion in 

Subsection 5.3.3.1). In this case, O2 levels in the gel beads of EPNII may not low 

enough to inhibit NOB activity as in the other reactors. Nevertheless, FISH analysis at 

the end of this part of experiment is needed to confirm. Unfortunately, it was not 

performed here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.13 Nitrite accumulation indicated by percentage of effluent NO2
- concentration 

per NH3 removed during steady-state conditions at various ratios of bulk DO and 

effluent FA concentration.  

 

 Based on the results mentioned above, it can be concluded that NO2
- 

accumulation in the entrapped cell nitritation reactors depended on both 

concentrations of bulk DO and FA. consequently, it is not possible to control a desired 

level of nitritation in the reactors using either the concentration of bulk DO or FA 

alone. Thus, a relative ratio of both parameters (ratio of DO/effluent FA) is proposed 

to be the control parameter for partial nitrification. As shown in Fig. 5.13, NO2
- 

accumulation became higher at the lower ratio of DO/effluent FA in spite of the 
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concentration of DO and FA. The link between NO2
- accumulation and the ratio of 

DO/effluent FA can obviously be separated into three distinct zones. With high ratios 

of DO/effluent FA (DO/effluent FA: ≥ 1.6 [33.4 – 1.6], ≥ 1.8 [11.5 – 1.8], ≥ 0.9 [18.4 

– 0.9] for ENN, EPNI, EPNII, respectively), low NO2
- accumulation were achieved 

(NO2
- accumulation: 4 – 14% [average 11±5%], 3 – 7% [average 5±1%], 0 – 2% 

[average 0%] for ENN, EPNI, EPNII, respectively). At medium ratios of DO/effluent 

FA (1.6 ≥ DO/effluent FA ≥ 0.6, 1.8 ≥ DO/effluent FA ≥ 0.3, 0.9 ≥ DO/effluent FA ≥ 

0.1 for ENN, EPNI, EPNII, respectively), NO2
- accumulation was very sensitive to 

DO/effluent FA ratio (NO2
- accumulation: 14 – 87% [average 45±40%], 7 – 87% 

[average 42±29%], 2 – 47% [average 22±23%] for ENN, EPNI, EPNII). At low 

DO/effluent FA ratios (DO/effluent FA: ≤ 0.6 [0.6 – 0.01], ≤ 0.3 [0.3 – 0.01], ≤ 0.1 

[0.1 – 0.01] for ENN, EPNI, EPNII, respectively), NO2
- accumulation was high and 

less sensitive to the DO/effluent FA ratios as compared to the medium zone (effluent 

NO2
-/NH3 removed: 69 – 87% [average 74±12%], 71 – 87% [average 78±8%], 47 – 

53% [average 52±4%] for ENN, EPNI, EPNII, respectively). Therefore, it is possible 

to use the DO/effluent FA ratio to control a desired level of nitritation in entrapped 

cell nitritation reactors by adjusting the bulk DO concentrations in the reactors under 

certain values of pH and effluent concentrations of NH3 to achieve the selected 

DO/effluent FA ratios. 

 

For directly applying the results from this study to prepare Anammox-suited 

effluent, the effluent of the entrapped-cell nitritation reactors needs to contain almost 

equal molar of NH3 to NO2
-. An Anammox process which is the next logical 

treatment step after the entrapped-cell nitritation reactors requires influent with a 

molar ratio of NH3 and NO2
- close to 1:1 – 1.32. The optimum value of DO/effluent 

FA ratio can obviously be selected from Fig. 5.13 and the criteria to select are the 

highest NO2
- accumulation under the NH3 removal efficiency of close to 50% (Tables 

5.6 to 5.8). The optimum value for DO/effluent FA ratio was 0.01 that provided the 

NH3 removal efficiency of 58% and the NO2
- accumulation of 69% resulting in the 

molar NH3:NO2
- ratio of 1:1.0 for ENN. The value is 0.01 for EPNI (NH3 removal 

efficiency of 60%; NO2
- accumulation of 71%; molar NH3:NO2

- ratio of 1:1.1), and 
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0.01 for EPNII (NH3 removal of 60%; NO2
- accumulation of 54%; molar NH3:NO2

- 

ratio of 1:0.9). The ratio of 0.01 can be used with all inoculums types. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, the effect of different entrapped inocula, include entrapment of 

non-nitrifying (ENN), nitrifying (EN), partial nitrifying (EPNI) sludge and partial 

nitrifying (EPNII), on accelerating partial nitrification were investigated during start-

up periods in continuous-flow reactors fed with high NH3 wastewater. EPNII served 

as the positive control inoculums as it contained high numbers of AOB but tiny 

numbers of NOB. Results show that entrapped cells containing very low numbers of 

NOB (positive control, EPNII) can achieve NO2
- accumulation at higher level and 

shorter timeframe (91% of NO2
- accumulation after 15 days of operation) than 

entrapped cells containing high NOB abundance (ENN, EN, and ENPI). This finding 

showed the effect of inoculum type on accelerating partial nitrification. However, 

entrapped cells where NOB existed in high numbers could achieve stable NO2
- 

accumulation under ambient temperature and normal bulk DO operating condition (2 

mg N l-1 DO) at comparable level and timeframe (after 30 - 42 days, 65 – 66% of 

NO2
- accumulation was stably reached). This success was because the levels of the 

available O2 strongly controlled the performances at the presence of NH3 at high 

concentration (O2 is a limiting substrate). A step for preparing sludge which is readily 

for nitrification or partial nitrification did not benefit partial nitrification by entrapped 

cells. Limited O2 penetration depth into gel bead caused AOB and NOB to relocate 

themselves from the O2-limiting zones in the inner parts of the gel beads to the O2 

available zones at the outer parts of the gel beads after start-up. Due to the 

competition for space and limiting substrate (O2), NOB aggregates were found 

underneath AOB aggregates in the smaller and looser forms and resulting in some 

loss in partial nitrification. 

 

  Effects of bulk DO or/and FA concentrations on NO2
- accumulation in 

entrapped cell system were observed during both the start-up and operational periods. 

Results showed that NH3 removal efficiency depended largely on the bulk DO 
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concentration. Under the same DO level, NH3 removal efficiency tended to increase 

with increasing pH. The NH3 removal efficiencies of EPNI and EPNII were more 

sensitive to acidic pH than that of ENN due to their previous adaptation to the alkaline 

condition. NH3 removal of nitritation entrapped cell governed by the DO availability 

and pH level and was not suppressed by FA inhibition.  

 

  Higher NO2
- accumulation was found at a lower concentration of bulk DO due 

to  NO2
- oxidation suppression by low O2 and also, at a higher level of FA due to 

NO2
- oxidation inhibition by FA. However,  an inhibitory effect of FA on NO2

- 

oxidation was dependent on the bulk DO concentration in the reactor. NO2
- oxidation 

was suppressed mainly by low O2 when the reactor was operated under DO of 0.5 mg 

O2 l
-1, but mainly by FA when the reactor was operated under 1.0 mgO2 l

-1 DO. While 

under high DO (2.0 mg O2 l-1), NO2
- accumulation was very low due to non-O2 

limiting or non-FA inhibiting condition. Similar degrees of NO2
- accumulation were 

achieved in ENN and EPNI, while lower accumulation of NO2
- was observed in 

EPNII reactor. As a result of less O2 limitation during the start-up than the other gel 

beads (ENN and EPNI), O2 levels in the gel beads of EPNII was speculated not to be 

low enough to inhibit NOB activity as in the other reactors.  

 

  The accumulation of NO2
- by entrapped cells depended on both concentrations 

of bulk DO and FA. A relative ratio of both parameters (ratio of DO/effluent FA) is 

proposed to be a control parameter for partial nitrification. NO2
- accumulation 

becomes higher at lower ratios of DO/effluent FA regardless of the concentrations of 

DO and FA. Therefore, it is possible to use the DO/effluent FA ratio to control a 

desired level of nitritation in entrapped cell nitritation reactors by easily adjusting the 

bulk DO concentration in the reactors. 

 



 
 

CHAPTER VI 

 

 

EFFECT OF HETEROTROPHS ON ACTIVITY OF AOB IN GEL 

BEADS UNDER CONDITION OF p-NITROPHENOL INHIBITION 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

Nitritation or oxidation of ammonia (NH3) to nitrite (NO2
-) is driven by 

autotrophic ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB). For shortcut biological nitrogen 

removal (SBNR), partial nitrification is believed to be the rate-limiting step of the 

overall process which can be achieved by promoting the oxidation of NH3 to NO2 

without further oxidation of NO2
- to NO3

- (Hellinga et al., 1998). Comparing to 

conventional biological nitrogen removal (CBNR), SBNR is a cost effective 

innovative process scheme suitable for low carbon and/or high ammonia nitrogen 

wastewater (C/N ratio < 3.5 - 4). Recently, an entrapment of cells into gel beads is 

proposed to be an effective alternative method to attain stable partial nitrification at 

ambient temperature (Rongsayamanont et al., 2010; Yan and Hu, 2009). Entrapped 

cells provide several advantages over the suspended cells, including easier to promote 

nitrite accumulation due to low oxygen in the cell entrapment matrix (Yan and Hu, 

2009) and higher protection of low growth and yield cells, such as AOB, from 

washing out (Rostron et al., 2001; Vogelsang et al., 1997; Yang et al., 1997; Chen and 

Lin, 1994). 

 

Toxic nitroaromatic compound like p-nitrophenol (PNP) was found often in 

high ammonia industrial wastewater such as pharmaceuticals wastewater (ammonia in 

wastewater: 80 – 500 mgN l-1; PNP in wastewater: < 10 – 2300 µg l-1; Gupta et al., 

2006). PNP is one of the U.S. EPA’s priority pollutant which its toxicity value as 

EC50 is 64 mg/l (Tomei et al., 2004). EPA recommended restricting PNP level in 

natural waters at below 10 ng l-1 (Kuscu and Sponza, 2007). It is hardly biodegradable 
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compound and can stable in both surface and subsurface water due to high solubility 

and low partitioning coefficient. PNP can create a significant health risks due to their 

mutagenic and carcinogenic activity and may bioaccumulate in the food chain 

(Rezouga et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2006; Tomei et al., 2004). The high inhibitory effect 

of PNP on AOB have been reported (Zhang et al., 2010; Blum and Speece, 1991). 

The concentration that inhibited the AOB activity by 50% (IC50) of PNP is 2.6 mg l-1 

(Blum and Speece, 1991). This indicated that PNP can have strong negative effects on 

the stability of partial nitrification during the treating of NH3 in industrial wastewater.  

 

High fluctuation in quality of industrial effluent can lead to a shock loading 

problem in industrial wastewater treatment process. This operation problem can be 

highly adverse and may result in a complete process failure. An inability to recover 

the AOB activity after experience with shock load of toxic organic compound often 

lead to a serious drop or failure in nitrification (Amor et al., 2005; Texier and Gomez, 

2002; Winther-Nielsen and la Cour Jansen, 1996; Benmoussa et al., 1986). Sensitivity 

with the instant loading of toxic compound could limit applications of partial 

nitrification for treating ammonia in real industrial effluent (Suárez-Ojeda, et al., 

2010). 

 

Biofilm can give more tolerance to toxicant than suspended cell (de Beer                

et al., 1994). The reduced toxic sensitivity of bacteria in the deeper part of biofilm 

was suspected that as a result from reduction of toxicant penetration by the bacteria 

and extracellular polymeric substances at the outer part of biofilm (de Beer et al., 

1994; Xu et al., 1996). Several studies reported good resistance to shock load of 

toxicant in biofilm reactor (Rajbhandari and Annachhatre, 2004; Borghei and 

Hosseini, 2004; Wobus and Ro�ske, 2000). For the case of entrapped cell in which 

biofilm-like layer structure is developed in its outer part due to competition between 

species for space and substrate, bacterial layer structure in entrapped cell may also 

reduce toxic sensitivity of bacteria in the deeper part in the same manner with biofilm 

and consequently, give more resistance to shock load of toxicant. Chapter 4 showed 

that the relative localization of heterotrophs and AOB in nitrifying sludge for 

entrapped cell system rather than for suspended cell system was arranged in biofilm-
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like layer structure by which following their physiology and the substrate availability. 

Heterotrophs can overgrow and take up more oxygen at the peripheral of entrapped 

cell compared with AOB in which at inner part and adjacent with heterotrophs cluster 

(Rongsayamanont et al., 2010). Thus, in entrapped mixed nitrifying sludge, it was 

speculated that heterotrophs at the outer part may possibly reduce the penetration of 

toxicant and subsequently reduce toxic sensitivity of AOB in the deeper part under 

toxic condition.  

 

This study aims to investigate the effect of heterotrophs on the activity of 

AOB in gel beads under the inhibiting condition from a model toxic chemical, PNP. 

Three identically operated nitritation reactors receiving influent with different organic 

loads were setted up and start-up by gel entrapment of activated sludge to get three 

types of ‘nitritation entrapped cells’ which have a different amounts of heterotrophs in 

the gel beads. AOB and heterotrophs in nitritation entrapped cells was probed using 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to see effect of different organic loads on 

their relative localization. Two sequentially batch tests (first and second batch test) for 

PNP degradation and NH3 oxidation were setted up and performed to investigate 

effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB under condition simulated the PNP 

shock load with different types of nitritation entrapped cells.  

 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

 

6.2.1 Synthetic wastewater for entrapped cell nitritation reactors 

 

Organic-free synthetic wastewater contained NaHCO3 (4.9 g), Na2HPO4 (4.05 

g), K2HPO4 (2.1 g), MgSO4 • 7H2O (0.05 g), CaCl2 • 2H2O (0.01 g), and FeSO4 • 

7H2O (0.09 g) in one liter of deionized (DI) water. Before using as the influent for 

entrapped cell nitritation reactors, (NH4)2SO4 was added to achieve a final 

concentration of 500 mg N l-1 TAN. In addition, sodium acetate was provided to 

obtain the desired concentration of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) resulting in 

different value of the organic loading rates for each reactor. All chemicals were 

purchased from Carlo Erba Reagenti (Milan, Italy). 
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6.2.2 Cell entrapment  

 

Fresh activated sludge was taken from the aeration basin of a full scale 

municipal wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in Bangkok and entrapped in 

phosphorylated PVA (PPVA) gel beads at a cell-to-matrix ratio of 4% w/v (g of 

centrifuged mixed liquor volatile suspended solids/ml of media) following the 

protocol recommended by Chen and Lin (1994). Briefly, a mixture at an equal volume 

between a PVA aqueous solution (20% w/v) and a sludge suspension of 70 g volatile 

suspended solid (VSS) per liter was prepared. Then, the mixture was dropped into a 

saturated boric acid solution at a rate of 0.83 ml min-1 resulting in a droplet diameter 

of 3 – 4 mm. About one hour after the dropping ended, the formed beads were 

transferred to a 1 M sodium orthophosphate solution (pH 7) and kept for 2 hr to allow 

hardening. The entrapped cells were then used as entrapped inocula for nitritation 

reactors. 

 

6.2.3 Setup and start-up of entrapped cell nitritation reactor  

 

Three laboratory-scale continuous flow reactors, each of which has an 

effective volume of 3 l, were supplied with an equal amount of gel beads 

(approximately 900 beads). The reactors were stirred completely using mechanical 

stirrers (IKA RW20D, IKA-Werke GmbH & Co., Germany). Air was supplied to each 

reactor through the ON/OFF air blower which was connected to an oxygen transmitter 

(O2 4100e, Mettler Toledo, USA) equipped with a DO probe (O2 Sensor InPro 6820, 

Mettler Toledo, USA) to control for a desired dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in 

the reactor. pH was controlled by a pH controller system (Liquitron DP 5000, LMI 

Milton Roy, USA) consisting of a pH probe (Orion 9156DJWP, Thermo scientific, 

UK) and HCl and NaOH solution dosing mechanism (for pH adjustment).  

 

All three reactors were operated under the same conditions except that they 

received the influent with different C/N mass ratios (0, 0.4 and 0.8). These reactors 

will be referred to as C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8. The influent for the three reactors 

contained the same TAN concentration of 505 mg N l-1 but different concentrations of 
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sodium acetate (0, 221, and 430 mg C l-1) resulting in the organic loading rates of 0, 

0.29 and 0.57 kg C m−3 d−1. Hydraulic retention time (HRT) was 1.2 days for all 

reactors leading to an influent NH3 loading rate of 0.67 kgNH3-N m−3 d−1. All reactors 

were operated at room temperature (24oC-26oC) while pH level was strictly controlled 

at 8.5±0.1. The DO concentration was controlled at 2±0.1 mg l-1.  

 

Every two days, the effluent was sampled to analyze for DOC, TAN, NO2
- and 

nitrate (NO3
-) concentrations. To observe spatial distribution of AOB and NOB in the 

gel beads, the gel beads were collected after the reactors reached the steady state 

condition and analyzed using FISH technique.  

 

6.2.4 Effect of heterotrophs on activity of AOB in gel beads under 

condition of PNP inhibition 

 

To investigate effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB in entrapped cells 

under condition of PNP inhibition, two sequential tests were setted up and performed 

in 500 ml aerated glass reactors with effective volumes of 450 ml. First batch test was 

setted up to investigate effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB under condition 

simulated the first time of PNP shock load in reactor by using entrapped cells which 

have not been previously acclimatized with PNP. To do this, an equal weight of PNP 

un-acclimated gel beads (around 80 beads) harvested from C/N0, C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 

reactors, which have never been received PNP before, were put into the batch 

reactors. The media was prepared from the organic-free synthetic wastewater by 

adding NH3 and PNP to obtain the final concentrations of NH3 of 50 or 100 mg N l-1 

TAN and PNP of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 mg l-1. A PNP abiotic control test was prepared 

with the beads carrying no cell to investigate the PNP lost from volatilization and 

adsorption. Aeration and mixing were provided by small diffusers connected to air 

blower so that average DO concentrations in all reactors were above 6.0 mg O2 l
-1 at 

room temperature to ensure sufficient oxygen. pH of the media was adjusted initially 

to be between 7.8 and 8.0 and maintained using phosphate buffering.  
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After finishing the first batch test, which the ability of the gel beads for PNP 

degradation have been demonstrated, PNP-acclimated gel beads from each reactor 

were harvested and washed with the synthetic wastewater for three times to simulate 

nonappearance of PNP in wastewater. Washed gel beads were again put into the batch 

reactors containing the corresponding NH3 and PNP concentrations as conducted in 

the first batch test to investigate effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB under 

condition simulated the second time of PNP shock load in reactor by using entrapped 

cells which have been previously acclimatized with PNP. In second batch test, 

Ammonia monooxygenase enzyme (AMO) inactivator, allylthiourea (ATU), was 

added at a concentration of 86 µM in the reactors containing 4 and 8 mg l-1 PNP to 

observe the PNP degradation with non-AMO enzyme. Other setup and operation in 

the second batch tests were the same as in the first batch tests. 

  

At an appropriate interval (every 1 - 2 days), supernatant was sampled, filtered 

and analyzed for PNP, TAN, NO2
- and NO3

- concentrations to observe the 

degradation of PNP and the oxidation of NH3. Due to an incomplete degradation of 

PNP, the degradation rate of PNP was determined when the PNP was removed 90% 

of its initial concentration. The rate of NH3 oxidation was the zero order rate constant 

which determined from a slope of linear relationship between the concentrations of 

NO2
-- N and NO3

--N combined and time. 

    

6.2.5 Analyses 

 

For TAN, NO2
- and NO3

- concentrations, supernatant was filtered through a 

GF/C Whatman filter paper. TAN was analyzed using an ion selective electrode 

(WTW GmbH, NH4 500/2, and Germany). NO2
- and NO3

- were analyzed using UV 

visible spectrophotometer (Thermo Electron Corporation, Hexious α, Cambridge, 

UK) in accordance with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 

Wastewater (APHA et al. 1998).  

 

For DOC and PNP concentrations, a 0.45 µm pore-size PTFE filter was used 

to filter the supernatant. DOC was analyzed using a total organic carbon analyzer 
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(TOC-V CPH 220V, Shimadzu, Japan). PNP was analyzed using an UV visible 

spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 400 nm (Thermo Electron Corporation, 

Hexious α, Cambridge, UK) after adjusting the pH of filtrate to higher than 9.5 with 1 

M NaOH according to a method  by Spain and Gibson (1991). DO (WTW Oxi 340i 

meter, WTW Cellox 325 probe, Germany), pH (HACH Sension1 pH Electrode, 

USA), and VSS were determined according to Standard Methods for the Examination 

of Water and Wastewater (APHA et al. 1998).  

 

6.2.6 Analysis of spatial distribution of AOB and NOB in nitritation 

entrapped cell using FISH  

 

For each sample, one gel beads was suspended in an ice-cold PBS solution. 

Later, bead was transfer and fixed at 4oC in a paraformaldehyde solution (4% in PBS 

at pH 7.2) for 12 h. After washing three times and resuspending in a ice-cold PBS 

solution, fixed gel beads were embedded in a rapid freezing compound (Tissue-Tek 

OCT, Sakura Finetek USA Inc., USA) and cut into five micron sections at -20oC 

using a cryomicrotome (Leica CM 1950, Germany) and then immobilized onto a 

polymer coating slide.  

 

Oligonucleotide probes used in this study were 5’ labeled with Alexaflour 488 

or Cy3 (ThermoHybaid, Ulm, Germany). The hybridization was performed at 46oC 

for 1.5 h in buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS), formamide) containing 5 ng of probe µl−1. Then, the section was immersed at 

48oC in pre-warmed washing buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% SDS, NaCl) for 10 min 

and subsequently rinsed shortly with DI water, air dried and mounted with an anti-

fading solution (SlowFade, Antifade kit, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). The 

oligonucleotide probes and their corresponding hybridization conditions are shown in 

Table 6.1. For simultaneous hybridization, two hybridizations were performed 

successively with the probe requiring higher stringency performed first (Wagner et 

al., 1996). The FISH samples were observed using a fluorescence inverted microscope 

(Olympus IX81, Japan) with DP2-BSW software for image processing. Alexaflour 

488–labelled probe was visualized by excitation between 460 and 495 nm and 
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collection of fluorescence emission at 510 nm. Cy3-labelled probe was excited at 

between 530 and 550 nm and its fluorescence emission was collected at 575 nm. 

 

Table 6.1 Labeled 16SrRNA oligonucleotide probes used in this study 

 

 

6.3 Results and discussion  

 

6.3.1 Preparation of nitritation entrapped cells  

 

 Nitritation entrapped cells were prepared in laboratory-scale continuous-flow 

reactors receiving different organic loading rates. Operating conditions and steady-

state performance of the reactors are shown in Fig. B-1 to B-3 in Appendix B and 

summarized in Table 6.2. 

Probe Sequences (5’ to 3’) Label Target organisms 
Formamide 

(%) 
References 

EUB338 GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT Cy3/AF Most bacteria 15 
Amann  

et al. (1990) 

Nso190 CGATCCCCTGCTTTTCTCC Cy3/AF 
β-AOB 

(many but not all) 
40 

Mobarry  

et al. (1996) 

Ntspa662 GGAATTCCGCGCTCCTCT Cy3  Nitrospira genus 35 
Daims  

et al. (2001) 

Nit3 CCTGTGCTCCATGCTCCG Cy3 Nitrobacter spp. 40 
Wagner 

 et al. (1996) 
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Table 6.2 Operating conditions and steady-state performance of entrapped cell nitritation reactors   

 

Reactor 

Influent Operating conditions 

DOC      

(mgC l-1) 

TAN 

(mgN l-1) 

Organic C 

load 

(kgC m-3d-1 ) 

NH3 load 

(kgN m-3d-1 ) 
C/N 

HRT 

(d) 

DO 

(mg l-1) 
pH 

Temp 

(oC) 

Operating 

Period 

(d) 

C/N0 0 

505.2 ± 2.2 

0 

0.67 

0 

0.75 2.0±0.1 8.5±0.1 25±1 38 C/N0.4 221.1 ± 3.5 0.29 0.44 

C/N0.8 430.1 ± 5.8 0.57 0.85 

 

Note : Values in parenthesis are the percentage of the species to total nitrogen. 

Reactor 

Effluent Removal efficiency 

DOC  

(mgC l-1) 

TAN 

(mgN l-1) 

NO2
- 

(mgN l-1) 

NO3
- 

(mgN l-1) 

Total 

nitrogen 

(%) 

Total 

nitrogen 

loss (%) 

DOC 

removal 

(%) 

TAN 

removal 

(%) 

Eff NO2
-/TAN 

removed (%) 

C/N0 - 39.4 ± 15.1 (8) 342.4  ± 18.1 (68) 76.7 ± 35.2 (15) 91 9 - 92 74 

C/N0.4 6.1 ± 3.2 51.5 ± 12.6 (10) 261.4 ± 15.0 (52) 86.2 ± 21.2 (17) 79 21 97 90 58 

C/N0.8 9.5 ± 4.2 50.7 ± 16.1 (10) 257.2 ± 10.7 (51) 82.1 ± 20.8 (16) 77 23 98 90 57 

123 
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The results showed that, in all reactors, NH3 was removed significantly (92, 

90, and 90% TAN removal for C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively) and 

in the reactors receiving organic (C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors), DOC were well 

removed. Although NH3 was present, DOC was removed at very high levels in the 

organic loaded nitritation reactors (between 97% and 98% for C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 

reactors). This indicates that organic carbon can be removed simultaneously with NH3 

under the operating conditions in this study (the NH3 loading rate of 0.67 kg NH3-N 

m−3 d−1 and influent C/N ratios from 0.4 to 0.8). In addition, success NH3 removal in 

all reactors implied that the range of influent C/N ratios used did not influence NH3 

oxidation. This suggests that sufficient O2 was provided to maintain AOB activity 

under all influent C/N ratios; in spite of the known fact that heterotrophs can easily 

outcompete AOB for O2. Zhu and Chen (2001) found that nitrification rate in mixed 

nitrifying biofilm largely depended on the influent C/N ratio. The rate of nitrification 

can be strongly reduced if the influent C/N ratio is higher than 1.0 (Zhu and Chen, 

2001). Okabe et al. (1996) found that in mixed nitrifying biofilm, although 

heterotrophs outcompeted nitrifier for O2 and space when increasing the C/N ratio, 

NH3 utilization rate was not inhibited if the C/N ratio was 1.5 or less. 

  

Partial nitrification was achieved in all reactors (effluent NO2
-/TAN reduction 

of 78, 58, and 57% for C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively). This is 

possibly due to the O2-limiting conditions in the gel beads (see Chapter 5), However, 

a reduced NO2
- accumulation was observed in the reactors supplied with organic 

carbon. NO2
- accumulated less in the reactors with higher OLR (68, 52, and 51% of 

TAN for C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively); in contrast, NO3
- 

accumulation was found at similar levels for all reactors (between 15% and 17% of 

TAN). The difference in the amounts of NO2
- accumulation between the reactors 

supplied with organic carbon and the organic carbon free reactor was 81.0 and 85.2 

mg N l-1 for C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively. These values were similar to 

the difference in the amounts of nitrogen loss between both types of reactors (60.6 

and 70.7 mg N l-1 for C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively). The main NO2
- loss 

pathway could be denitritation of NO2
- to nitrogen gas by heterotrophic denitrifier 

under low O2 condition which occurred in the inner parts of the gel beads. Previous 
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studies showed that denitrification of nitrite can occur at the inner parts of the aerated 

nitrifying biofilm or aggregates where the oxygen levels were limited due to the 

activity of heterotrophs at the outer parts (Virdis et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2005; 

Satoh et al., 2005; Tseng and Chang, 2002). NOB can have mixotrophic growth 

pattern by using both organic compound and NO2
- as their energy sources (Jie et al., 

2008; Bock, et al., 1990; Steinmuller and Bock, 1977; 1976). Thus, if NOB in the 

entrapped cells grew in the similar pattern of mixotrophical condition, it is possible 

that an increase in active NOB (see Fig. 6.1[d, f]) under mixotrophic growth could 

contribute to the minor NO2
- loss (other than the main NO2

- loss by denitritation of 

NO2
- to nitrogen gas) or the difference in the amounts of NO2

- accumulation between 

the reactors supplied with organic carbon and the organic carbon free reactor (20.4 

and 14.5 mg N l-1 for C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors, respectively) other than by 

denitritation.   
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6.3.2 Spatial distribution of AOB, NOB, and other bacteria in nitritation 

entrapped cells  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 FISH images showing spatial distributions of AOB, NOB and other bacteria 

in nitritation entrapped cells from C/N0 (a, b), C/N0.4 (c, d) and C/N0.8 (e, f) 

reactors. Images in the left column (a, c, e) are entrapped cells, hybridized with 

NSO190 (beta-proteobacterial AOB; green) and EUB338 (all bacteria; red). Images in 

the right column (b, d, f) are entrapped cells, hybridized with NIT3 (Nitrobacter; red). 

The target cells complimentary to both Cy3-labeled probe (red) and Alexa Flour 488-

labeled probe (green), are shown in yellow. NOTE: Non bright green and red signals 

were suggested to be non-active target cells, autofluorescence of cell lysate, 

exopolymeric substance or/and precipitated salts. And dotted line indicates the edge 

of the bead. 
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Fig. 6.2 Diagram indicate the position of heterotrophs and autotrophic AOB in FISH 

images from Fig. 6.1 (a, c, e).  

 

Five weeks after steady state conditions, spatial distribution of AOB, NOB, 

and other bacteria in nitritation entrapped cells of C/N0, C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors 

were investigated using FISH. As shown in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2, in all reactors, the spatial 

distribution of AOB and NOB in the nitritation entrapped cells was governed by the 

physiology of microorganisms and substrate availability in the gel beads. Because of 

limited depth of the O2 penetration in the gel beads, active AOB formed dense layers 

at the higher O2 available zones which are around the peripheral of the gel beads (Fig. 

6.1[a, c, d] and Fig. 6.2). Active NOB cells formed the smaller and looser clusters 
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because they have lower O2 affinity than AOB (Fig. 6.1[b, d, f]). Moreover, with 

relative distribution of AOB in Fig. 6.1(a, c, e) and NOB in Fig. 6.1(b, d, f), active 

NOB clusters were found underneath the AOB clusters because NOB utilized NO2
- 

which is produced from AOB during ammonia oxidation. The arrangement of AOB 

and NOB clusters in the gel beads strongly supported NO2
- accumulation in the 

entrapped cell system, especially with high ammonium load environments as found in 

this study. When a high ammonium load was supplied, the growth of AOB can be 

limited by oxygen. As a result, denser layers of AOB formed in the outer parts of the 

gel beads to facilitate oxygen uptake. This leads to limited oxygen in the inner parts 

and thus NOB cannot function resulting in higher nitrite accumulation in the system 

(see Chapter 5). As shown in Fig. 6.1 (a, c, e) and Fig. 6.2, AOB in the gel beads 

taken from all reactors showed very bright signal. This result corresponded to the 

ammonia oxidizing activity which was high in all reactors during the steady 

conditions (see Table 6.2). As shown in Fig. 6.1 [b, d, f], Fig. 6.2 and Table 6.2, when 

the OLR or influent C/N ratio increased, higher amounts of active NOB were 

observed because its mixotrophic growth as discussed above in Subsection 6.3.1. 

 

As shown in Fig. 6.1 (a, c, e) and Fig. 6.2, the majority of bacteria other than 

AOB was suggested to be heterotrophs. Higher amounts of active heterotrophs were 

observed in the organic loaded-reactors (C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors) compared to the 

C/N0 reactor. Active heterotrophic layers of the C/N0.8 reactor were slightly denser 

than those of the C/N0.4 reactor suggesting that the amount of active heterotrophs 

positively is related to the OLR or the influent C/N ratio. Most heterotroph clusters 

were found in the most outer layers of the gel beads and covered over the AOB 

clusters. However, small clusters of heterotrophs also distributed at the inner zones of 

the gel beads in the organic loaded reactors (C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors). These 

observations can be explained by the fact that heterotrophs can outcompete AOB for 

O2 and space due to their higher growth rate and lower O2 affinity. Thus, when 

organic carbon is available, heterotrophs can outgrow AOB in high O2 areas which is 

around the most outer parts of the gel beads. Ecophysiological-dependent 

arrangement found in our gel beads was similar to that usually found in high substrate 
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gradient multispecies aggregate, such as in mixed nitrifying biofilm (Satoh et al., 

2000; Okabe et al., 1996; Zhang and Bishop, 1996; Zhang et al., 1995). 

 

6.3.3 Degradation of PNP and oxidation of NH3 in batch tests 

 

6.3.3.1 Degradation of PNP in batch tests  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3 Degradation rate of PNP during the first batch test with entrapped cells from 

C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors at initial TAN concentrations of 50                    

mg N l-1 and 100 mg N l-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 Degradation rate of PNP during the 2st batch test with entrapped cells from 

C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors at initial TAN concentrations of 50                  
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Fig. 6.5 Degradation of PNP by plain bead (no cells; abiotic control test). 

 

Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 (as well as Table B-1 to B-3 in Appendix B) show the 

degradation rate of PNP during the first and second batch tests. The results showed 

clearly that the un-acclimated (the first batch test) and acclimated (the second batch 

test) entrapped cells can degrade PNP and the PNP was degraded mainly by biotic 

degradation. This was confirmed by limited loss of PNP in the abiotic control test 

using plain beads (Fig. 6.5). Some phenolic compounds such as phenol, o-cresol, 2,5-

dimethylphenol are known to be co-substrates for AMO enzyme (Hooper et al., 

1997). To confirm the inability of AOB to cometabolise PNP during NH3 oxidation, 

86 µM of ATU was added into the 2nd batch test with the initial PNP concentrations 

of 4 and 8 mg l-1 to inactivate the AMO enzyme. The results showed that no 

substantial NH3 oxidation was observed (Fig. B-7 to B-12 in Appendix B). However, 

PNP degradation still occurred at significant levels (Fig.6.4) indicating that PNP was 

not degraded through cometabolism of AMO enzyme, but was degraded by PNP-

degrading microorganisms that utilize PNP as main energy and carbon sources. 

Previously, activated sludge from municipal WWTPs has been used as inocula for 

acclimatizing PNP-degrading microorganisms (Tomei and Annesini, 2005; Tomei et 

al., 2004; 2003). Although biodegradation of PNP by heterotrophs was achieved, its 
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degradation pathway was not elucidated in these studies. To the best of our 

knowledge, two different pathways for PNP degradation have been reported, but are 

for pure cultures. Spain and Gibson (1991) reported the following PNP degradation 

pathway for Moraxella sp.: PNP → p-benzoquinone → hydroquinone → γ-

hydroxymuconic semialdehyde → maleylacetic acid → β-ketoadipic acid. While, 

another pathway was proposed by Jain et al. (1994) for Arthrobacter sp.: PNP → p-

nitrocatechol/p-nitroresorcinol → 1,2,4-benzenetriol → maleylacetic acid → β-

ketoadipic acid. 

 

As shown in Fig. 6.3, the degradation rates of PNP in the first batch test 

improved slightly at the higher initial PNP concentrations. PNP-degrading 

microorganisms may grow little faster at the higher PNP levels. There was no large 

difference in PNP degradation rates among the entrapped cells from different reactors 

implying that the abundance of PNP-degrading microorganisms in all un-acclimated 

entrapped cells were not different. Initial NH3 concentrations were found not to affect 

the PNP degradation rates. For the first batch test, very slight improvement of PNP 

degradation rates was observed in the entrapped cells harvested from the organic 

loaded-reactors (C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors) compared to the non organic loaded-

reactor (C/N0 reactor). This phenomenon was more obvious at the higher initial PNP 

concentration (10 mg l-1). According to the FISH results, the numbers of heterotrophs 

at the outer parts of the gel beads of C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 reactors were more than that 

of the C/N0 reactor. The higher numbers of cells created resistance for PNP to 

penetrate into the gel bead as a result of higher diffusion limitation. This led to a 

higher concentration gradient of PNP in the gel beads of the organic loaded-reactors 

than the non organic loaded-reactor. Subsequently, this helped reducing the 

concentrations of PNP inside the gel beads and allowed PNP-degrading 

microorganisms in the gel beads of the organic loaded-reactors to survive more and 

degrade PNP.  

 

When comparing between the first and second batch tests, the degradation 

rates of PNP in the second batch test were higher than in the first batch test (Fig. 6.4). 

The numbers of PNP-degrading microorganisms might increase during the first batch 
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test. Wiggins et al. (1987) reported that acclimation of PNP-degrading 

microorganisms to mineralize PNP in sewage required time to attain sufficient cells to 

do the task. Similar to the first batch test, the degradation rates of PNP in the second 

batch test were also higher at the higher PNP concentrations than those at the lower 

PNP concentrations. In addition, no large differences were found in the degradation 

rates with different initial NH3 concentrations. However, there was similar level in the 

degradation rates among the entrapped cells from the different reactors.  The 

degradation rates of the C/N0 and C/N0.4 reactors were much higher than those of the 

C/N0.8 reactor. Although the higher concentration gradient of PNP in the gel beads of 

the C/N0.8 reactor than the C/N0 reactor can help reducing the concentrations of PNP 

inside the gel beads and allow PNP-degrading microorganisms in the gel beads of the 

C/N0.8 reactor to degrade PNP more during the acclimation period (the first batch 

test). However, after sufficient PNP-degrading microorganisms had already developed 

to mostly complete PNP degradation in the first batch test, the higher numbers of 

heterotrophs which appeared initially in the C/N0.8 gel beads might limit space and 

O2 (and/or other nutrients) for PNP-degrading microorganisms compared to what 

occurred in the C/N0, and C/N0.4 gel beads. Consequently, PNP-degrading 

microorganisms in the C/N0.8 gel beads had lower PNP degradation in the second 

batch test than the microorganisms in the C/N0 and C/N0.4 gel beads. Zaidi et al. 

(1996) found that increasing the cell inoculum size reduced the degradation rate, and 

extended the PNP mineralization ability. 
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6.3.3.2 Oxidation of NH3 in batch tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.6 Rate of NH3 oxidation during the 1st batch test with entrapped cells from     

 C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors at initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 and 

100 mgN l-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.7 Rate of NH3 oxidation during the 2nd batch test with entrapped cells from 

C/N0, C/N0.4, and C/N0.8 reactors at initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 and 

100 mgN l-1. 

 

Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 (as well as Table B-4 in Appendix B) showed the rate of 

NH3 oxidation during the first and second batch tests. The results showed that, for all 
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tests, the NH3 oxidation rate decreased when initial PNP concentration increased. This 

indicates that an inhibitory effect of PNP on NH3 oxidation was higher at the higher 

initial concentrations of PNP. Strong inhibitions on AOB activity by phenolic 

compound, such as phenol and chlorophenol have been reported (Amor et al., 2005; 

Texier and Gomez, 2002; Winther-Nielsen and la Cour Jansen, 1996; Benmoussa et 

al., 1986). However, the results in this study showed that an inhibitory effect of PNP 

was slightly sensitive to the initial PNP concentration especially between 6 and 10 mg 

l-1. This observation may be explained by the fact that the entrapped gel helps 

protecting AOB cells by reducing the PNP levels around the contact areas inside the 

gel beads. Protection of cells from toxic substances by gel entrapment has been 

demonstrated in several studies (Buchtmann et al., 1997; Pai et al., 1995; Ferschl et 

al., 1991; Bettmann and Rehm, 1985; Westmeier and Rehm, 1985; Bettmann and 

Rehm, 1984).  

 

NH3 oxidation rate by the gel bead of the higher OLR reactors was higher 

than of lower OLR reactor both in the first and second batch tests. However, this trend 

of NH3 oxidation rate did not corresponded well with the PNP degradation rates 

(C/N0.8 = C/N0.4 = C/N0 in the first batch test and C/N0.8 < C/N0.4 = C/N0 in the 

second batch test). This suggests that the NH3 oxidation is not related to the PNP 

degradation. Reducing the concentration of PNP due to the higher concentration 

gradient of PNP rather than the degradation by PNP-degrading microorganisms inside 

the gel beads of the higher OLR reactors was the main reason behind the higher NH3 

oxidation rate by the gel bead of the higher OLR reactors ( Fig. 6.1 [a, c, e] and Fig. 

6.2). 

 

The rate of NH3 oxidation for all tests increased with increasing initial 

NH3 concentration. This indicates that NH3 was still the rate-limiting substrates for 

NH3 oxidation of all entrapped cells. At an initial NH3 concentration of 50 mg N l-1, 

the rates of NH3 oxidation were similar between in the first and second batch tests. 

However, there was a substantial difference in NH3 oxidation rate between the first 

and second batch tests, when an initial NH3 concentration was higher (100 mg N l-1). 

At an initial NH3 concentration of 100 mg N l-1, the rates of NH3 oxidation of the 
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second batch test were higher than that of the first batch test. The reason for this is 

that the higher initial concentration of NH3 may help in recovering NH3 oxidation 

after the cells were exposed to PNP shock load during the first batch test. Although 

the mode of action of PNP on AMO enzyme has not yet known, it was found that 

several compounds with similar structure to phenolic compounds, such as o-cresol, 

2,5-dimethylphenol can compete for active site on AMO enzyme (Hooper et al., 

1997). Thus, when more numbers of NH3 molecules were present, they can easily 

compete PNP molecules for active site on AMO enzyme. Another explanation is that 

NH3 can have the regulatory effect on synthesis of a subunit of AMO enzyme even 

after inactivation of the AMO enzyme (Hyman and Arp, 1995; 1992; Hyman and 

Wood, 1985). Under the condition that AOB were unable to use NH3 as an energy 

source, the AMO active site containing 27 kDa polypeptide was synthesized through a 

de novo synthesis pathway under the presence of NH3. Thus, in our case, under higher 

initial concentrations of NH3, the additional polypeptide of AMO enzyme may provide 

additional active sites available for NH3 oxidizing by other active cell of AOB in 

entrapped cells.  

 

6.4 Conclusion 

 

Effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB in gel beads under the inhibiting 

condition from a model toxic chemical, PNP was investigated. Two sequentially tests, 

first and second batch test, for PNP degradation and NH3 oxidation were setted up and 

performed to investigate effect of heterotrophs on the activity of AOB under condition 

simulated the first and second time of PNP shock load in batch reactor with three 

different types of nitritation entrapped cells which have a different amounts of 

heterotrophs in the gel beads. Results showed that high initial concentrations and the 

second shock pulse of PNP can improve the degradation rates of PNP by nitritation 

entrapped cells while no significant effect of initial NH3 concentrations was observed. 

The degradation rate of PNP by PNP-unacclimated entrapped cells of different 

nitritation reactors (during the first batch test) was similar while for acclimated cells 

(during the second batch test), the PNP degradation rate of the C/N0.8 reactor was 

lower than that of C/N0, and 0.4 as a result of its higher competition for oxygen, 
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space and/or nutrient between PNP-degrading and non PNP-degrading 

microorganisms. NH3 oxidation (or AOB activity) by entrapped cells of the organic 

loaded-reactors (C/N0.4 and 0.8) had more tolerance for a PNP-inhibiting condition 

than that from the non organic loaded-reactor. Reducing the concentration of PNP due 

to the higher concentration gradient of PNP inside the entrapped cells could be the 

main reason behind that higher tolerance for PNP-inhibiting condition. An inhibitory 

effect of PNP on NH3 oxidation became higher at higher initial concentrations of 

PNP. However, higher initial concentrations of NH3 could help in improving a 

recovery of the NH3 oxidation of entrapped cells after a first time of PNP shock load .  

 

Results from this part of research implied that a serious drop or failure of 

partial nitrification for treating ammonia in low organic carbon (but not organic 

carbon-free) and high ammonia (low C/N) industrial wastewater, which may be 

caused by an inability to recover the AOB activity after experience with shock load of 

strongly toxic organic compound in industrial effluent stream, can be partly prevented 

in the entrapped cell based-rather than the suspended cell based-reactor as a results 

from reducing the penetration of toxicant by the outer layer of heterotrophs and 

subsequently reduce toxic sensitivity of AOB in the deeper part of the biofilm-like 

layer structure. Moreover, maintaining high sufficient level of ammonia in entrapped 

cell reactor (ie. 100 mgN l-1 in this study) could be one way to improve a recovery of 

the NH3 oxidation of entrapped cells after experience with shock load of toxicant. 

 



CHAPTER VII 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

 

Shortcut biological nitrogen removal (SBNR) is a cost effective innovative 

process to treat low carbon or/and high nitrogen wastewater. Partial nitrification is 

believed to be the rate-limiting step of the overall SBNR. Partial nitrification can be 

achieved by the oxidation of ammonia (NH3) to nitrite (NO2
-) without further 

oxidation of NO2
- to nitrate. Therefore, activity of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) 

needs to be promoted over the activity of nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB). The most 

two common strategies to achieve partial nitrification under normal temperature 

condition are to maintain oxygen (O2)-limiting or/and free ammonia (FA)-

accumulating conditions in the systems. Under low O2 condition, growth of AOB can 

be higher than NOB due to the distinct in the O2 affinity between both 

microorganisms. In addition, at certain levels of FA, activity of NOB can be inhibited, 

while the activity of AOB does not. Gel entrapment has been proposed to be a 

potential means to achieve partial nitrification under ammonia-rich environment. 

However, the determining mechanisms behind its contribution on partial nitrification 

have still been unclear. With the economical benefits of SBNR over the conventional 

nitrification - denitrification and several advantages of immobilized cells over 

suspended cells, the application of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) entrapped nitrifying 

bacteria for treating high NH3 wastewater based on two typical strategies, limiting 

dissolved oxygen (DO) and promoting FA accumulation in bulk liquid, was 

investigated in this study. And specific issues include the actual activity and 

community of working bacteria (Chapter 4), inoculum history and process control 

strategy (Chapter 5) and an instability conditions caused by the shock load of toxic 

compounds (Chapter 6) were mainly addressed. 
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To examine whether and how the two most common strategies (DO limitation 

and FA inhibition) for achieving partial nitrification in suspended cell system can be 

applied for entrapped cell system, effects of substrates (DO and FA concentrations) on 

NH3 and NO2
- oxidation (nitritation and nitratation) in both suspended and entrapped 

cell systems of enriched nitrifying sludge were determined using batch respirometric 

assay in Chapter 4. A fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique was also 

used for probing nitrifying microorganisms within the entrapment matrix since the 

nitritation and nitratation kinetics are related to the make-up of nitrifying community. 

Results showed that for both nitritation and nitratation, the maximum specific oxygen 

uptake rate (as a result of substrate utilization) and the apparent affinity for substrate 

and oxygen of suspended cells were higher than those of the corresponding entrapped 

cells. Under DO-limiting conditions, the specific oxygen uptake rate for nitratation 

reduced more than that for nitritation for suspended cells because of the higher 

oxygen affinity of AOB than NOB. For entrapped cells, the results were the opposite. 

The FA inhibitory effect was observed in the NH3-unacclimated sludge at significant 

levels but the acclimated sludge was not inhibited by high FA. Moreover, the 

competition for space and O2 led to segregations among AOB, NOB and heterotrophs 

within the gel matrix. The results from Chapter 4 implied that FA inhibition or DO 

limitation can be used to maintain NO2
- accumulation in entrapped cell systems but 

might not be effective strategies, which need a detailed investigation to identify one. 

Moreover, internal substrate and oxygen transfers would be two of the most important 

factors in controlling nitritation kinetics of entrapped nitrifying sludge. 

 

After finishing the batch experiment for nitritation and nitratation kinetic in 

Chapter 4, the experiment in Chapter 5 was designed to find out the strategies to 

achieve partial nitrification in continuous-flow entrapped cell nitritation reactors. In 

the first part of Chapter 5, the effect of different entrapped inoculums, including 

entrapment of non-nitrifying (ENN), nitrifying (EN), partial nitrifying (EPNI) and 

partial nitrifying (EPNII) sludge, on accelerating partial nitrification were investigated 

during start-up periods of continuous-flow reactors fed with high NH3 wastewater. 

Results show that entrapped cells containing very low numbers of NOB (EPNII) can 

achieve NO2
- accumulation at higher level and shorter timeframe (91% of NO2

- 
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accumulation after 15 days of operation) than entrapped cells containing high NOB 

abundance (ENN, EN, and ENPI). This finding showed the effect of inoculum type on 

accelerating partial nitrification. However, entrapped cells containing high numbers of 

NOB can achieve stable NO2
- accumulation under ambient temperature and normal 

bulk DO (2 mgN l-1 DO) condition at comparable level and timeframe (65 – 66% of 

NO2
- accumulation after 30 - 42 days of operation). The control factor is expected to 

be the levels of available O2 under the presence of high NH3 concentration. This 

indicated that a step for preparing sludge which is readily for nitrifying or partial 

nitrifying, was not needed for entrapped cells. Moreover, as a result of the O2 gradient 

in the gel beads, both AOB and NOB relocated themselves from the O2-limiting zones 

in the inner parts of the gel beads to the O2 available zones at the outer parts of the gel 

beads after the start-up period. And as a result of the competition for space and O2, 

NOB aggregates were found underneath AOB aggregates in the smaller and looser 

forms resulting in losing partially their nitrite-oxidizing activity.  

 

In the second part of Chapter 5, the most two common strategies, DO 

limitation and FA inhibition, were applied for partial nitrification in continuous-flow 

entrapped cells reactors. Effect of bulk DO or/and FA concentrations on NO2
- 

accumulation in entrapped cell system was observed during long term operational 

period with various bulk DO and FA concentrations after succession of start-up partial 

nitrification. The results from the first part of Chapter 5 recommended using the 

ENN entrapped cells as they require no acclimation step. In the second part, EPNI and 

EPNII entrapped cells were studied in parallel with the ENN entrapped cells. Results 

showed that NH3 removal efficiency depended largely on the bulk DO concentration. 

At lower than the threshold level (1.0 mgO2 l-1), NH3 removal was limited by the 

diffusion of O2 from bulk solution into the entrapped cell while no difference in the 

NH3 removal efficiency was obviously observed at higher level of bulk DO (between 

1.0 and 2.0 mgO2 l
-1). Under the same DO levels, NH3 removal efficiencies tended to 

increase with increasing the pH levels. However, the NH3 removal efficiencies of 

EPNI and EPNII were more sensitive to the acidic pH than that of ENN because ENI 

and ENII were previously adapted under alkaline condition rather than acidic 

condition. Results also showed that NH3 removal of the entrapped cells was not 
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suppressed by FA inhibition. Higher NO2
- accumulation was found at the lower 

concentration of bulk DO and the higher concentration of FA. When the reactors were 

operated under DO 0.5 mgO2 l
-1, NO2- oxidation was suppressed mainly by low O2 

level in the reactors. However, with higher DO level (<1.0 mgO2 l
-1) NO2- oxidation 

was mainly inhibited by FA.  With the DO level of 2.0 mgO2 l
-1, NO2

- accumulation 

was very low due high O2 and low FA conditions. Because the accumulation of NO2
- 

depended on both concentrations of bulk DO and FA, a relative ratio of both 

parameters (ratio of DO/effluent FA) rather than either one is recommended to use as 

a control parameter for partial nitrification. It is possible to use the DO/effluent FA 

ratio to control a desired level of nitritation in entrapped cell nitritation reactors by 

adjusting the bulk DO concentrations in the reactors under certain values of pH and 

effluent concentrations of NH3 to achieve the selected DO/eff FA ratios. 

 

Moreover, because instant loading of toxic compound could limit applications 

of partial nitrification, the deterioration of partial nitrification in industrial wastewater 

treatment system needs to be prevented. In Chapter 6, effect of heterotrophs on the 

activity of AOB in entrapped cell under the inhibiting condition from a model toxic 

chemical, PNP, was investigated. Two sequentially tests, 1st and 2nd batch test, were 

used to investigate effect of heterotrophs on the AOB activity under the 1st and 2nd 

time of PNP shock load with nitritation entrapped cells which contained a different 

amounts of heterotrophs. Results showed that high initial concentrations and the 2nd 

shock pulse of PNP can improve the degradation rates of PNP by nitritation entrapped 

cells while no significant effect of initial NH3 concentrations was observed. The 

degradation rate of PNP by PNP-unacclimated entrapped cells of different nitritation 

reactors (during the 1st batch test) was similar while for acclimated cells (during the 

2nd batch test), the PNP degradation rate of the C/N0.8 reactor was lower than that of 

C/N0, and 0.4 as a result of its higher competition for oxygen, space and/or nutrient 

between PNP-degrading and non PNP-degrading microorganisms. NH3 oxidation (or 

AOB activity) by entrapped cells of the organic loaded-reactors (C/N0.4 and 0.8) had 

more tolerance for a PNP-inhibiting condition than that from the non organic loaded-

reactor. Reducing the concentration of PNP due to the higher concentration gradient 

of PNP inside the entrapped cells could be the main reason behind that higher 
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tolerance for PNP-inhibiting condition. An inhibitory effect of PNP on NH3 oxidation 

became higher at higher initial concentrations of PNP. However, higher initial 

concentrations of NH3 could help in improving a recovery of the NH3 oxidation of 

entrapped cells after a first time of PNP shock load. Results from Chapter 6 (and the 

results of spatial distribution of microorganisms in suspended cell from Chapter 4) 

implied that a serious drop or failure of partial nitrification for treating ammonia in 

low organic carbon (but not organic carbon-free) and high ammonia (low C/N) 

industrial wastewater, which may be caused by an inability to recover the AOB 

activity after experience with toxic shock, can be partly prevented in the entrapped 

cell based-rather than the suspended cell based-reactor as a results from reducing the 

penetration of toxicant by the outer layer of heterotrophs and subsequently reduce 

toxic sensitivity of AOB in the deeper part of the biofilm-like layer structure. 

Moreover, maintaining high sufficient level of NH3 in entrapped cell reactor (ie. at 

NH3 of 100 mgN l-1 in this study) could be one way to improve a recovery of the NH3 

oxidation of entrapped cells after experience with shock load of toxicant. 

 

From this research, it was found that high partial nitrification (up to ) can be 

achieved by entrapped cells. Oxygen-limiting condition within an entrapment matrix 

is suggested to be a main control factor for achieving while an inhibitory effect of free 

ammonia is also proven to be another one control factor, thus, a relative ratio between 

concentration of dissolved oxygen and free ammonia in bulk liquid can be used to be 

an effective parameter to control partial nitrification. For purposing on preparing 

Anammox process suited-effluent which has an equal molar ratio of ammonia and 

nitrite nitrogen, the optimum bulk dissolved oxygen to free ammonia ratio is 0.01. 

And with in situ microbial localization in gel bead, an adverse effect of shock load by 

toxic substance on partial nitrification also can be reduced by entrapped cell as a 

results from reducing the penetration of toxicant by the outer layer of heterotrophs and 

subsequently reduce toxic sensitivity of ammonia oxidizing bacteria in the deeper part 

of the biofilm-like layer structure. 

 

7.2 Recommendations 
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a. Although PVA gel based-entrapped cell was used throughout this study, other 

kinds of gel entrapped cells, which have different physical and chemical 

characteristics such as calcium alginate and polyethylene glycol based-

entrapped cells, may be also applied for achieving partial nitrification in a 

similar way. 

b. A study in microbial community dynamic in species level of nitrifying 

microorganism during achieving partial nitrification, by using some molecular 

fingerprinting technique such as denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis 

(DGGE) or PCR-cloning-sequencing, could help to confirm the role of the 

predominated AOB and NOB in inoculums which can largely affect the 

acceleration of partial nitrification by cell entrapment.  

c. Because the penetration of O2 from bulk solution into the gel beads could 

cause high O2 gradient which later help to accelerate partial nitrification, study 

on the population dynamic of nitrifying microorganisms in the peripheral of 

the gel beads is likely to provide some useful information to improve an 

understanding for achieving partial nitrification by entrapped cell. 

d. In situ kinetic study of nitrifying microorganisms (which may be done by 

determining the change of an actual concentrations of substrate within the gel 

beads by microsensor) could provide invaluable information to confirm 

maintaining the AOB activity and suppressing the NOB activity within the gel 

bead during achieving partial nitrification. 

e. The proposed nitritation control parameter, ratio of DO/effluent FA, should be 

validated at another loading rate of ammonia and bulk DO level in operating 

entrapped cell nitritation reactor to see the extent of its application. 

f. Although nitritation entrapped cell developed in this study was mainly applied 

in the nitritation step, simultaneous nitritation and denitritation (or 

heterotrophic denitrification via nitrite pathway) was also evidence under the 

presence of organic carbon (see Chapter 6). Thus, study to find out the 

operational technique to control entrapped cell for simultaneous nitritation and 

denitritation in single reactor rather than nitritation is recommended for further 

study. 
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Fig. A-1 Monitoring results of laboratory-scale reactors during preparation of N 

sludge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A-2 Monitoring results of laboratory-scale reactors during preparation of PNI 

sludge. 
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Fig. A-3 Monitoring results of laboratory-scale reactors during preparation of PNII 

sludge. 
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Fig.A-4 Monitoring results of long term operating ENN nitritation reactor at various bulk DO concentrations and pH 
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Fig.A-5 Monitoring results of long term operating EPNI nitritation reactor at various bulk DO concentrations and pH 
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Fig.A-6 Monitoring results of long term operating EPNII nitritation reactor at various bulk DO concentrations and pH 
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Fig. B-1 C and N concentrations in CN0 entrapped cell nitritation reactor during steady state (Right) and each cycle (Left) 
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Fig. B-2 C and N concentrations in C/N0.4 entrapped cell nitritation reactor during steady state (Right) and each cycle (Left) 
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Fig. B-3 C and N concentrations in C/N0.8 entrapped cell nitritation reactor during steady state (Right) and each cycle (Left) 
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Fig. B-4 Degradation of PNP (1st and 2nd batch test) by C/N0 entrapped cells at initial TAN concentrations of  50 mgN l-1 (Above) and 

100 mgN l-1 (Below) 
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Fig. B-5 Degradation of PNP (1st and 2nd batch test) by C/N0.4 entrapped cells at initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 (Above) and 
100 mgN l-1 (Below) 
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Fig. B-6 Degradation of PNP (1st and 2nd batch test) by C/N0.8 entrapped cells at initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 (Above) and 
100 mgN l-1 (Below)                 
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Fig. B-7 Concentrations of nitrite plus nitrate during PNP degradation by C/N0 entrapped cells; 1st batch test  (Left) and 2nd batch test 

(Right); initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 (Top) and 100 mgN l-1 (Bottom) 
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Fig. B-9 Concentrations of nitrite plus nitrate during PNP degradation by C/N0.4 entrapped cells; 1st batch test  (Left) and 2nd batch test 

(Right); initial TAN concentrations of  50 mgN l-1 (Top) and 100 mgN l-1 (Bottom) 
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Fig. B-10 Concentrations of TAN during PNP degradation by C/N0.4 entrapped cells; 1st batch test  (Left) and 2nd batch test (Right); 
initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 (Top) and 100 mgN l-1 (Bottom) 
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Fig. B-11 Concentrations of nitrite plus nitrate during PNP degradation by C/N0.8 entrapped cells; 1st batch test  (Left) and 2nd batch test 

(Right); initial TAN concentrations of  50 mgN l-1 (Top) and 100 mgN l-1 (Bottom) 
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Fig. B-12 Concentrations of TAN during PNP degradation by C/N0.8 entrapped cells; 1st batch test  (Left) and 2nd batch test (Right); 

initial TAN concentrations of 50 mgN l-1 (Top) and 100 mgN l-1 (Bottom) 
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Table B-1 PNP removed, the degradation time and degradation rate of PNP by C/N0 entrapped cells  

C/N0 - 1st batch test 
Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.61 0.16 1.45 7.7 0.19 1.83 0.18 1.65 8.5 0.19 
4.0 3.86 0.39 3.47 11.3 0.31 3.86 0.39 3.48 12.9 0.27 
6.0 5.30 0.53 4.77 11.8 0.40 5.22 0.52 4.70 12.9 0.36 
8.0 6.77 0.68 6.10 11.6 0.53 6.94 0.69 6.24 12.8 0.49 

10.0 8.77 0.88 7.89 9.9 0.79 8.78 0.88 7.90 12.9 0.61 

           
C/N0 - 2nd batch test 

Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.77 0.18 1.59 2.4 0.65 1.90 0.19 1.71 2.4 0.71 
4.0 3.78 0.38 3.40 2.5 1.39 3.79 0.38 3.41 2.5 1.39 
6.0 5.23 0.52 4.71 2.5 1.88 5.27 0.53 4.74 2.4 1.99 
8.0 6.78 0.68 6.10 3.1 1.97 6.75 0.68 6.08 2.4 2.53 

10.0 8.76 0.88 7.88 2.6 3.08 8.78 0.88 7.90 2.4 3.31 
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Table B-2 PNP removed, the degradation time and degradation rate of PNP by C/N0.4 entrapped cells  

C/N0.4 - 1st batch test 
Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.79 0.18 1.61 7.7 0.21 1.79 0.18 1.61 7.6 0.21 
4.0 3.87 0.39 3.48 12.7 0.27 3.85 0.38 3.46 7.6 0.46 
6.0 5.24 0.52 4.72 12.0 0.39 5.22 0.52 4.70 10.4 0.45 
8.0 6.94 0.69 6.25 12.0 0.52 6.90 0.69 6.21 10.4 0.60 

10.0 8.69 0.87 7.82 10.7 0.73 8.76 0.88 7.88 7.8 1.01 

           
C/N0.4 - 2nd batch test 

Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.67 0.17 1.50 2.5 0.60 1.66 0.17 1.49 2.5 0.60 
4.0 3.74 0.37 3.37 2.5 1.36 3.74 0.37 3.37 3.0 1.11 
6.0 5.17 0.52 4.66 2.4 1.96 5.17 0.52 4.66 2.4 1.97 
8.0 6.83 0.68 6.15 2.4 2.56 6.83 0.68 6.14 2.4 2.58 

10.0 8.66 0.87 7.80 2.4 3.30 8.69 0.87 7.82 2.4 3.30 
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Table B-3 PNP removed, the degradation time and degradation rate of PNP by C/N0.8 entrapped cells  

C/N0.8 - 1st batch test 
 

Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.94 0.19 1.75 4.5 0.39 1.84 0.18 1.66 4.5 0.37 
4.0 3.73 0.37 3.36 9.2 0.36 3.72 0.37 3.35 12.4 0.27 
6.0 5.23 0.52 4.71 10.3 0.46 5.32 0.53 4.79 11.6 0.41 
8.0 6.92 0.69 6.23 10.0 0.63 6.90 0.69 6.21 7.7 0.80 

10.0 8.72 0.87 7.85 9.6 0.82 8.71 0.87 7.84 7.8 1.01 

           
C/N0.8 - 2nd batch test 

 
Initial 
PNP 

Initial TAN 50 mgN l-1 Initial TAN 100 mgN l-1 

(mg l-1) 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 
PNP at 0 

hr 
10% of PNP 

PNP 
removed 

Degradation Degradation 

 
(mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) (mg l-1) at 0 hr (mg l-1) (mg l-1) time (d) rate (mg l-1 d-1) 

2.0 1.67 0.17 1.50 2.6 0.58 1.69 0.17 1.52 5.9 0.26 
4.0 3.71 0.37 3.34 6.4 0.52 3.73 0.37 3.36 6.3 0.53 
6.0 5.19 0.52 4.67 6.0 0.78 5.17 0.52 4.66 6.1 0.77 
8.0 6.83 0.68 6.14 6.1 1.00 6.84 0.68 6.16 6.3 0.98 

10.0 8.62 0.86 7.76 5.7 1.37 8.63 0.86 7.76 6.1 1.27 
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Table B-4 Ammonia oxidation rate of C/N0, C/N0.4 and C/N0.8 entrapped cells  

1st  
batch 
test 

C/N 
Initial 
TAN 

(mgN l-1) 

Initial PNP (mg l-1) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

Ammonia oxidation rate 
 (mg [NO2

- + NO3
-] l-1 day-1) 

0 

50.00 

15.78 5.79 4.00 3.57 3.32 3.11 

0.4 15.75 5.919 4.613 7.584 9.14 12.79 

0.8 15.75 4.613 5.886 7.27 7.966 9.78 

0 

100.00 

31.76 4.364 4.611 6.75 7.346 8.47 

0.4 31.7 3.742 4.272 6.10 6.752 7.90 

0.8 31.73 3.348 3.787 5.37 5.433 7.02 

 

 

 

 
 

C/N 

Initial 
TAN 

(mgN l-1 ) 

Initial PNP (mg l-1) 

0 2  4 6  8 10  

R Square for ammonia oxidation rate 

0 

50 
0.917 0.966 0.930 0.908 0.967 0.961 

0.4 0.969 0.901 0.993 0.910 0.985 0.991 
0.8 0.931 0.973 0.974 0.908 0.967 0.943 
0 

100 
0.949 0.995 0.978 0.937 0.994 0.988 

0.4 0.986 0.981 0.937 0.930 0.926 0.968 

0.8 0.951 0.992 0.994 0.904 0.948 0.962 

2nd 
batch 
test 

C/N 
Initial 
TAN 

(mgN l-1) 

Initial PNP (mg l-1) 

0 2 
4 

with 
ATU 

6 
8  

with 
ATU 

10 

Ammonia oxidation rate  
(mg [NO2

- + NO3
-] l-1 day-1) 

0 

50 

15.78 4.09 0.08 3.01 0.05 2.80 

0.4 15.75 4.091 0.064 3.746 0.07 3.071 

0.8 15.75 5.145 0.056 4.557 0.052 3.46 

0 

100 

31.76 11.98 0.07 8.45 0.06 7.59 

0.4 31.7 13.85 0.087 9.026 0.062 7.98 

0.8 31.73 15.75 0.06 10.72 0.08 8.74 

     
  

C/N 

  
Initial 
TAN 

(mgN l-1 ) 

Initial PNP (mg l-1) 

0 2 
4               

with 
ATU 

6 
8               

with 
ATU 

10 

R Square for ammonia oxidation rate 

0 

50 

0.917 0.951 .0.977 0.990 0.983 0.999 

0.4 0.969 0.993 0.956 0.997 0.972 0.994 

0.8 0.931 0.999 0.978 0.994 0.966 0.997 

0 

100 

0.943 0.975 0.985 0.984 0.996 0.949 

0.4 0.986 0.979 0.985 0.958 0.940 0.970 

0.8 0.951 0.957 0.968 0.987 0.983 0.993 
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